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In my extremity I turned to Gandhi and he took

me in his arms and never let me go Away across the

globe he eared for me and taught me, and reassured

me. In London, in 1931 I met him and found him

Indeed my saxnt and seer When 1 saw him in India,

only a few weeks before Ms assassination in 1947 he

inn as wonderful as ever Had the Mahatma not come

Into my Ufe, I must sooner or later have been lost.

As it was, he saved me. He gave me a -peace of imnd

and a serenity of soul which will be with me to the

last. Even when he died, 1 gave way only for a time.

Then the tears flowed with a passion of grief which

there was no controlling. But the Mahatma did not

fad me. I called to him, and I am persuaded that he

answered. My real life as a teacher began with Gandhi

and it ended xvith his end. I should have retired when

he died, for all through these latter months I have

been but an echo of my true self If I have been con-

tent to stay on till now it is because 1 could the longer

bear witness to Gandh

J H H (November 27 1949)
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INTRODUCTION

I offer do apology for this book, but rather an cxplana

tkm of its character and meaning. This is indicated at

the start by my title, which is borrowed directly from

the title of William Dean Howells s famous book. My
Mark Twain What Mr Howells meant to imply by

this title was that he was not attempting an ambitious

work, a full-length biography of a great man, but offer

ing only a personal confession, so to speak, of his fnend

ship with Twam and of what this friendship his own
peculiar possession revealed of the larger aspects of

Twam s life. Howells was modest in his claims for a book

which covered no wide area of inquiry but began and

ended in the narrow compass of his own experience.

I

It is precisely with this intent and purpose that I have

written this hook. I was one among a multitude of per

sons who were blessed with Gandhi s friendship I

corresponded with him on casual occasions, and on two

or three of the great crises of his career I met and talked

with him first, m London in 1931 and ogam in New
Delhi in 1947 thus seeing him against the background

of my Western and his Eastern civilization Through
long periods of time and at great distances, I earned

Gandhi in my heart, and grew to love him as my own
13
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All this is too scant to constitute a chapter m the

Mahatma’s life. But it is a part of the record, and is so

set down

Some will complain that my contact with Gandhi,

while pleasant, was none the less quite unimportant I

do not complain at this complaint, as I never tned to

make this relationship with the Mahatma important, nor

myself important for having had it But there is an im-

portance which attaches to anything that has to do with

a really great man And there is a duty which imposes

itself upon anybody who has touched greatness to share

with the world the privilege which he has had Thus

only can the truth be imparted to mankind m its fullness

as well as m its detail Why does the archaeologist cher-

ish a fragment of an ancient statue, and a paleontologist

the sliver of a hone from a scattered skeleton, if not

because he can reconstruct the whole from this appar-

ently trivial part? In the case of the historian, how many
characters on the dramatic scene might have disappeared

altogether had it not been for letters, reminiscences,

reports and accounts, deliberately set down and saved

by humble persons to keep alive and clear, m the true

perspective of history, the great among us

Take Socrates, for example* All that we know about

this distinguished Athenian is found m the testimony

of his two disciples, Plato and Xenophon, not counting

the ribaldry of Aristophanes Of these twain, Plato is

the poet who looks at everything as bathed in the radi-

ance of his own poetic thought Admiring Socrates pro-

foundly, and knowing him intimately, he uses him m
his Dialogues as the mouthpiece of his philosophy So
artfully is this done, and so sincerely, that again and
again one feels uncertain as to whether it is Socrates or

Plato himself who is speaking At least three of the
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Dialogues—the Apology the Phaedo and the Cnto—
may be regarded as historical documents, and thus au

then tic. All the rest, including the greatest among them,

such as the Republic and the Symposium, must be

looted upon with more or less suspicion as worts of the

creative imagination. It is just here that Xenophon

becomes important. Straightforward, matter-of fact, pro-

saic, sturdily honest, intensely realistic, devoted in

simple loyalty to his remarkable fnend and teacher

Xenophon is in many ways just the opposite of Plato

Of course, there are large areas of agreement between

the two men, and where there is disagreement, there

seems to be a kind of condilatory force at work which

bongs them into accord. But there remain differences

of temperament and viewpoint which are final, and

male Xenophon invaluable as a corrective of Plato It is

because both of these men wrote as they did about their

master that we know him as we do Even their contra-

dictions and divergencies help to round out the picture.

But think of what we would have known had the

other disdples of Socrates followed the example of these

two! Here arc their names all set down like the cast of

a play—Glaucon Adefmantus, Cephalus, Polemarchus

Thrasymachus Cleltophon, Apollodorus, Phaedrus,

Agathon Pausanias Eryximachus, Aristophanes Ald-

biades, Hippothales Lysis, Menexenus Cebes and

others, among whom Plato lists those “who are mute
auditors." A few of these men are remembered in their

own right, quite apart from the Dialogues in which they

appear Others are remembered not at all, except as

Plato has immortalized them in his writings. Most of

them we may be sure, were quite ordinary yet they

felt the fascination of Socrates s presence, were curious

about bis philosophy and sat gratefully, if questionmgly
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at his feet Each of them must have had experiences

with Socrates which, however insignificant m them-

selves, were yet unique, and talks which, for one reason

or another, were not known to, or at least remembered

by others All of them had viewpoints and judgments

which bore the reflection of their own personalities and

were thus unique Suppose, now, these disciples and

followers had taken the pains to set down m writing

what they knew and thought about Socrates Suppose

they had written with the care of Xenophon and,

within the limits of their own ability, with the insight

and inspiration of Plato Here would have been sud-

denly a whole library of books on Socrates 1 Most of

these books would perhaps have been of slight value m
themselves—none of them to be compared with the

Dialogues But taken together they would have consti-

tuted a living memorial to fame and influence, each

testimony unique and therefore indispensable for the

completion of the whole As it is, all these are silent

The witness they might have borne to one of the greatest

men of all time is nonexistent When Socrates was dead,

his followers scattered The charmed circle was broken

up What the least of these, as well as the best of them,

might have said, has gone with the wind of tame And
the tale therefore must forever be incomplete

The same thing is true of Jesus and our knowledge of

him The Nazarene had twelve disciples who were with

him day and night, and knew intimately the habits of

his thought and life Outside of this inner circle, were
the Seventy, as they are called—men, and perhaps

some women, who were pledged to Jesus’ service, and
with him, or apart from him, bore witness to his word
Then there must have been casual followers, not in-

cluded in any of the regular groups, who saw and heard
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him afar off In reading the Gospels, we get the idea of

great crowds about the Nazarene, so that we have the

right to assume that, first and last, there were a multi-

tude of people who had something to tell of him. Had
each one told his story important or unimportant, we
would possess today a great body of testimony which

would have made the man of Galilee one of the best

known characters of history As it is only one of the

disciples, Matthew has left an account of what he knew

of the Master This has come to us at second or third

hand, and is thus no first rate work of history Mark

represents the Petrine tradition and Luke the Pauline.

The unique author of John puts forth a Neo-Platomc

interpretation of the Gospel Beyond this there is

nothing Jesus remains to this day a figure shadowy and

dim and therefore controversial

What have we not lost by the reticence of those who,

in one way or another knew Jesus or at least had seen

him and heard hnnl Of course, there was excuse

—

the confident expectation for example, of the return

of the Son of Man and the instant end of the world.

Why set down what could only be swallowed up by the

final cataclysm? But by the time this hope had faded

away and the early Christians settled down to the un

foldmg years, those who remembered the Nazarene and

cherished some particular recollections which were their

own had died The void they left could only be filled by

more or less imaginative statements of Jesus s life and

teaching which were largely legend or pure mythology

on the one hand and speculative dogma on the other

Alai, it was too late! The testimony which might have

been recorded had vanished forever and Jesus thus

obscured in the shifting mists of conjecture and surmise.
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II

That nothing of this kind shall happen m our time,

in the case of Gandhi, seems now to be the high resolve

of all who knew him m the flesh Thus, I have the word

of Pyarelal Nayyar, Gandhi’s secretary through these

last years following the death of Mahadev Desai, that

he is working on a biography of the Mahatma which is

planned to be the complete and therefore definitive

work on the subject Meanwhile, Louis Fischer has pub-

lished his biography, which is as sound m judgment as

it is sympathetic in feeling And from Indian publishing

houses these days comes a swelling stream of books and

pamphlets, a veritable flood let loose upon the world by

admirers and friends Most of them are prompted by

personal recollections of experience with Gandhi It

would seem as though everybody who had ever walked

and talked with him, or even seen him from afar, were

rushing into print to tell his little tale This I count all

to the good 1 For the mass of both weighty and trivial

material, when gathered together, falls into and com-

poses such a portrait of the man as makes him, m veiy

truth, to hve again It is like the story of the pilgrims who
brought each his pebble, to be cast as a token offering

upon the shone of their master, until slowly there

loomed a monument rearing its lofty head, to be seen

of all afar and near In the case of Gandhi, we may be

sure, there will be no uncertainty as to his lineaments

and habits, and the mynad details of his career Thanks
to these multifarious testimonials, the Mahatma will be
intimately known to the very end of time

What is possible, and what has actually happened, is

shown m the case of Abraham Lincoln, the slightest de-

tails of whose life are familiar, thanks to the testimony
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of hundreds of persons important and unimportant

who have told and thus placed upon die record all that

they chance to know Equally impressive Is the instance

of Sir Walter Scott who is better known perhaps than

any other British author with the smplc exception of

Dr Johnson Seeling to explain ihh fact a biographer

of Scott Una Popcdlcnncssc) lists in her biography

the overflowing number of fnends or mere chance

acquaintances, who printed bools and pamphlets after

the death of Scott to tell the little or much they knew
of the Laird of Abbotsford. “Some of these contempo-

raries
H

she writes “give a great deal of information

others record a single meeting a gesture a jolc
H
But

they are all saluablc in contributing to the whole pic-

ture. If we knots Sir Walter Scott so svell it is because

this multitude of wainesses have recorded each his hit

It is in this spirit and with this purpose m mind that

I have written this little bool. 1 could not rest content

until I had added my voice to the great choir of voices

lifted full and clear In Gandhfs praise It will be rightly

said that ms voice h a feeble one—all but lost in the

sweet accord of elegaic sound. Thus m> pcrvinal ex

penence with the Mahatma as compared with that of

many other men was meager in the extreme 1 met with

him on onl) two wldcl> separated occasions and under

circumstances of no especial moment My story might

be never told and the world suffer no conscious loss But

1 repeat that esen contact with a really peat person

itself becomes important and should he carefully re-

corded Furthermore I insist that the most petty episode

when attached to genius and thus illumined with the

white light of truth begins to expand anti lift Itself

unto the full measure of greatness and therewith become
an open door into the pruancts of the soul Constantly,
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in the writing of these pages, I had the experience of

setting down some little story of meeting and talking

with Gandhi, only to find myself caught up, as it were,

by an invisible hand, and led to some exalted level of

thought where dwelt the Mahatma as the supreme figure

of mankind m our time Gandhi’s sublime qualities

were present wherever one touched him, and under the

slightest provocation became manifest

III

So here is “my Gandhi”* I have kept closel} to my
theme All that I have told m tins book had its beginning

in my own experience with the Mahatma If it did not

end there, but mounted of itself to far pinnacles of

bemg, it is because my theme was Gandhi, who Inew
no bounds or barriers to the spirit To know him at all

was to know all of him It was the dream of William

Blake fulfilled

To see a World in a Gram of Sand
And a Heaven m a Wild Flower,

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity m an hour



CHAPTER I

I DISCOVER GANDHI
I

On a certain day m 1918 I went to the New York

Public Library to read an article in the current issue of

the HOfbert Journal (January 1918 volume XVI, No
2, page 19O which had been commended to my atten

tkm The article in question was by Sir Gilbert Murray,

on the subject, "The Soul As It Is, and How to Deal

with It” It was In substance a study of conscientious

objection m wartime, especially as dramatized in the

person of the English Quaker Stephen Hobhouse. But

right along with Hobhouse appeared a reference to an

Indian by die name of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

of whom I had never until this moment heard Professor

Murray did not seem to know any too much about the

man either "I am told,” he wrote, "that Gandhi s influ

ence in India is now enormous, almost equal to that of

his friend, the late Mr Gokbale." But In the space of

two pages he told the epic saga of Gandhi s nonviolent

campaign in South Africa through two decades (1893

1914) against die white mans government and on be-

half of his downtrodden fellow countrymen, die

dark-skinned coolies, and this was enough to identify the

Indian leader as a heroic, and incidentally successful,

practitioner of spiritual force as contrasted with physical

or armed force. Murray saw the likeness of Gandhi to

Stephen Hobhouse m his reliance upon the soul as the

21
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supreme instance of the adaptation of means to ends.

Such men are dangerous to any existing status quo, and

to all injustice and tyranny. Moved by Gandhi's exploits

m South Africa, Murray wrote m comment upon the sig-

nificance of this Indian

Persons m power should be very careful how they

deal with a man who cares nothing for sensual pleas-

ure, nothing for nches, nothing for comfort or praise

or promotion, but is simply determined to do what he

believes to be nght He is a dangerous and uncomfort-

able enemy—because his body, which you can always

conquer, gives you so little purchase upon his soul.

II

My eagerness to see Professor Murray’s article sprang

from my experiences as a pacifist m World War I Like

most people, I was completely unprepared m 1914 for

this wild outbreak of violence and hate There was, to

be sure, the ominous rivalry between Britain and Ger-

many for markets, naval power, and prestige, which
finally erupted mto the vast imperialistic struggle of

1914 That should have warned us of war 1 On the other

hand, however, was the balance of power between the

Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente which was
strangely regarded as an influence making for the main-
tenance of peace through Hague Conferences and the

World Court We can now see that these latter forces,

initiated by Tsar Nicholas II, despot of despots, were a

mere scratching of the surface as compared with the

seething contentions raging between the British and
German empires A great civilization, hke the Persian,

Greek, Roman, and other civilizations before it, was pre-

paring to explode and rend the world to rum But I was
a member of a generation which beheved m progress as
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a universal and immutable law binding manldnd to tbe

sure fulfillment of its best hopes and dreams. As Cal

vmism had taught that man was foreordained to be

damned, whether he would or no so evolution m our

time had taught that man was foreordained to be saved

whether he would or no Under the benign influence of

this thought, which postulated that progress was as ines-

capable as gravitation, I had actually brought myself to

the conviction that there would never be another conflict

of arms between tbe nations. Nor was I tbe only one to

be thus deceived! People generally at the turn of the

century, were reasonably sure that war was on Its way

out. It only needed for the Hague Court to gather

strength for programs of disarmament to be achieved,

for education to do its blessed work, for diplomacy and

statesmanship to become civilized! The problems of the

future would be peace problems, to be settled as surely

and completely as we were at last now settling the prob-

lems implicit m “die purple testament of bleeding war
M

This is the reason why I was so confounded by the

outbreak of World War I What happened was a vast

experience of disillusionment A whole philosophy of

life had collapsed as suddenly and disastrously as the

system of international relations in which we had put

our trust I would have been moved to cynicism and de-

spair as well as to bewilderment, had I not realized that

my deception was induced not so much by the worlds

betrayal as by my own innate innocence and ignorance.

I had betrayed myself and thus been self-deceived. I had

never thought through this monstrous problem of war

—

never once faced up to tbe devious questions involved in

die centunes-old phenomenon of strife and death upon

the field of battle. In the foreground, now was this stu-

pendous conflict which I soon convinced myself was not
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m any sense an idealistic struggle, but rather a sordid

contention of modern empires, like those of ancient em-

pires, for world mastery and dominion. It was easy

enough to find one’s position m this event At least it

should have been easy' But m the deep background was

the question of war itself. Under what conditions, if

any, was war justifiable!* What were the differences be-

tween a justifiable and an unjustifiable war!* How may

one feel sure of a defensive as contrasted with an aggres-

sive war? Can a conspicuously bad means, as a resort to

arms, serve and save the interests of any good end? Is

there a moral question involved m the use of force by

nations and by men? What is the judgment of ethics on

war? How can war be reconciled, on any terms, with

religion?

Into this complexity I plunged, with an uncertainty m
my heart which was akin to terror

First, I turned back to Jesus and the early Christians

to get their ideas of war—especially to find if they re-

pudiated war completely, and thus the use, even for

defensive purposes, of force and violence Then I took

up the study of the pacifist sects of Christianity, espe-

cially of the Friends, who are sane as well as idealistic,

and exerase an influence and beneficent power alto-

gether out of proportion to their numbers Suddenly
there came upon the scene the great French novelist,

Romam Rolland, and his great book, Above the Battle,

m which he stated his refusal to support a war which
promised to plunge the hght of Europe into darkness,

and to supplant avilization with a new and dreadful

barbarism Rolland remained to his last day a friend and
comforter. From him it was easy to move to Tolstoi, who
appealed to religion, as Romam Rolland to culture, to

make an end to war as foe to every higher interest and
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nobler ideal of man s life. There was here no rerandila-

tion possible- By 1915 I was preaching sermons to my
congregation on nonresistance as a true principle of

Christianity In 1916 I published my bool, Nru> Wars

for Old, in which I denounced all war and offered in its

place "the moral equivalent," as William James called

it, of die humane struggle for truth and right. In April

1917, when Woodrow Wilson tool this country into the

fight of England and Germany for world supremacy I

was ready to take my stand. I could not support this war

I said, which was so plainly a violation of every principle

of my religion If this meant deserting America in the

hour of her extremity, then by this very token was I the

more faithful to God. In any case, I could not and would

not "present arms" even at the command of my govern-

ment, but must remain steadfast to the all-encompassing

law of love. This position I maintained until the end of

the war It was impossible, for me at least, to do other

wise

But the end of the war saw no end to my perturbation

I pondered die price I had paid for my pacifism. Was such

a price necessary? The loss of friends and comrades, my
isolation from public life, my sacrifice of influence and

leadership the sheer meffectiveness of what I had tried

to do die stress and strain upon the very fibers of my
bang—were these things my fate or my folly? To be

sure, there was my congregation which, in the midst of

whatsoever differences of opinion, never faffed me Then
there were the pacifists, a brave and noble group of per

sons, who had trought me infinitely precious associa-

tions. The humiliations we bad endured, the hostilities

and persecution which had been directed against us, the

perils of our position in the midst of war these had but

served to bring us the more closely together and to reveal
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within our souls the hidden depths of the spirit But were

we right m our convictions? Were we not arrogant m
our contention that the great masses of mankind were

wrong? In any case, right or wrong, what had we done

to justify our faith, and thus make pacifism an effective

agency for ending war and bringing m the day of peace?

So with tortured mind and troubled heart, I continued

my studies, and maintained my pacifist position Already

there seemed to be another international conflict on the

way The abomination of the Versailles Treaty, the sub-

jection of the League of Nations to imperialistic ends

and aims, the old diplomacy behind the scenes, the help-

lessness of the people m their bondage to arms, the trag-

edy of little attempted and nothing done, these forces

were driving us steadily toward a second war What
could we do now to prevent it, or, if it came, what could

we do to end it? Had we not missed something, some

final wisdom, some perfect sacrifice, some supreme guid-

ance of statesmanship, that these questions had still to

be asked^

It was amid this growing confusion and dismay that

there emerged from my mind that Hibbert journal arti-

cle, especially m its Gandhi section, which I had read at

just the critical moment when America had entered and
was fighting the Great War Its recollection sprang out

of my dire personal need It had lam dormant, like a

scattered seed, all these months gone by It was now
quickened again by my receiving, at just this moment,
and more or less fortuitously, a little paper-covered pam-
phlet, somewhat the worse for wear, containing some
addresses and letters by M K Gandhi, of India In-

stantly I seemed to be alive—my vision clear, my mind
at peace, my heart reassured Here was the perfect an-
swer to all my problems I ran back to the library, and
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read again Professor Murray $ ankle Instantly something

circled within me, like the turning of a loci Before I

Inew it the supreme moment of mv life had come

III

In his great bool The Discovery of Indw Jawaharlal

Nehru describes the plight of his country at the turn of

the cenniT) in ha- fight against the British Empire

Everything for some strange reason had suddenly gone

wrong The leaders of India were distraught the people

frightened and discouraged The whole movement for

national independence had fallen to p eccv Ilmam was

everywhere triumphant Then came Candhi** writes

Nehru and imuntlv the scene was changed 1 Gandhi he

says "was hie a powerful current of fresh air that made

us suetch ourselves and talc deep breaths hie a beam of

light that placed the datlnas and removed the scales

from our eyes like a whirlwind that ups« many things.

Kit most of all the wtnling of people s minds."

It was in this same was that Gandhi came into my
life. At the moment I mcr needed him I discovered that

there was such ft man He was living in the faith that I

had sought He was mallng it worl and proving It right.

He was everything I belies ed but hardly dared to hope

He was a dream come true

I have already stated that so far as 1 can remember 1

had never in try life up to that time heard Candhi s

name But here It was Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

spread lile a banner on Gilbert Murray s pages in the

Hihbert Journal I know I had nesr heard the story of

the exploits of this extraordinary man in the rebellion

of Ids fellow countrymen in South Africa which he had
so patiently and bravely led against the prejudice of the

people and the oppression of the government But here
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was the outline of it m a few vivid words set down in

Professor Murray's article on conscientious objection to

participation in war Gandhi 1 Why did I not know dns

name? GandM Who was this man, and what did lie look

like? gandhi 1 How had he gotten into South Africa?

How had he organized his nonviolent resistance cam-

paign against the inequity and injustice which ground

the coolie Indians into the dust of the white man’s rule?

Above all, by what miracle had this one man sustained

the fight for twenty years, without violence or bloodshed,

and at last carried it through to victory? There was little

m what Professor Murray had written to satisfy my
curiosity But this little was quite enough to prod me
wide awake, and to shake me, like a midnight earth-

quake, to the very foundations of my being I lived the

experience of John Keats when he first read Chapmans
Homer, and wrote his immortal confession,

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies

When a new planet swims into his ken

I knew the rapture of Mme Curie when she went with

her husband, on a certain night, to the laboratory where

they had so long and patiently been working together,

and saw m the darkness that steady glow of light which
told her that the mystery of radium had been uncovered

Mine was m its humble way the feeling of Columbus on

that October morning when from the deck of his little

caravel he gazed upon San Salvador

I left the library that afternoon m a daze of wonder
and excitement I must learn about this man whom I had
so unexpectedly discovered I must get information to

dispel my ignorance But my quest proved to be difficult.

People m general and scholars in particular seemed to

know as little about this Indian m South Africa as I did.
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For Gandhi had not broken into the magic circle of the

public press. He had not yet attracted the attention of

journalists who hold the key to the dosed door of con

temporary knowledge. There was material of course,

published in South Africa, but this wras mostly inacces-

sible in America Not until I went to England in 1912

did I lay hold on some of this material and have the

great good fortune to meet Mr Henry S L. Polak, early

associate of Gandhi who was the first to write of him.

My search however proved to be mostly an experience

of frustration But all the while, in my early bafflement

and occasional despair I felt within me the ever-deepen-

ing conviction that I was on the right track. This Gandhi

was a great and wonderful man Where was there any

body to match him in our troubled and wicked world?

Did he not bold in his heart the secret of mans deliver

ance from the evils, mostly of man s own choosing, which

were now besetting him and threatening to destroy him?

Must he not be proclaimed at once as a world leader the

compeer of the greatest men of our own or any other

time?

The more I thought of it, the more this conviction

grew upon me. It was under its impress—an intuition of

the soul rather than any persuasion of the mind—that I

climbed tremulously into my pulpit on Sunday morning

Apnl 10 1921, to preach to my people on the subject,

*TVho Ij the Greatest Man in the World?" and to answer

my own question M. k. Gandhi of India. The audacity

of this declaration, in the light of what was known and

not known at that time about Gandhi here in our west

cm world seems now incredible. A great audience had

gathered for the subject of my discourse was a riddle

which titillated the public imagination Interest was

keen as the war had brought many men to the conspicu-
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ous attention of mankind, and people wanted to know

which one I would choose to be supreme. But all was

confusion when I named Gandhi, for few had ever heard

of this Indian, knew even that he was an Indian, and

fewer stall knew anything about his career This confu-

sion is the explanation of the fact that my sermon did

not carry very far in the public prints Newspapers are

not expected to present dictionaries and encyclopedias

with their news reports But by some strange miracle of

fortune, the sermon found its way to India—first, the

story that I had declared Gandhi to be "the greatest man

m the world," and later die full text of what I had said

to justify this judgment This was widely published,

even in the native press, and everywhere stirred interest

and acclaim The Indians knew Gandhi, and already

reverenced him And here was evidence that the West

was discovering him, and recognizing and welcoming his

work for the liberation of his people Everything diat has

happened since that date, now over thirty years ago,

every word spoken and deed done by Gandhi, his life,

his death, the applause of men, all have conspired, as it

were, to confirm my original pronouncement And today

the whole world accepts all that I .dared, at that early

hour, to declare Nay more, far more' For Gandhi is

today listed among the immortals His people name him
' with Buddha, and so enroll him in the pantheon of the

spirit.

The horror that seized the human heart at Gandhi's

assassination, the mourning that bound the race m one
universal accord of sorrow, the single voice of acclaim

that sent ave atque vale echoing to the farthest horizons

of the earth—these mark the culmination at the end of

what was manifest m the beginning

It comforts me, m the lingering shadow of Gandhi’s
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departure, to remember what I said m the days (1911)

when to our world the Mahatma was still unknown
After giving a sketch of his career in my April 10 sermon

I continued

Such is Mahatma Gandhi. In this great spirit be

lives among his people. As he moves from aty to

city crowds of thirty and even fifty thousand people

assemble to hear his words. As he pauses for the night

in a village, or in the open countryside, great throngs

come to him as to a holy shrine. He would seem to

be what the Indians regard him—the perfect and

universal man In his personal character he Is simple

and undefiled. In his political endeavors, he is as stem

a realist as Lenin at the same time is he an

idealist, living ever in the pure radiance of the ipint.

When I think of Gandhi I think, of Jesus. He lives

his life; he speaks his word he suffers, strives, and

will some day nobly die, for ha kingdom upon earth.

Do you recall how it is told of Jesus, that one day

as he was journeying he heard his disciples quarrel

Ing And be said, “What were you reasoning on the

way?" And they said they had disputed who was the

greatest among them. And Jesus said, "If any man

would be first among you let him be the servant of

all*

IV

As I ponder my experience with Gandhi 1 can see

that ray discovery of hurt to my own consciousness repre-

sented a land of compound of reaction In summary the

elements involved were three in number
First, there was the world, our Western imperialist

society staggering like a sorely wounded animal to keep

its feet and find its way
Secondly there was my inward spiritual need Despair
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and fear possessed my heart after World War I I had

found, or had seemed to find, the nonresistant principle

as the central core of religious faith, and, under its in-

fluence and guidance, had opposed and refused to par-

ticipate m the war But what assurance was there that

I had not been deceived? Was my conviction of truth as

clear and certain as I thought it was^1

Lastly, there was Gandhi, whose mere presence m the

world seemed to answer my every question It was true

that, m that early day, more than thirty years ago, I knew

little of him But as die paleontologist, of whom I have

spoken, can construct an ancient skeleton from a single

bone, so it seemed to me that I could construct Gandhi's

spirit and very life from the few items of knowledge I had

found The same was true of Gandhi’s diought, which

was by no means unique He himself, with a charming

humility, has named the books which fashioned his inner

being—the Sermon on the Mount, John Ruskm’s Unto
This Last

,

Henry David Thoreau’s Civil Disobedience,

Leo Tolstoi’s Kingdom of God, and above all the sacred

testament of his own Hindu faith, the Bhagavad-Gita

But his possession and use of this creative material

worked m it a transformation of quality which made it

transcendendy his own What I felt m the beginning was
what I found m the end—that m Gandhi there was

A presence that disturbs (us) with the joy

Of elevated thoughts, a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused .

A motion and a spirit that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things

In Gandhi there were an inward gendeness and calm,
a basic wisdom, combined with an outward power of
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resolution and command, which made him the supreme

spiritual leader of his age Gandhi was at once a saint,

a seer, and a statesman He was a moral as well as poht

ical figure, and over his fellow men he wielded a power

which could emerge only from the deepest roots of char

acter I know of nothing more remarkable than the quiet

calm and humble simplicity the unpretentious serenity

of Gandhi s personaht) coupled with the unchallenged

authority imposed upon vast multitudes of men by the

sheer greatness of his spirit. Here were elements which

in another man would have tom him m an agony of

conflict, but in Gandhi were resolved fnto a combination

of qualities which in their fusion worked miracles

All this I felt when first I found Gandhi All this I

confirmed as passed the years which bound him close

and ever closer to my heart. The drama of this experience

of discovery was terrific. Here was our world rent to ruin

by mad resort to force and violence. Out of this vast

convulsion there emerged this single man who put all his

tnm in truth and love. While the world gave itself over

to self-destruction, Gandhi found the way of life and

triumphantly walked therein. History has known noth

ing like it since Christ and Caesar 1



CHAPTER II

I MEET GANDHI
- i

It was Saturday, the 1 2th of September, 1931—a cold,

rainy, and dismal day I was in London, to meet Gandhi

"Charlie'' Andrews, beloved of Gandhi through many

years, had sent me word that the Mahatma was landing

that very morning at Folkestone, and would I come and

join the ktde group of friends who would be there on the

pier to meet and greet him on his arrival. Gandhi's mis-

sion m England, as all the world knew, was to attend the

impending sessions of the famous Round Table Confer-

ence on Indian affairs

I had first heard of all this m Switzerland, where I

was touring In an idle moment at the hotelm Constance,

I had picked up a newspaper, and there was a dispatch

from Bombay, telling of Gandhi's embarkation and his

start on his long journey to the West Instantly I aban-

doned all my plans for further travel on the continent,

and made my way to London to see the distinguished

visitor With him were his son, Devadas, his devout dis-

ciple and servant, the former English lady, Mirabehn

(Madeleine Slade), his secretary and selfless friend,

Mahadev Desai, another secretary and close companion,

Pyarelal Nayyar, Mme Sarojmi Naidu, poet and orator,

greatest of Indian women, and others less important or

less known Most of them were my friends—but friends

I had never seen 1 Surely, I must not miss this opportu-

34
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nity to unexpectedly laid before me, and would be par

doned for my importunity

Yet was I appalled at tbe spectacle of my own audadty

in seeking intrusion upon so important, even historic, an

occasion Undoubtedly the affair was official and there-

fore in die hands of government which would have no

interest in me and my purely personal desires. Distm

gutdied Englishmen and Indians would be waiting in

Hne to see and confer with the Mahatma. At such a time,

and under such conditions, would he not be troubled by

my unheralded appearance and my insistent expectation

of an interview? I was frightened at the mere possibility

of bothering him or of adding by so much as a feather's

weight to the burden he was carrying in one of the

supreme ordeals of his career All my life I have instinc-

tively shrunk from imposing myself upon famous and

therefore busy men How many times I have missed the

excitement of meeting great personalities because of ray

reluctance to grasp and seize, for my own satisfaction

some portion of their meager stores of time and strength

What is it, after all but sheer impudence to demand at

tenbon and therewith interrupt important work or break

an irrevocable course of thought? Recall Coleridge and

the man from PorlodJ No our business is to protect the

great, and not to exploit them for our personal advantage.

Yet m this case I clung to the hope, persuaded myself to

the conviction, that trespass would be forgiven Here

was Andrews s invitation to come along Then there was

my long relationship with Gandhi in correspondence,

which was not voluminous, I may say, since I was as

loath to distract the Mahatma with my letters as with my
presence, but was invariably on his part kind, cordial,

and deeply personal Very pertinent was a letter written

to me In the early summer In which he spoke of the
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possibility of his journey, and of his hope of seeing me

on his arrival m England Such a letter could surely serve

as a spiritual passport at Gandhi’s door. Finally, there

was the announcement, which had instantly attracted

my attention, that the guest from India was to reside

during his stay m London, not at St. James’s Palace, as

the government had planned, but at Muriel Lester’s

settlement, Kingsley Hall, m the far East End of the city.

In the simplicities and informalities of this house, I

would surely be received m ways unknown to a royal

residence. As a matter of fact, when I reached London,

the first thing I did was to hunt out Miss Lester, and

state my case "I will be a busboy,” I said, “a dishwasher,

a garbage man, if only you will let me m to see and talk

with Gandhi ” Miss Lester was wholly sympathetic, bless

her heart 1 She not only gave me entrance, but managed,

m kind and clever ways, to bring the Mahatma and me
together So I hoped I was not overreaching myself, nor

exacting attention to which I was not entitled.

II

I went down to Folkestone with Reginald Reynolds,

a handsome and ardent young Englishman, a Quaker,

who had been useful to Gandhi in India We were not

surprised to learn, on our arrival, that the Channel
steamer was late owing to the fog and ram As time went
on, I became chilled to the bone, so cold it was without,

and so excited was I within I began to pace the pier m
sheer impatience Suddenly I found myself talking with
a young policeman, posted as a guard for the Mahatma
He was an intelligent man, a college graduate, who rec-

ognized me quickly as an American
“You’re at an interesting point on the English coast,”

he said "Do you see that projection of land over there.
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just to the north? Thau where Caesar landed when he

brought his legions to conquer England.” He paused, as

though to let me ponder this striking episode of history

Then, pointing in the opposite direction to the south

he continued, “And through that fog there, not so far

away ts Pevensey where landed a second conqueror, the

great William of Normandy ” Then suddenly as I gazed

upon the sea there came a moment of inspiration “Here

is a third conqueror
n

I cried within my heart, in expecta

Hon of Gandhi’s arrival A very different kind of con-

queror to be surd He had no armor on his bock, no

sword at his side. He was accompanied not by a Roman

legion or a Norman army but only by a few scattered

secretaries and friends. There was something almost

grotesque in Gandhi s appearance later on as he disem-

barked, and went splashing up the rain-soaked pier

toward the tram which was to carry him to London On
one of Britain* rawest days, Gandhi was naked to the

thighs, his feet covered only by crude and well-wom

sandals. His body was loosely wrapped in a loin cloth

and khaddar shawL Over his head was an umbrella, car

ned by some solicitous person who sought, however

desperately to protect him from the pouting rain.

Around and behind him were the members of his entour

age, a Buttery flock not knowing just where they were

going, or what was likely at any moment to happen This

man a conqueror? The idea seemed completely ludicrous.

Yet in the next sixteen years he had defeated England,

without violence or bloodshed, and India was free. If

there is any parallel in history to this amazing achieve-

ment, I do not chance to know what it is.

I wiped the ram from my glasses, and gazed out

through the mist to the stormy Channel Suddenly there

appeared a steamer a little craft in white, emerging from
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the fog-bound horizon like a sheeted ghost As she was

made fast to the pier, only one man, the official represen-

tative of the British Government, was allowed on board.

All the rest of us, a shivering and forlorn company,

Gandhi's fnends, delegates from India, newspaper re-

porters and photographers, were left standing m the

ram, with a great crowd of sightseers behind the barriers

But the delay was brief In a few moments, which

seemed like hours, we were aboard the ship, and I was

standing at the door of Gandhi’s cabin, awaiting my turn

to be received It was here I had my first glimpse of the

Mahatma

He was sitting cross-legged upon his berth, engaged

m earnest conversation with Reginald Reynolds, who
was a member of the Quaker group which had been ap-

pointed to welcome Gandhi m the name of the English

Fnends His head and shoulders were bent forward m a

listening attitude, so that I could not see his face A
naked arm, long and lean and wiry, reached out of the

shawl, flung lightly about his shoulders, and took a paper

from Reginald’s hand There was a quick interchange of

words, a flitting smile, and the conference was over

It was now my turn I stepped into the little cabin

When Gandhi saw me, he jumped to his feet and, with

the lithe quick step of a schoolboy, came forward to

greet me I cannot now seem to Temember whether or

not he gave me the familiar Hindu salutation But I felt

his hands take mine with a grasp as firm as that of an
athlete.

I wish you might have met me at Marseilles,” he said,

referring to his landing at the French port, and taking a
tram north to the Channel and Folkestone

I replied that I was afraid that I would be in the way
that I was always reluctant to intrude upon busy and
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important people. Whereupon he smiled at me gently,

and invited me to be with him in London Then the con-

versation drifted as conversations have a way of doing

on such occasions to other and more general themes. I

do not recall particularly what was said. I was too cxdted

and confused to make note of Gandhi s remarks. But I

shall never forget those bright eyes shining through his

spectacles his voice so dear and yet so gentle, his whole

presence so simple and yet so strong XV

c

had only a few

precious moments together—others were pressing upon

us and clamoring for attention So I withdrew and am
tented mysdf with watching this man whose spirit had

reached me years before, across the continents and seas

of half the world

I have often been asked to describe my initial Impres-

sion of Gandhi I do not find this question hard to an-

swer It centered, first of all, in my somewhat amusing

recognition of the fact that he looked exactly like the

photographs and cartoons that I had seen of him in

recent years. In one way this was inevitable so distinc-

tive were the characteristics of his personality In another

way this was remarkable, so difficult was it to get

Gandhi before a camera or drawing board I suppose I

have seen hundreds of his pictures, but I find it hard to

remember one for which the Mahatma had made a de-

liberate pose. In an interview with him at New Delhi

on my visit to India in 1947 1948 I was accompanied

by my son. I asked if the latter could "snap" us as we
talked. Gandhi smiled, said that he was used to these

"instruments of torture
H
and went right on In his con

versa tion with me, os though nothing else were going on

at all Gandhi had no time, least of all any interest, in

posing for pictures. So photographs and drawings were,

in a very special sense of the word, mere glimpses of a
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man in action And here he was, precisely the man I had

seen so many times m the newspaper or on the screen.

As I watched the scene in the crowded cabin of the ship,

I felt as though I were looking at mute representations

of the Mahatma suddenly come to life

My second and strangely simultaneous impression was

of the infinite grace and charm of Gandhi, who, m his

physical appearance, was so awkward. Thus, everybody

who entered this little room m which we stood, was, m
one way or another, under strain, and thus uneasy The

officials present were anxious that there should be no

error or mischance m the proceedings of the occasion

Journalists were eager to get their stones, photographers

their pictures, each one his own and thus ongmal. Fnends

were embarrassed by the difficulties of getting at their

beloved Mahatma, and paying him the attention and

protection which a tired man would welcome Some few

persons, like myself, were frankly fnghtened—this stu-

pendous personal expenence was too much for our

equanimity and courage' But all these varied reactions

speedily vanished, like the morning mist, before Gandhi's

easy grace What we saw at the start was the physical

appearance of one of the world’s great figures But this

almost instantly passed into the spiritual presence of a

loving and infinitely lovable man What we felt, m the

first few moments, was reverence and awe, but this was
immediately caught up and absorbed by his simplicity,

innocence, and charm Gandhi’s attitude had all the

naturalness and spontaneity of a little child There was
m him and about him not an iota of self-consciousness

—no pose, pretentiousness, or pride In no time at all,

Gandhi had us all laughing, as completely at our ease
as though we had known one another and him for years.

If, m this world of varied personalities, there is a single
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man even half as charming, and thus as irresistible, as

Gandhi, I have not seen him

HI

In a few moments, we were off the boat and on our

way to London Gandhi was in charge of officials. I trav

eled in a compartment of the train occupied by Devadas

Gandhi, Pyarelal Nayyar and Mirabehn (Miss Slade)

On arrival, we took automobiles and made our way

through the mud and the rain to the Fnends Meeting

House, where a great audience was gathered and waiting

patiently to give welcome to the Mahatma and his at

tendant company Laurence Housman, brother of the

famous poet and scholar A. E. Housman, and himself

an author of rare distinction incidentally a long-standing

champion of a free India presided over what proved to

be a drama in contrasts Thus, conspicuous among the

Indian delegates, sharing with Gandhi the honors of an

occasion which promised to be histone, was Madame
Sarojim Naidu, the greatest woman of India and one of

die great women of our time. She was a magnificent

specimen of womanhood, richly dad m native silk erect

in stature, commanding in mien, a potent and beautiful

presence. As she entered the hall and strode to her place,

and received the rapturous acclaim of this crowded as

semblage of English men and women, one instinctively

felt as though we were looking upon a queen

As Gandhi entered, attention was focused at once

upon this extraordinary man. What a contrast between

these two! To an intruder or careless observer, who
knew nothing of the Mahatma, nor of the momentous

character of the occasion, there might have appeared

something almost ridiculous in the picture. Here was this

Indian striding into the auditorium with hxs feet and
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legs bare, his middle bound by the loincloth, his torso

wrapped and rewrapped against the chilling weather, m
the ample folds of his cotton shawl With utter dignity

he crossed the platform and took his seat, and serenely

surveyed the audience As he sat there, calm and motion-

less as a Buddha, the ridiculous, if ever it appeared m
such a presence, straightway diffused and dissolved itself

into the sublime. I shall never forget the sense of awe

that settled like an atmosphere upon that auditorium

For the first time I understood the mystic secret of

Gandhi’s influence over the millions of his fellow coun-

trymen. Had a king been present, we could not have felt

more reverence Suddenly I found myself remembering

the testimony of Mr Bemay, an English journalist, who
said, 'The moment you see Gandhi, you catch the at-

mosphere of royalty ” But it was more than royalty which

we saw that day. Not a king but a Mahatma, a "Great

Soul,” was with us This man needed nothing of the

personality and pageantry of a king to exercise his power.

For it was the spirit, not the flesh, which clothed this

man m more than majesty

If we felt this when we looked upon Gandhi, how
much more when we heard him speak. There was no
formality about this meeting Mr Housman opened it

with a few appropriate words which were already m
every heart Addressing Gandhi, he said

We welcome you, the guest of this nation. We wel-

come you as bringing something which is not generally

understood, the unification of politics and religion.

In churches we are all sinners, but in politics every

one else is a sinner—that is a correct description of

our daily life, and you have come to call upon us to

search our hearts and to declare what our religion is.

You are a strange man. You are strange to many, even
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In your own country You arc stranger to the people

in ray country You are so sincere that you make some

of us suspiaems, and you are so simple that you be-

wilder some of us,

Gandhi responded to this introduction in words which

were gently uttered in a voice quiet, and almost monoto-

nous. But as they readied our ears, they were as the

words of a royal proclamation He made three points

dear First, his credentials! He came to England, he said

not as an individual, but as die representative of his

people. "I represent, without any fear of contradiction

the dumb semistarved millions of my country India.
1*

Secondly bis mandatd He came not to dicker or to bar

gain with Britain, but to present the terms of the All-

India Congress “As an agent holding a power of attorney

from the Congress,” he said, “I shall have my limitations.

I have to conduct myself within the four corners of the

mandate imposed upon me. If I am loyal to the

trust I bear I must not go outside that mandate." Lastly

bis goal! What did the mandate exact? “Freedom," cried

Gandhi. “The Congress wants freedom demands free-

dom for India and its starving millions.” No compromise

here, no equivocation no appeasement! “He spake"

however gently “as one having authority"—and with

the voice of prophecy

IV

This was on a Saturday afternoon On the succeeding

five days of my stay in London, I saw the Mahatma four

separate times

The first time was on the following morning Sunday

when I went bright and early to Kingsley Hall in the

London slums. Gandhi was on an open terrace high up
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above the tenement roofs of the neighborhood, seated

cross-legged on a kind of table, and bathed in the warm

sunshine of a perfect day At one end of the terrace was

the room, or rather cell, some five feet wide, seven or

eight feet deep, with stone floor and bare walls, and fur-

nished only with a table, a chair, and a thin pallet, where

Gandhi slept Talking with him, as I entered, was one

of the great leaders m Indian affairs. Within a few mo-

ments, all too short for me to prepare properly for my
interview with the Mahatma, the conference ended, and

Gandhi was beckoning me with extended hands and his

ineffable smile of welcome I came to him and sat down

on a rough wooden chair beside him We talked of the

Round Table Conference—was it going to succeed? No,

Gandhi saw no reason for believing that it would suc-

ceed His reason told him it must fail “But God has told

me to come to England," he said, very simply, "and he

must have his own good purposes So I have put my
judgment aside, and shall trust and hope until the end

”

I referred to the vicious attacks upon him m certain of

the London newspapers, and expressed the hope that

they did not trouble him unduly “No,’’ he said, “they

do not trouble me, but they pain me terribly Think of

how fully and freely I have talked to the reporters I

have told them everything And yet they print these

slanderous lies It hurts me that such things can be done
But," he continued, with a flitting smile, “I do not let

them worry me They do no harm Nothing can injure

truth
”

I then referred to the next day, Monday, which
m India was his day of silence, and asked if he would
attend the sessions of the Conference that day “Oh yes,"

he replied, with his smile now become almost a laugh
1 shan’t say a word, but think of what a chance I shall

have to hsten " We talked of a few other matters, and
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then I arose, with an apology that I had taken his tune,

for others were waiting to see him, as indeed they always

were. I shall never forget the sheer loveliness of his smile

as he took my hand and said, “Come whenever you cam

You may have to wait, but I want to see you as long as

you are in London
”

I next saw Gandhi on Sunday night at a religious

service to which his fnends and a few men and women
from the neighborhood were invited. There were per

haps some fifty or sixty persons present in a room which

might have held a hundred. The Mahatma sat on the

platform, not in a chair but on die floor cross legged,

wrapped in his voluminous cotton shawl, with some kind

of a rug thrown about his limbs. He spoke to us, from

his sitting posture, on prayer or rather his experiences

of prayer He began by stating that he believed in God,

and therefore of course prayed. He told us what this

practice had done for him. "Without prayer " he said

“I could do nothing " As he went on speaking in his

quiet way telling us of his knowledge of this most inti-

mate discipline of the spiritual life, his voice became very

soft and low I doubt if many persons in the room, back

of the front rows where I was sitting, could hear what

he was saying The Mahatma seemed more and more

to sink into himself His address became as it were a

process of self-communion, or of communion, right here

before our eyes, with One greater than ourselves But

words were not necessary at such an hour His voice was

now become a whisper—a deep awe was m possession

of every heart Gandhis mere presence was diffusing

an atmosphere m the little room, which gripped us m Its

spell. Then slowly Gandhi seemed to crane to himself

and was speaking to us again It was a moment of mystic

uplift never to be forgotten.
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I did not see Gandhi again until the following

Wednesday night, when I sat with him at the door of

his terrace room during his supper hour. He was sitting

on his pallet bed, on the floor I squatted down beside

him to my vast discomfort—there was no chair* He held

m his left hand a cup of goat’s milk On his lap was a

tin plate, such as I have seen convicts use in prison In

this plate he was mixing together the more substantial

elements of his evening meal I seemed to see some dates,

perhaps some nee Whatever they were, they filled the

tin plate scantily Gandhi’s secretary, Pyarelal, was with

us, but did not join m the conversation We talked of

many things—of personal matters, of the Round Table

Conference, of the projected interview with Mayor

Walker, of New York, then a visitor m London, of

Palestine and Zionism and their relationship to the situ-

ation m India, and of a possible visit of the Mahatma to

America, which was being strenuously urged upon him
At the close, I bade him good-by, for I was leaving on

Fnday for my country, and expected not to see him
again Immediately he laid aside his cup and plate, from

which he seemed to be eating sparingly, and took my
hand m his "We shall meet again,” he said, "m India,

or m America
”

Then came a surprise* On the following afternoon,

Thursday, I had gone to the House of Commons, to

listen m with some newspapermen on an informal talk

which Gandhi had consented to hold with a chosen
group of the members To my surprise I saw Devadas,
Gandhi’s son, making his way toward me He had a

message* His father had postponed the meeting with the

Commons, and was at St James’s Palace, where he
wanted to see me, and would wait till I came I hastened
with Devadas to the Palace, and there found the Ma-
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hatma in a small side room, eating his supper He was

sitting on a large lounge, or divan, and invited me to sit

down beside hnn It seemed that a message of invitation

to visit America, signed by a long list of names, had just

been received and must be answered promptly Whose
were these names, what did they represent; what thd I

thmk of the whole proposal? We talked together for

perhaps a half hour as members of Gandhis party

passed in and out of the room, but never intruded upon

our conversation Then on word that the attendants

were waiting to dose the Palace for the night, we all

arose and started for the automobiles, Gandhi asked me
if I would ride with him to Kingsley Hall, so that we
might continue our discussion. Of course I accepted this

invitation, and snuggled myself m dose by the Mahatma

as we sped far eastward to the slum districts of the aty

I noted that there was no parade, no elaborate police es

cort, no blowing of horns and sirens. Gandhi s simple

and modest spirit was rigorously respected.

The way was long, but seemed to be short We talked

earnestly about that Amencan problem which presented

difficulties. Suddenly we were at the Hall. And there

not only the doorway but the whole street was blocked

with a great crowd of men and women, but mostly dul

dren It seemed that the boys and girls of the neighbor

hood, even the youngsters and babes-in-arms, had become

much excited over this strange man from India. He was

so queer and yet so friendly! In the morning they gath

ered in the street to see him drive away and in the eve-

ning to see him come home again Some of the older

children had discovered his early five o clock walk for

exercise, and were beginning to lie in wait for him to

accompany him and incidentally strive to keep up with

hu long and rapid strides. This particular evening he was
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late, but they were still there, and what a clamor they

raised as the Mahatma emerged from his automobile. He
paused for a moment—what else could he do with this

swarming crowd?—and then turned, and smiled, and

waved his hand The children shouted again, and

thronged about him to touch his hands and feel his shawl

I bade him a hasty good-by, as he sought his room and a

little rest And as I went down the street to the tube sta-

tion, with the children’s voices ringing m my ears, I

thought of the story of one in Galilee, long ago and far

away, who said, "Suffer the little children to come unto

me, and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of

God”

V
There are two matters referred to above which perhaps

call for explanation and discussion.

One is the reputed interview of Mayor Walker with

Gandhi As this story is usually told, Jimmy had

requested the honor of meeting and being received by

the Mahatma The tide of Walker’s career had turned

and was rapidly running out Therefore anything that

could restore the Mayor’s prestige was eagerly sought

after Another and more extravagant version of the affair

appears m Gene Fowler’s biography of Walker, entitled

Beau James, where we encounter the grandiose state-

ment that "Gandhi had expressed a desire to meet ‘the

Mayor of New York!’ ”* Mr Fowler declares that Walker
had heard this news with "pleasant amazement ” Such
"amazement,” I may say, were the incident true, would
all be on the other side Imagine Gandhi, who confessed

on this London visit that he had never heard of Charlie

Chaplm, and when the latter asked for an interview,
* Beau. James, pp 2.99-300
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said. No he had no special interest in actors,* going out

of hu way and consuming his predous time, to see

Jimmy! Of course, Gandhi never asked to see him at alL

There is good evidence that, as in the case of Chaplin,

the great Indian had never heard of the American poli-

tician The story as I chance to know is quite otherwise.

On Wednesday of the week following Gandhis ar

rival, I was loitering in the entranceway of Kingsley Hall

Suddenly there entered Webh Miller a well known
newspaperman representative at this time of the United

Press. He came right up to me, with a manifest display

of excitement. "What do you think,” he said. ‘Tm pull-

ing off a meeting between Gandhi and Jimmy Walker
*

I was astounded and shocked.

"Does Gandhi know anything of this," I asked.

"No," replied Mr Miller, "but Jimmy is all set, and I

have come to see Gandhi now "

By this time I was m a mood to protest There was

something about the picture of Gandhi and Walker

face to face, and the thought of what the newspapers

would do with a spectacle of this kind, that outraged

me.

"See here,” I said to the United Press man, “you

can t pull off a thing like this.”

"Oh yes I can " was his confident reply

"But you mustn t," I continued. "Its an Insult to

Gandhi to ask him to receive Walker
”

“But think of the story," he said. And he turned

away exated and exultant,

I suppose I was exaggerating the significance of this

proposal or rather plot. Walkers light was dimming,

* L*ler, when told tint CT^plin tptrag from a pots

ftmfly In the Hut Hod of London, Gradhl relented rad

received the dutinguijbed *rti*t-
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and Gandhi was immune to an experience of this sort.

Still, it disgusted, even frightened me Why did the

newspapers resort to such tricks for making news? Was
there anything I could or should do to save the Mahatma

from this indignity3* He would not recognize, least of

all understand, what was a deliberate attempt to exploit

him for cheap and vulgar ends Nor could his attendants

be expected to be aware of what was going on In such

a situation, was it not my duty to interfere, and thus do

my best to forestall disaster?

I had not yet made up my mind to what must be a

final decision, when I was summoned to see Gandhi at

his evening meal What should I say to him 13 Should I

raise the question at all? Had Gandhi heard what was

bemg planned and plotted for him 13

Still pondering the

problem, I was frankly relieved when Gandhi himself

spoke

“Do you know Mayor Walker?” he said suddenly,

without warning “He is here m the city,” Gandhi con-

tinued, “and has asked to see me What do you think I

should do? What do you advise?”

There followed a pause I watched Gandhi quietly

eating his evening meal He seemed quite unperturbed

Was that a gleam of amusement m his eye as he looked

up at me? Had he already been told about the Mayor3*

Was he testing me out, or playing with me a bit? I hesi-

tated only a moment After all, it was Gandhi who had
now raised the question, and he was entitled to obedi-

ence to his law of truth

“Gandhiji,” I said, “I don’t like to tell you what I

know about Mayor Walker With your permission, I am
not going to tell you anything personal But there are

certain things on the public record which are open to

everybody, and which you are entitled therefore to
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know I am acquainted with this record because I helped

to write it. The gut of it is that Mr Walker is a politician

of an all too familiar type, who Is now under senous

charges of misconduct in office, and is pretty certain to

be removed. His administration has become a municipal

scandal I should hate to see you in company with the

Mayor and m> sober judgment is that you should not

receive hun This is an attempt to use you Gandhlji

and it should not be allowed to succeed The newspapers

would carry the story around the world, and it would

do much to repair Walker s badly damaged reputation

To this extent it would embarrass efforts now being

made in New York to clean house. Don t let him comer

I stopped and waited. Perhaps Gandhi would wtent to

question me a bit But he didn t seem interested After

a moments silence, he passed on to something else I

ne\er heard Walker mentioned agafn It was a satisfac-

tion to note that he was not received.

The second matter referred to above has to do with

the question of Gandhi's coming to America after the

adjournment of the Round Tabic Conference. No sooner

had he reached London than the invitations began to

come in Some of them were presented personally by

Hindus who had rushed across the sea from Nets York

to sit at the feet of their beloved leader They were

earnest and sincere but many of them quite irrespon-

sible. Others came in messages from friends of Gandhi,

both Amencans and Indians who craved the honor of

receiving the Mahatma and counted shrewdly on the

prestige which he would bnng to movements or interests

which they represented There was at least one, already

mentioned which was signed bv more or less influential

names and showed some appreciation at least of the

problems involved in such a visit to America as was
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proposed for such a man From the beginning to the

end of Gandhi’s stay m London, this question was kept

ahve It was not silenced until Gandhi returned to India

by the eastern rather than the western route

I heard about these invitations, of course, but said

nothing until Gandhi himself broached the subject

When he laid the whole matter before me that evening

at St James’s Palace, I felt released and thus free to

advise.

From the first, by a sort of inner conviction, I was

opposed to the whole proposition For one thing, it was

obvious—or so it seemed to me—that Gandhi’s place

was m London, and, when the Conference broke up,

immediately m India There was no one to take over

his leadership in this hour of continuing crisis As for

America, this country was far removed from the mam
stream of Indian affairs, and a visit there could only be

interpreted as a diversion If short, it would be unsatis-

factory, and thus a disappointment, if long, it would

keep the Mahatma absent from the mam scene of action,

when his presence and influence were needed most

Furthermore, it must be remembered that America m
1931 was by no means that international center which in

recent years it has become Nothing could persuade me
that this was the time for a visit to this vast and absorb-

ing country

Secondly, m prospect of a visit to America, I could

see no evidence of preparation for Gandhi’s coming This

preparation would have to be of the most precise and
elaborate character There must be a reception commit-

tee appointed, an itinerary arranged, speaking engage-

ments fixed, scrupulous care provided for the Mahatma’s
comfort and safety, an informed and sympathetic press

assured, interviews guaranteed with the President and
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other leading citizens both public and private. These

are some of the thmgs that roust be provided! Yet, so far

as I could see, no responsible organization was at hand

or m prospect to take over as difficult and important a

piece of business as the people of this country have ever

attempted. These friends of Gandhi in America, from

the worthiest possible motives, had just gone ahead with

their invitations, and given never a thought to the

responsibility involved in bringing to these shores “the

greatest man in the world." I had had experience with

this sort of thing, some years before in the visitation of

a distinguished Indian who arrived in New York with-

out even a hotel room being secured for his reception

or any guide or protector except his secretary who was

as innocent and ignorant of America as his chief Never

again—never again! Some years later when correspond-

ing with Gandhi about a possible visit to America I in-

sisted that a period of not less than six months should

be set aside for preparations highly organized and ably

directed. Nothing else in such a circumstance, I said,

was safe. Perhaps Gandhi never came because a period

of this kmd was never found available.

Third!) I found myself worrying about the purpose,

and probable outcome, of the plan to persuade Gandhi

to come to America Of course, most of the self appointed

hosts across the sea were sincere and guileless. They
frankly wanted to see the Mahatma and pay him honor

Inadentallv it was thought by some that it would

help Gandhi m this critical hour to see democracy at

work under the favorable conditions of American life.

But all too many of those who wanted Gandhi to cross

the Atlantic were more or less designing persons. Con
saously or perhaps unconsciously they wanted to use

Gandhi for selfish purposes The Indian leader had an
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extraordinary pictorial value He stamped whatever he

touched with the indelible impress of his unique per-

sonality. Thus was he constantly liable to exploitation.

This was the reason why he was so careful about whom
he saw and where he went during his stay m England

Thus was he hesitant, while naturally excited, about the

idea of going to America It had been hard even to

persuade him to address a radio message to American

listeners, and great was his rehef when the performance

was over In all this I sympathized with him profoundly,

and did all I could to confirm his own inner judgment.

To have seen him manhandled to make an American

holiday would have been more, I think, than I could

have endured

Finally, there was the question, burning into my
mind, as to whether the American people as a whole

were ready to receive the Mahatma m true appreciation

of his character and work Not yet, be it remembered,

had the great Indian won world recognition and rever-

ence The independence of India had not crowned his

fame, nor the assassination sanctified it His policies

were stall regarded as fantastic, and his personality as

queer The Indian people understood him perfectly,

and therefore exalted him, but this was because he was
one of their own, long tested and tried through years of

intimate acquaintanceship What I dreaded m 1931, m
a visit to America, was a vast explosion of vulgar curiosity

and ribald jesting I shrank from the mere possibility

of Gandhi’s presence, like his pictures in the movies,

being greeted by rude laughter In this I may have been
grievously mistaken I was perhaps ignoring Gandhi’s

supreme power and influence over men His simplicity

and grace, to say nothing of his courage, were passports

to human favor This was shown, at this very time, by
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his visit in England to the Lancashire weavers, who
had been all but ruined by his nonco-operation boycott

in India of cotton goods imported from England Here

he was rapturously received and applauded This might

have happened in America! But I was not sure of it,

especially when time was so short and preparation so

scant. I think now as I thought then that I was right

m disfavoring the whole American proposal It was only

later that I discovered that there were important Indians

who were opposed to the idea and grateful for ray sup-

port of their position

VI

I have often wondered at the easy and quiet way in

which these questions were settled. Both the request

to receive Mayor Walker and the invitations to visit

America were, in their very nature, highly controversial,

and might have broken out into furious contention. In

the case of the Walker conspiracy Mr Miller the

United Press representative, must have moved heaven

and earth in so far as he controlled cither to win con

sent to his dramatic proposal As a first-class newspaper

man, he knew that he had a great idea His determination

to put it through must have been m exact proportion to

the storys worth as a journalistic "scoop
H

But there

was no dispute nor even discussion over the matter not

enough at feast to stir a ripple fn GancfFu s company The
question simply disappeared like a bit of refuse in the

sea. As for the project of going to America this was

more serious. There were invitations to be considered

and courteously answered. Distinguished men were in

volved and loving friends. But this also passed and

left not a rack behind."

What happened was Gandhis secret—a profounder
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aspect of what he called his “experiments with Truth."

When a problem appeared which' had to be answered

—

some personal problem, or some vast riddle of statesman-

ship—the Mahatma never left the contentious subject to

drift aimlessly about until caught and whirled away

by some chance current of passing thought Neither did

he cast it, like an apple of discord, into the discussions

of his friends and counselors, to be more or less unsatis-

factorily settled by some kind of compromise agreement

Nor was he content to think the problem through by

some hard process of ratiocination Such methods, said

Gandhi, led to no sure discovery of truth, no disclosure

of fundamental principles Always was there the tempta-

tion to weigh arguments and match wits, or, m sheer

relief, to yield at last to the loudest voice or the most

persistent advocate What Gandhi did was, first, to

listen, to open his mind to anything that anybody had

to say Not to debate or refute, much less amiably agree,

but to gather information and points of view 1 His silent

Mondays, the one day m each week when he did not

talk, were greatly helpful to this end Then came the

time when discussion and communication ceased Sud-

enly Gandhi turned m upon himself, as m the experience

of prayer, and mto the deeper recesses of his life took

the problem to be solved There, in the realm of con-

scious thought, he dwelt with it and pondered it Then,

if the problem was difficult or important, he would pass

with it into the mystic depths of the subconscious, if

necessary mto the unconscious There the forces of the

spirit worked upon it, as the digestive juices work upon
food admitted to the stomach, and slowly dissolved it,

and absorbed it By a process known only to those who
hve ultimately in the inner as contrasted with the outer

realms of experience, a vexatious problem became a part

of his own being, and therewith, in the end, a part of
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eternal being It was as though God spoke, and revealed

at last the truth. For the problem was now dear Gandhi

was sure of his answer He had heard the Inner voice

—

and therewith found the guidance that he sought.

A story is told of an Indian politician who went to

Gandhi for counsel. More particularly he wanted the

Mahatmas endorsement of a certain policy which he

had convinced himself was necessary to the welfare of

his country Gandhi listened quietly and took the pro-

posal under advisement, only in the end to announce his

rejection of the plan Having thus spoken his mind, he

turned to other matters. But the Indian leader inci-

dentally a devoted follower of the Mahatma was not so

easily satisfied. On the contrary he was disappointed

even disgusted, and lifted h» voice in protest. "What is

one to do" he cried, "when Gandhi insists that his

opinions all come from God?"

This is an amusing but superficial comment on an

action related directly to the profoundcst aspects of

Gandhi s bcmg
Another story of reaction upon Gandhi** spiritual

processes comes much nearer die truth. It relates to

Badshah Khan the great Pathan leader who followed

as a devout disaple in the Mahatma s footsteps. "When-

ever a question of great pith and moment arises m
Gandhiji i life and Gandhiji takes an Important de-

cision
H
remarked Badshah Khan on a certain occasion

"I instinctively say to myself This is the decision of one

who has surrendered himself to God, and God never

guideth ill
H And again he said, "I have never found it

easy to question his decisions, for he refers all his prob-

lems to God and always listens to his commands. After

all, I have hut one standard to measure and that Is the

measure of one s surrender to God."

It is in this sense that Gandhi must be understood as
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primarily and fundamentally a religious being Almost

alone among the great statesmen of history, he spoke

and acted from spiritual motives and to spiritual ends

Outwardly one saw only a man rigorously faithful to

ideals, but inwardly there was the spectacle of a man

seeking to find and to surrender to the mystic promptings

of the spirit For Gandhi innocently and yet profoundly

believed m God as the central influence of his life He
perpetually sought God in prayer, and found him as an

immediate presence m the heart There is no hope of

understanding Gandhi, much less of interpreting him m
thought and act, unless we keep constantly in mind this

basic religious aspect of his nature God represented to

Gandhi not so much a presence as a pattern of the soul.

It was this pattern which brought order alike to the outer

and inner world of reality, and therewith that sense of

peace which Gandhi recognized as Truth It was to con-

front this Truth that the Mahatma brought his problems

great and small—his confusions, perplexities, and dis-

mays If these brought discord and disorder to the soul,

and broke the spell of inner peace, then Gandhi knew
that the ideas from which they sprang were fallacious,

even flatly false, and must be denounced forthwith But
if they seemed to merge themselves into the divine

harmony of his inner hfe, to fit the framework and
match the pattern of the soul and thus strengthen and
sustain it like a chord of music underpinning and inter-

penetrating some soaring melody, then Gandhi knew that

these ideas were true This was what he meant by Truth,

and God as the embodiment of Truth
The result of such conviction, or rather faith, was the

absence of controversy m Gandhi's presence, and the

settlement of momentous questions with ease and
quietude, and with finality It meant also an irresistible
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power of leadership which swept onward as clean and

clear as an arrow shot straight to a waiting target There

were those who sneered at Gandhi for using what they

called the paraphernalia of religion to clothe hu thought

and give it the appearance of authority There were

others who accused the Mahatma of arrogance and

pnde of opinion as though his sweet simplicity were

not always manifest Hardest to bear was the charge

that the Mahatma toot the deliberate pose of infallibility

and of thus presenting his ideas and policies as true

because he said so As though Gandhi were not the first

to confess his failures to interpret God s purposes anght,

and thus his guilt as he put it on one notable occasion

of 'Himalayan errors ” These judgments mistake the

man They forget, or ignore, the spirit in which con

standy he lived and moved and had his being Seeing

him m his guise as statesman agitator popular leader

they miss those inner qualities of insight and dedication

which must in the end enroll Gandhi among the su-

preme religious geniuses of history

What we have here is humility
—

"meekness," as the

New Testament calls it—of the most exalted and ex

qubite type, Gandhi lived in God, and sought to know

and do his wiU Nothing of hnnself did he allow to

intrude upon a relationship in which God was every

thing and the Mahatma nothing What he found or

seemed to find, he conveyed to his disciples, and ulti-

mately to the great mass of his fellow countrymen so

that all became one company ih God. Hence die inner

peace which prevailed m the midst of the most stupen-

dous revolution in history! At last was proved the truth

that "the meek shall inherit the earth
*



CHAPTER III

THE LIFE OF GANDHI
I

The life of a great man, as of any man for that

matter, is all of a piece It represents a wholeness, as of

a river flowing steadily from its sources to the sea Yet is

it never, at any two moments, the same. The life, like

the nver, is always moving and therefore changing, now

swiftly and serenely sweeping on its way, now leaping

and foaming in some overwhelming crisis of affairs, now
pouring into some confluence of waters which engulfs

the single stream and seems to lose it m the encompass-

ing flood

A really great life takes on a kind of pattern, woven

partly by the force of outward circumstance, and partly

by the creative dnve of inward thought and feeling If

the pattern is not clear of itself, it is sometimes helpful

to divide a mans career into more or less artificial divi-

sions, that its progress and significance may be made
more manifest than ever it was to the hero and his

compeers There is inevitably, m the life of any man,

an initial period of preparation, sooner or later there

Comes the mature penod of achievement, then the cli-

max, and the slow or swift decline into death It is in

marking off these periods that the true biographer be-

comes an interpreter of meanings as well as a recorder

of facts, and himself determines the fashion of a man.
It is m this spirit that I would suggest that Gandhis

60
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career like Caesar s Gaul dmdes itself into three parti.

Thus, there was first the period of twenty years (1893

1914) m South Africa where Gandhi found himself and

his work m the world. Also the strange and potent

weapon he was to use in the performance of this work!

This is the period covered m minute detail by Gandhi t

autobiography, The Story of My Experiments with

Truth Secondly there was the earth-shaking Satyagraha

struggle in India for the deliverance of this mighty na-

tion from British and therefore alien rule (1914 1947)
Everything that Gandhi did m South Africa was re-

peated now in India on a vaster scale and to stupendous

ends. Lastly there was the third period in Gandhi s life,

which was entering upon its supreme climax in his

struggle in the new India for peace as well as freedom,

when it was tragically cut short by assassination (Janu-

ary 30 1948)

n

Gandhi arrived In South Africa m May 1893 * He
was a young lawyer twenty four years of age, educated

to his profession m London practicing it more or less

successfully in Bombay' he gave not the slightest indica-

tion of the destmy that was awaiting him He wore a

black frock coat, striped trousers, polished shoes; the only

Eastern touch was a turban on his head His business

was with a Mohammedan Indian Dada Abdulla Sheth

to conduct a lawsuit on the letters behalf and earn a

sizable fee. He had left his wife and two children in

India assuming that he would return in not more than

* For thii unfamiliar and difficult period of G*rujhi*t life,

u well at for certain liter biographical details, I am greatly

indebted to Louis Fischer's admirable account in bit The
Li/« of Mahatma Gandhi.
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a year He was thus alone on a visit to a strange country

which lasted, as things turned out, for twenty years

Nobody would have been more surprised than Gandhi

had he been able to foresee the changes that his life m
South Africa would bnng upon him

Promptly on his amval at Durban, Gandhi found him-

self plunged into the midst of the injustices and terrors

which are nfe m a country beset by race prejudice and

the recognition of the color line Never m India under

British rule had he suffered such indignities Thus, on

disembarkment at Durban, he took a tram for Pretona,

the capital of the Transvaal He purchased a first-class

ticket for the over-night journey—a thing which he never

would have done in later years, when he made it a point

always to travel third class, with the common people 1 At

Pietermaritzburg, the capital of Natal, a white man
joined Gandhi, and straightway proceeded to make

trouble At the insistence of this man, the railroad

officials ordered Gandhi to go to the third-class coaches,

and on his refusal, threw him off the train All that night

Gandhi sat m the cold and gloomy waiting room of the

station, brooding over the inconvenience and insult

which he had been made to endure Years later, when
asked by John R Mott what had been “the most creative

experience” m his life, he named this night m Pieter-

maritzburg Here were planted the seeds which flowered

and flounshed in the revolution m India for indepen-

dence Here was bom the man who later shook the

world

But Gandhi’s trials were not over On the trip to

Pretona, he had to travel from Charlestown to Johannes-

burg by coach Here was repeated the humiliating ex-

penence on the tram, only m this case some nght-mmded
white passengers interfered, and Gandhi was allowed
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to proceed. Of course, lie had the usual hotel and

restaurant difficulties. Already when his lawsuit was

scarcely begun he looked forward eagerly to its com-

pletion and his early return to India. Meanwhile, what

could he do to help his long-suffering fellow Indians

many of them coolies, who so desperately needed succor?

Here was another decisive crisis in his career

It Is to be remembered that the Indians, in the various

states of South Africa, constituted small minority groups

of men and women well-nigh lost m the swarming mul-

titudes of natives on the one hand, and the dominant

minority of whites on the other Most of the Indians

were low caste, and came from India m the beginning

as contract laborers or serfs. Bound to service for five

years on the land, they were free, at the end of this

period, to return to India, passage paid, or to remain in

South Africa as free laborers. But as tune went on con-

ditions worsened Thus, m Natal when Gandhi arrived

upon the scene, the serf was required to return to his

native land at die expiration of his contract, or else

remain in South Africa permanently as a serf or pur

chase his freedom at an exorbitant price, including a

special annual tax imposed upon him Free or bound all

Asiatics, including Indians, were denied the franchise.

The usual conditions of registration segregation and

inequity prevailed generally in all the South African

states Thus, residence was restricted and usually ended

up in die slum areas of the larger aties. In certain

states, Indians could own no property and could neither

purchase nor hold land. In Natal, where Gandhi lived,

Indians had to carry passes, or licenses, to be on the

streets after nightfall Even so they were not infre-

quently lucked off the sidewalk or otherwise abused

One of Gandhi's experiences was that of being denied
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access to a church at a Sunday evening service Only

whites could be allowed m this church to worship the

one God and Father of us all!

Added to this oppression and degradation forced upon

the humble representatives of the great Indian people

was the suffering endured by the natives of South Africa,

who, m spite of their numbers, were the utterly helpless

victims of their white masters Here prejudice and hate

and fear were permitted to do their worst If the troubles

of the Indians seemed at times to be insignificant, it was

because these Indians were a comparatively small group,

a few thousands, as set over against the hundreds of

thousands, and even millions, of the native Africans

But it was all one problem, eased a bit by the realization

that liberty gained by one section of the population

would inevitably be shared by others

That Gandhi was outraged by what he found m South

Africa, especially as affecting his own people, goes with-

out saying All his life he was acutely sensitive to cruelty

and injustice, and quick to find ways of overcoming

them Here, at the very opening of his career, this young

and mexpenenced lawyer, without influence, money, or

any wide acquaintanceship, was to reveal the courage,

resolution, and shrewd resourcefulness which were to

characterize his years of patient leadership, first m South

Africa, and later m his homeland, India Within a few
weeks this new arrival was summoning a meeting in

Pretoria to survey the general situation, and more par-

ticularly to protest against new proposals of the govern-

ment for the enslavement of Indian laborers Already

he was starting the work, later destined to be so impor-

tant, of organizing committees, issuing leaflets and

pamphlets, memorializing the government, calling mass

demonstrations in refusal to obey discriminatory laws
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and regulations. Gandhi was himself at times frightened

by the effectiveness of his activity, and the readiness of

the coolies to respond at any peril to his call Within

a few months, this strange man so brave and self for

getting, was everywhere recognized and respected as a

leader He suddenly became excessively busy hearing

complaints, organizing resistance, addressing meetings,

rushing from one part of the country to another in

gratitude acclaimed and heeded. Nevertheless, at the

end of a year when his law business was settled, and

the errand which had originally brought him to South

Africa was thus completed, Gandhi made every prepara-

tion to return to India.

On the very eve of his departure, however new diffi-

culties appeared. A new ensis was at hand Gandhi

consented to remain for a short time longer Then
more or less reluctantly he saw that he was obligated

to these people—that there was nothing for him to do

hut settle down and see the struggle through He opened

law offices m Pretoria summoned his wife and children

from India to jom him and enlisted for the duration

m the movement of revolt and deliverance which he had

done so much to start. For twenty years now South

Africa remained his home and arena of public service.

During this period of two decades (1893 1914) Gandhi

returned to India on occasion for longer or shorter

stays thus keepmg contact with leaders of opinion m
his own country Once he journeyed to England and

saw important figures in the political and social world-

But South Afnca was now the center of his thought and

life, and the campaign in South Afnca his appointed

work.

Gandhi did two things m South Afnca—he con-
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quered himself, and he conquered the government

which oppressed his people

Gandhi was organizing a great movement of resistance

to the white man's rule and practice m South Africa, m
which he proposed to enlist all the thousands of Indians

who were victims of injustice and cruel personal treat-

ment He understood, vaguely, that this movement

would last for a long time and involve much suffering,

and he saw, clearly, that it could be sustained only by a

multitude of people disciplined m each individual case

to obedience and endurance Outward action could only

be made effective by inward character Especially was

this true of himself who, as the leader and exemplar,

must show the perfect way So he began that rigorous

bodily training which had to do, first of all, with clothing

and diet and the rule of poverty Basic was the idea of

possessing nothing but the few and simple articles which

were necessary for efficient, healthy and decent living

He must own nothing that was not owned and used by

the poorest m the land 1 The logic of this resolve was

the vegetarian diet regulated to the minimum of physical

subsistence, and the bare covering of the body’s naked-

ness We would call these practices a type of asceticism,

not unlike that of Francis of Assisi and the Christian

saints But Gandhi always repudiated this idea, insisting

that his regimen marked the natural way of living It

was the contrary way of flattering the flesh and indulging

the appetites which was unnatural, and thus a betrayal

of the higher attributes of manhood
A deeper and more difficult discipline was that of

taming the passions, more particularly that of sex It may
well seem incredible to those who knew Gandhi only

casually, or m his later years, that he ever had any prob-

lems of physical or temperamental self-control But m
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hb autobiography, My Experiments with Truth which

ranis with Rousseau s Confessions as the frankest book

of the kind ever written Gandhi shows that, in hb youth

and early maturity, he was a man of strong and gusty

passions. In his relations with hasturbal hb wife, he

was scrupulously faithful But in hb intercourse with

her was he not moving on a lower rather than a higher

lcsel of expression? Apart from its basic biological func-

tion sex was surely physical indulgence of the grossest

description and its control therefore must mean nothing

less than complete eradication To most of us here in the

Western world with our very different philosophy of

life, it seems a mad rushing to extremes a puritanical

excess, for Gandhi and hasturbai to agree, as tbey did,

to live together as brother and stuer rather than as hus

band and wafe We count this a debasement and denial

of one of die most beautiful as well as inttmatc functions

of existence which justifies and therewith glorifies the

marriage relation quite apart from the procreation of

children But to Gandhi thb pragmatic ospect of con

jugal experience was the one thing which might occasion

resort to the sex act. Failing this deliberate purpose of

conception there should be no sexual life as such So

Gandhi adopted the rule of abstinence and therewith

ended for good and all hb commerce with sex

There remained those faults of temper and disposition

which mark the difference between an ordered and a dis-

ordered type of life. Here again the autobiography re-

veals that Gandhi had a problem of control But his

struggle against the asperity and anger which occasion

ally broke forth was far easier than his struggle against

sex, as these failings were dangerous onlv as they were

allowed to run riot within the blood With Gandhi they

were the cudcncc of a potener of spirit which must be
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saved from mad eruption In a few years, Gandhi was

the most serene and even-tempered of men His emo-

tions, like Plato's chariot horses, were m harness and

ran wild no more

But Gandhi’s chief problem was not so much with

himself as with his followers, who had to be trained to a

discipline to match his own Fundamental and therefore

primary was the rule of nonviolence—m all the fight for

freedom and justice, there must be no resort, under

whatsoever provocation, to the use of force This was

an extraordinary code of conduct, especially for people

as primitive and sore beset as these Indians m South

Africa But Gandhi saw it justified from every point of

view Thus, he recognized how ridiculous it was for a

few thousand ill-trained men and women, devoid of

money and resources, to take up arms and fight with

any hope of victory over the Empire. “The British,” he

wrote, "want us to put the struggle on the plane of

machine-guns They have weapons, and we have not.

Our only assurance of beating them is to keep it on the

plane where we have weapons and they have not ” In

addition there was the nght and wrong of the question

Of this Gandhi had no doubts, especially since his

correspondence with the great Tolstoi, who identified

nonviolence with Christianity, and interpreted it as the

universal law of the spirit If they were to win and hold

the victory, they must be worthy of the victory They
must be as pure within as they expect to be triumphant

without So nonviolence must be the basis of their fight.

But what does a nonviolent fight mean? Gandhi speaks

lightly of “the weapons” which the Indians have, and
<> the British with their machine guns have not What are

these weapons, and where are they forged and found?
To which question there is no answer save in the sheer
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terms of the spmtl This is the language which Gandhi

is speaking when he lays down the principle and prac

tice of nonviolence. He is repeating St. Paul s mjunc

tnon when the Apostle exhorted his disaples to rely on

“the sword of the spirit" The nonresistants, or “non

violent resistnnts," as Gandhi preferred to call them

must first of all organize their strength and purpose into

a single compact body of discipline, like an army stripped

of the weapons that lull so that the enemy will have

all of them to deal with and not any individual, or group

of individuals, cut off from the whole. In place of indict

mg pain and death they must themselves be ready even

eager to receive pain and death and therewith suffer

and die without complaint. If I hit my adversary that

is of course violence; but to be truly nonviolent, I must

love him and pray for him even when he hits me,” The
weapons which the nonresistants use from the arsenal

of the spirit are obedience, patience, forbearance, long-

suffering, courage, and good will These arc weapons

against which, there is no victory "Soul force" (Satyo-

groJw) as Gandhi preferred to call it, if faithfully and

bravely served, must in the end win exit, since none

other than God is on their side.

This is shown by what Gandhi wax able to do with his

Indian followers in South Africa. Illiterate, poor down-

trodden afraid, these humble men and women surren-

dered their destiny into Gandhis keeping, yielded to

his authority and followed where be led. He on ha pert

received these thousands of unfortunates as though they

were his children and welded them into a single body

of nonviolent resistants against the humiliation and

degradation which they had so long endured. At his

magic touch slaves became free men obedient only to

his word Gandhi s campaign was a marvel of ingenuity
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and effectiveness Thus, he established on the outskirts

of Phoenix, fourteen miles from the important city of

Durban, the Phoenix Farm, as it was called—a plot

of more than a thousand acres to serve as a source of

supplies, a base of operations, and a harbor of refuge

Here he taught the Indians, women as well as men, to

resist the law when it was unjustly directed against

themselves m prejudice and contempt, and to suffer en

masse the consequences He disciplined his followers to

act m unison m staging great demonstrations of protest

and revolt against inequity He marched them in a solid

body to places of conflict where they could invite arrest

and crowd the jails with hundreds of resistants who
sought imprisonment as their witness against oppression

Again and again Gandhi called upon his people for a

general strike which took the Indians from their jobs

and therewith paralyzed the social and industrial life

of whole communities He stirred the interest and

sympathy of high-class Indians m South Africa and

abroad, and rallied them to the help of their afflicted

brethren He did all this without sinking a blow, draw-

ing a drop of blood, or strmng anger and ill will On the

contrary, he trained his Indians to go out of their way
to grant favors to the enemy, and come to their aid m
the hour of distress or danger Thus, dunng the Boer

War and the later Zulu rebellion, while ardently in sym-

pathy with the natives, Gandhi organized neutral relief

units and led them to the front, to bury the dead and
minister to the wounded On the occasion of the great

plague m Johannesburg he called off all resistance, and
placed his people freely at the disposal of the authorities,

to serve even unto death the multiplying victims of the

horror Thus, m every conceivable way, did he seek to

demonstrate that he had no enmity against the govern-
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ment, but sought only the co-operation of government

in the correction of mor and the abolition of evil He
sought only that his people might have the same rights

and privileges under government as all other ateens,

and be treated as fairly and Undly

Thus the fight for freedom went on >car after year

What Gandhi himself suffered during these years of

ceaseless labor and sacrifice has not yet been told Once

at least be was mobbed and all but lynched On another

dreadful occasion he was assaulted with intent to kill

and after being tcmbly beaten was kicked into the

gutter more dead than alive I Ic went to prison some-

times accompanied by hasturbai more times than any

record shows He was rcpeatcdl) msultcd defamed

accused and tlecncd More than once he was afflicted

with illness which threatened to be fatal But never was

be angry' nor did he seek revenge He knew that to

forgiv c and love one s enemies was in the end to turn the

edge of their hate, and overcome their hostility In

evitable was the coming of the da) when Gandhi as the

leader of revolt, was summoned to the office of Premier

Smuts, there to receive the surrender of his baffled and

tormented foe. Gandhi had won—or rather nonviolence

had won Irresistible, unconquerable is this instrument

of policy when implemented by a soul that really believes

in It, and is not afraid to practice itl His work done

Gandhi could now return to India there to stay and meet

destiny on a larger scale and to o vaster issue

The story of South Africa is one of the immortal epics

of history It is great in itself just as a chapter in the

long struggle upon this earth for liberty But it is greater

still in its relation to the stupendous revolution which

was astir in India For this it was a kind of rehearsal

or preparation To borrow a musical figure the place of
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the South African episode m the score of human events

was not so much that of an opera as it was that of an

overture to an opera It was the announcement of the

themes which were to dominate Gandhi’s soul through

the remainder of his days, and of the harmonies and

disharmonies m which these themes were to be unfolded

into the final paean of tnumph

Thus, when Gandhi appeared m India, after his long

absence of twenty years m South Africa, he was the fully

developed figure which the world was so soon to recog-

nize and at last to acclaim as the most impressive and

formidable leader of his time He had been perfectly

fashioned m South Africa for the greater work he had

now to do Every lineament of his personality was m
place, every outline of his personality sharp and clear

His garb, his physical habits, his manners of speech, his

methods of procedure, his rules of life, above all his emo-

tions and their direction and control to appointed ends,

all these and other qualities were now developed and

set m permanent relationship one with another Between

the gawky young man who landed m South Africa m
1893, and the older man who left South Africa to

return to India m 1914, there was a complete transforma-

tion m all the elements of flesh and spirit that make a

human being But between the mature man who amved
m India m 1914, and the older man who was assassinated

m 1948, there was no essential difference On his re-

appearance in his country, he was the same personality,

save for the scars of combat and the wanmg powers of

age, whom the Indian people saw and followed to the

end Long before his death it was agreed that the

Mahatma was the perfect specimen of Indian leader—

a

man as though raised up, by some divine influence, from
out the very body of his people, to mold and fashion
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them for liberty What he was, in his hour of strength

was what the South African experience made him Says

Edwin Markham, in his great poem on Lincoln

When the Ncm Mother saw the Whirlwind Hour
Grcatening and darkening as it hurried on

She left the Heaven of Heroes and came down

To make a man to meet the mortal need.

That was what South Africa did with Gandhi—made

“a man to meet the mortal need" of India and the world.

But South Africa did more than this! It made not only

a man for the hours “need " but his tools as well Thus
there must have been great fear in Gandhi’s heart when
he first undertook to put into action his campaign of

nonviolence. This had never before been tried at least

on so large a scale. Single individuals like Leo Tolstoi

had tried it in their own personal lives. Small groups

of individuals, like the Quakers had put it bravely and

successfully to the test. But until Gandhi came, there

had never been an attempt to apply this idealistic prin

dplc to great masses of men South Africa therefore

became an experiment with truth It was through all

these years a kind of laboratory where Gandhi tested

out his theories to see if they would work. It was a

school wherein he disciplined his own life and the lnes

of tens of thousands of his followers to the courage

patience, and long-suffering which he knew they must

all master together if they were to win their fight It

was a training ground where day after day he learned

the lessons of organization and spiritual morale. When
Gandhi arrived in India after his long struggle in Africa

“Lincoln tbe Man of the People “ from Lincoln end
Other Poem Copyright 1901 1917 by Edwin Mark
ham *nd tued by perminion of Virgil Markham.
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he was a man who had mastered an art as well as adopted

an ideal, and knew no distrust or fear He was confident

now, and assured, because he had worked through an

expenment, and seen it produce the results he sought.

Give him time, and he would free India and mankind

III

The second period of Gandhi’s life runs from 1914 to

1947, the years when the Mahatma was the undisputed

leader of the Indian people in their stupendous struggle

for national independence It is amazing, and also a bit

amusing, to recall that Gandhi did not anticipate the

intensity or the long continuance of this battle against

the Bntish crown On the contrary, he returned to

India, arrayed m the prestige and authority of his great

victory m South Africa, convinced and content diat his

work of public service was over, and he could henceforth

dedicate himself unstmtingly to his family and lus pro-

fession

It was true that a war was on, World War I, which

the Empire used to test the loyalty of die Indian people

It was also true that this 1914 war was m essence a

"struggle for Europe,” and its issues therefore far re-

moved from any connection with the interests of the

Far East In the beginning, the Indians, like other peo-

ples subject to imperial rule, had been dragged into the

conflict without consultation or consent As the war

went on, the Indians were held to the fighting by the

sheer power of Britain, coupled with the instinctive

loyalty of the people to their rulers There were those

m India, to be sure, predommandy violent revolution-

ists, who contended that this crisis m arms was a God-
given opportunity to strike for freedom Involved with

a potent enemy on land and sea, and m the air, the
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world around, Britain could do nothing to hold India

against real revolt But there were others, including

Gandhi and most of the more moderate leaders, who
were in favor of withdrawing, or at least of suspending,

their active hostility against the Empire for the dura-

tion of the war On the one hand, there seemed some-

thing basically shameful in taking advantage of the

dire extremity of the British people in their struggle

against Germany It was doubtful if liberty could be

won or if won maintained, by methods of vengeance

and violence. On the other hand, there was the surety

as it then seemed that Britain would recognize, and

reward the loyalty of the Indians m standing by the

Empire. None other than Lloyd-Gcorge himself Prime

Minister of the realm, had promised action after victory

was achieved, and what could this be but that grant of

dominion status which represented at this time the

farthest design and desire of the contemporary Indian

leaden?

How ironical to recall that during World War I and

after the great masses of the Indian people, os instructed

and led by the All-India Congress of that day did not

ask for the full freedom of their country I AH they asked,

and indeed expected to receive, was that dominion status

which had become identified with liberty inside the

British Commonwealth of nations. Had this grant been

proffered by the crown m good faith at the dose of

World War I there would m all probability have been

no such struggle for national independence as vexed

the next thirty years. But in this case, as m the familiar

of the American Revolution concessions were too

little and came too late. When Great Britain reached

the tune when die was ready to establish India as a

dominion Gandhi and the great army of Indian libera
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tors had already moved beyond this point No redress

of grievances, no proffer of partial freedom, was satis-

factory In the second World War, as not m the first,

it was full freedom or nothing 1

But all this lay in the lap of the future In 1914-1918,

India was ready to serve the British Empire and trust

to her good faith Gandhi, for example, participated in

the work of recruiting and of maintaining the morale

of a confused and sorely troubled people Unable him-

self, as a nonresistant, to serve Britain on the battle-

front, he insisted that those not trammeled by his

convictions against force and violence should take up

arms and rally to Britain's call This, of course, involved

Gandhi m apparent inconsistency, even m charges of

disloyalty to India’s cause How could he ask others to

do what he could not, or would not, do himself? But

what seemed to be so apparent m this case was not the

reality of the situation at all. Gandhi, in his appeals,

was asking only that each man among them m India

should live out the logic of his own convictions If he

believed that there was a place for violence m the moral

economy of the universe, then this place was now open-

ing before him It was this man’s business to take up
arms for Britain If, however, as m his own case, there

was the spiritual ideal of nonviolence predominant

within his soul and therewith a rule of life, then this

believer must resolutely refuse to fight and kill, and, as

an alternative, offer other service on behalf of the Eng-
lish people m their distress The essential thing was that

‘Indians and English should hold together in this danger-

ous hour, and with the defeat and destruction of Ger-

many move on to larger liberties

It was thus that Gandhi, at the hour of victory in

1918, felt that his distasteful work was done Germany
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was now prostrate in the dust, and the hour therefo re

at hand for the recognition and reward of India* fidel-

ity in the long struggle against a common enemy Here

was England s opportunity to fulfill a pledge, and there-

with to win forever the friendship and gratitude of four

hundred millions of men and women long subject to alien

rule andnow at last made free. But theword of deliverance

did not come. Month after month passed by and domin

km status within the Commonwealth was not granted or

even proposed On the contrary with the Indians be-

coming restive and their leaders alarmed the Empire,

suddenly mmed to panic, enacted legislation which

denied to India the liberties she sought, and imposed

suddenly and arbitrarily a suspension of all basic civil

liberties Without warning Britain bound her subjects

in the straight jacket of abject obedience. And at the

fateful moment, as though by some decree of heaven

visited upon an outraged people, there came the supreme

horror of the Amritsar massacre (April 13 1919),

wherein some four hundred men women and children

were wantonly slaughtered bj Bndsh troops, and many

more hundreds wounded and reduced beneath the lash

of tyranny to insult and humiliation In an instant the

people of India became wide awake in one vast move-

ment of revolt with Gandhi at their head, to win for

India, the motherland by the same methods and to the

same end the victor) already won in South Africa.

The real struggle for India s freedom began m 1921,

when at last the people were reluctantly convinced that

they were suffering deliberate betrayal at the hands of

Britain In one instant impulse of outrage and resolve

the Indian people in this hour of crisis, turned to

Gandhi for counsel and leadership He must now do on

a large nationalistic scale what he had done on a smaller
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scale m South Africa Gone were his ideas of retirement

into private and professional life The call was now

again the people’s call, and he must answer it, and win

again the long and patient struggle to be free

The 1921 revolt was, m many nays, the most stu-

pendous event m Gandhi’s life Its very suddenness

brought terror to the hearts of the English. Nothing had

been seen like this since the days of the Sepoy Rebellion 1

Its completeness brought not merely hope but assurance

that India had found the way to victor)' In a night, so

to speak, Gandhi won that allegiance of the people

which he held through the years as the arbiter of destiny

Like a flood tins revolt swept the land from hori/on to

horizon How fast and far it might have gone, what it

might have achieved m this initial test of Gandhi’s

methods, will never be known For, in one of the most

dramatic episodes of lus career, Gandhi himself called

off the struggle in rebuke of a breakdown of the non-

resistant discipline which threatened the integrity and

true success of the movement But the augur)' of victor)'

at a later date was all that Gandhi and his associates

could wish

Thus, it was the testimony of no less a person than

Lord Lloyd, Governor General of Bombay, that m the

opening months of his campaign, Gandhi came "within

the breadth of an eyelash" of securing the emancipation

of his people So unconquerable is the nonviolent re-

sistant, so powerful the man or movement which wields

not the sword of steel but the sword of the spirit 1 The
British Empire, like the Roman Empire before it, knew
exactly what to do with an enemy that comes armed
against her Every empire, every military power, has long

since learned the lesson of how to handle an attack of

violence, whether it be by a mob or an army They have
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fought their foes through so many years, and under such

varieties of circumstance, and to such ends of victory

that they have nothmg now to learn No effective in-

strument of force and violence is beyond their knowl

edge and expert use. But when a man or rather a

disciplined army of men comes against an empire bare-

handed and barefooted equipped not even with stones

and staves, practicing not violence in any form but abso-

lute nonviolence, loving their enemies and seeking ways

not of destroying but of serving them even os they love

and serve their friends, the empire is helpless. It knows

not what to do! The Neu» York Times in a notable

editorial published on the day following the Mahatma s

death spoke of the British Empire as strangely ‘'baffled"

by Gandhi s persistent practice of nonviolence. Baffled?

Of course it was baffled. All it could seem to do was to

arrest Gandhi and his multitudinous followers and

thrust them behind prison bars But behind these bars,

Gandhi became more powerful than ever In a moment
of that charming humor which characterized his life

Gandhi said that he had early discovered that he could

make the best bargains with Britain when he was in

jail. Then the mind of the world was focused upon him

and by reason of sympathy demanded a justice which

was beyond all teach when he was at large. So Gandhi

in prison was a force more potent than "an army with

banners.” How to conquer this man and his followers

dad only in the panoply of the lorn cloth was a question

never answered by the British

It was thus in 1921 that Gandhi began a fight for

India which did not end until 1947 It was such a fight

as the world had never seen before. There were certain

things that Gandhi did that nobody else had ever done,

or had ever thought of doing This campaign was his
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campaign, marked by the peculiar genius of his life,

and dominated by the sublime influence of his spirit

For one thing, from the beginning, Gandhi insisted

upon identifying his life with the lives of the great

masses of the people There had been champions of

Indian independence before Gandhi—he was not the

first to proclaim that his countrymen should be free* But

these earlier leaders were most of them men far sep-

arated from the ways of thought and life characteristic

of the common people They were men who had been

educated m the Western world, who wore Western

clothes, who insisted upon using the English tongue

Gandhi himself, m his youthful days, did his utmost to

adapt the custom of his life to the Western example

But something there was in the very core of his being

which seemed instinctively to rebel against this abject

surrender of personality Gandhi understood, when he

was almost alone m this conviction, that if there was

any one thing more necessary than another to the re-

covery of Eastern life, it was a union, deep and sure,

between the leaders of the Indian cause and the people

whom they served And here they were separated by a

gulf of outward habit and inward thought, which had
never yet been bridged^ Till Gandhi came, nobody
really saw how basic was this necessity But Gandhi
saw it, and straightway acted upon it This was the

reason why he insisted upon wearing the lom cloth as

his regular garb For years here m this Western world,

so sure of its own ways of life, we could not understand

why Gandhi did this gross and grotesque thing Failing

to find any rational explanation m terms of our own
practice, we lightly concluded that Gandhi was a queer

man, perhaps a little cracked, m any case a demagogue
given to sensational performances What we quite
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failed to sec was that Gandhi was walking all but naked

as a sign and symbol of his faith Since unnumbered

millions of Indians in their dire poverty could wear

nothing but the loin cloth then he would himself wear

this loin cloth that he might thereby be identified the

more closely with the masses of his people. This was

the reason also why he made himself propertyless strip-

ping himself of practically ever) possession in the world.

Since the Indian people most of them owned nothing

then he would be one with them and hlrmclf own

nothing Here was the reason why he established his

aslmmt as it was called and lived there in compan>

with his followers. The ashram was nothing in the

world but a kind of model or duplicate of a typical

Indian soilage. There were seven hundred thousand of

these villages, large and small in India In these villages

the swarming millions of his fellow countrymen had

their homes, not because they chose to do so but because

they were bom to thfa wretched estate, out of which they

had never been able to rue. If the people thus lived

from necessity why should he not lhc on this same
level by choice? Not as a prosperous solicitor in the city

but as a half-starved peasant on the land! Thus might
he be the more closely attached to the people whom he
loved and whom he sought to lead to libert)

In my list letter from the Mahatma which I found
awaiting me on my return from India in January 1948
he expressed in hu characteristically humorous way
some feeling of regret that I had traveled so fast and so far

in his great country by airplanes when I could get them
and by railroad trains and automobiles when I could not.
Always it was speed speed that I might arrive carl)
and leave early and thus cover the widest possible area
of ground Gently did Gandhi remind me, in hu letter
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that India was the land of the bullock cart, and that if I

had really wanted to see the people on my visit, I might

well have traveled from place to place m this native

vehicle This prompted me to remember how for years,

m his joumeymgs among his people, Gandhi chose not

to nde in trains, or, if he had no choice on any particular

occasion, to nde third and not first class The oxcart was

not unknown to him, nor the automobile, but mostly

die walked, day after unwearying day, along the roads

and bypaths to far-distant stretches of the countryside

Since the grea^ majonty of the people walked, sometimes

hundreds of miles, on an appomted visitation to some

remote village or sacred shnne, then he would walk too

—a land of pilgnm, sandal-shod and leaning upon his

long and sturdy staff, making his way deep into the

hearts of the multitudes There are few places, even" m
India, with its scant railroads and dusty roadways,

where the people do not recall, as a kind of legend, the

day when Bapu (father) came among them

Another thing that Gandhi did in his campaign for

. freedom He taught the people, for the first time, the

secret of personal dignity and self-respect For nearly

two hundred years the Indians had lived subject to the

alien rule of Britain In the ngorous caste system of their

society, the English residents m the land came to con-

stitute a land of supreme caste to which even the native

Brahmins were inferior,—the Enghsh at the top, and all

the irest "untouchables
”

In this experience of political

and cultural dependence, the Indians had become slavish

and subservient m spirit Bowing obsequiously to the

Enghsh sahib, recognizing his will as law, the natives

did not dare to claim even their souls their own Then
Gandhi came, and the scene was changed 1 Dowered
with an unshakable calmness and courage, conscious of
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ha own deep sense of honor, the Mahatma was able to

convej to others all that he felt and treasured within

himself The unlettered and illiterate millions of his

fellow countrymen he raised from out the spiritual

slough of their social shame. Once again the Indian

people stood erect, straight and tall in their rediscovered

manhood, and dared at last to look their rulers in the

face. It was a process of transformation which Gandhi

set at work, moved by hu personal example, which was

Itself rooted m his conviction of the dignity of man In

evitably this process was slow tried again and again

only to fail But in the end, the Mahatma achieved, his

goal After yean of suffering and sacrifice, he saw the

Indians lifted up by their own efforts, out of their

subjection and debasement, and knew as their rulers

knew that the long and costly fight was won Worthy

of liberty they suddenly possessed it- For once achieve

self-respect and mutual self regard within the masses,

and their power is supreme. Shelley acclaimed this years

ago addressing the English workers

“Rise like lions after slumber

In unvmqulshable number

—

Shake your chains to earth like dew

Which in sleep had fallen on you.

Ye are many—they are few
"

It was in pursuit of this principle of self reliance that

Gandhi organized the Indian people, more or less un

consciously around the rallying center of his own per

tonality For years the Mahatma spent a good part of

ha time just traveling from village to village throughout

all the vast area of continental India When he had

come to a village and lived there for a few days, and

then had gone upon ha way as a pilgrim to the next
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village, he always left behind him what we have learned

to call here in the West a “cell”—1 e
,
an organized

group of men and women, just a few of them m each

village, who understood the movement for independence

and were ready to act on its behalf They knew what

Gandhi meant by nonviolent resistance They had been

taught the discipline of this way of life And here they

were now, his representatives and followers, quick to

heed his word and do his work It can be said that, after

a penod of years, he had organized the whole Indian

people around himself, and pledged them to heed and

answer his call for independence The sheer power of

such a multitudinous organization, led by such a per-

sonality, proved indeed to be “unvanquishable
”

Another thing that Gandhi did at this critical time

must rank as supreme evidence of his genius and imag-

ination This was to give to the surging masses of the

Indian people something to do personally m support of

the nation’s struggle for liberty In all such matters of

reform and social change there comes sooner or later

the question as to what each individual can do, in his

humble station and with his limited powers, to help the

cause along The situation is that of great numbers of

human beings eager to act in some effective way, but

with nothing at hand to occupy their energies Here
Gandhi was unfailingly resourceful Years ago, for ex-

ample, he conceived the idea of placing a spinning wheel

m every house throughout the land, for the native pro-

duction of cotton cloth This would establish a home in-

dustry for the supply of an article of central importance

in the nation’s life, and at the same time strike a mortal

blow at England’s manufacture of this article Every

wheel which was set turning m an Indian village meant
one less wheel turning m an English factor)' m Leeds
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or Birmingham. Thus would India cut connection with

Bntlsh economy and male herself self-sustaining in the

vast field of the cotton trade. In launchmg this cam-

paign Gandhi equipped himself with a primitive hand

spinning wheel and organized the routine of his daily

life to include two or three hours each day of spinning

khaddar doth Sometimes he worked by da) sometimes

at night; he turned his wheel when he was alone but not

infrequent!) when he was talking with some visitor or

dictating letters to his secretary* always on his travels he

earned with him his precious wheel and spun his doth

whenever opportumt) offered To the practical minded

Amencan with his fixed ideas of mass production, this

performance seemed to be a cunous waste of time and

strength But what was the Mahatma really doing? He
was teaching the unnumbered millions of his fellow

countrymen that then: was something which each one

of them could do for liberty That if each and every one

of them would keep a spinning wheel turning withm
his homo, and thus spread abroad on a vast national

scale, the manufacture of khaddar India upon the in-

stant would be delivered of the economic tyrann) of the

British cotton trade, and thus economica11) if not yet

politically be free. Gandhi gave the Indians something

to do carried the production of a staple article to the

humblest home dweller in the land and therewith made
him an effective instrument of revolt Millions of

spinning wheels turned and turned for yean in ohedi

ence to the Mahatmas shrewd and sublime example.

Another instance of this policy was the famous march

to Dandi m 1930 when Gandhi and a group of his

followers walked two hundred miles together across the

Indian countryside to the seashore, and the Mahatma
w'aded into the sea lifted up a pail of the sea water, and
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brought it to the shore to be distilled into salt, and there-

with made to symbolize the emancipation of the people

from the tyranny and exploitation of the iniquitous salt

tax imposed upon them by the Empire In this act

Gandhi displayed a curious ability to dramatize the

great struggle for liberty I have found myself saying,

on more than one occasion, that a fight is never won

until it is dramatized and its cause therewith made to

live in the hearts of men The American Revolution was

turned to victory not at Yorktown at the end, but at the

Boston Tea Party m the beginning John Brown, and

his sons, and a mere handful of followers, enacted at

Harper’s Ferry a passion play which made the Civil War
inevitable, and a tnumph for the freedom of the slave

Christianity has had, through centuries down even to

our day, the unique advantage of the crucifixion as an

immortal drama of redemption By such an act at Dandi,

Gandhi won the allegiance of his countrymen and the

world Here he taught the multitudes what they could

do for the sacred cause of liberty They could wade mto

the all-encompassing sea, as upon a stage, distill the salt,

and therewith display, for all to see, their freedom from

British rule

Gandhi was the man who discovered early m his

career that one thing all Indians could do was to go to

prison for their cause Agam and again Gandhi sought

imprisonment, and was not denied This act was taken

of his own free choice, and therewith established the

dignity and enormous effectiveness of serving a sentence

behind the bars of a jail, in defiance of the authorities

Since Gandhi had done it, then everybody could do it,

and m a short time the English prisons became so flooded

with men, women, and even children, gladly volun-

c teering for sacrifice m India's cause, that the govern-
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ment had no room in which to harbor criminals. In

visiting India today one finds oneself involved in a

cunous experience. Sooner or later in talking with ones

host, who may be a provincial governor a counselor of

state a judge, a chancellor of a university a scientist

an author a business or professional man one discovers

that this gracious and highly cultivated gentleman has

a prison record and is proud of it. On m> visit to India

in 1947 I came to feel that everybody worthwhile in

the country s life had at one time or another been to

prison as an offender against His Majesty s rule. This

gave a tone of exaltation to public life raised, a standard,

of service and sacrifice, which had earned over into the

experience of a free India and which I was beholding

on my travels. One felt it in the presence of the great

statesmen of the hour and of the university students

who chenshed glowing memories This stirTcd me to

the depths of my being Also it set me wondering what

would be the effect upon Indian life when the generation

which had known this sacrificial experience had in due

time passed away It was Gandhi of course who set

the example and took the initial risk The Mahatma

went to prison first—and tens of thousands were proud

to follow on A supreme example of the leaders genius

for finding a post of service for everyone who would

himself do something for his country in the hour of trial!

One thinks of Gandhis fasts—the Great Fast, for

example—in connection with his numerous prison

terms. On occasion the two experiences became one

Thus more than once, the Mahatma fasted in prison

when for some sound reason it was more important

that he be outside rather than inside the prison walls

This actKm set no such general example for Gandhis

followers as voluntary imprisonment, since it could be
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earned through successfully only by persons of supreme

physical and spiritual attributes Gandhi himself re-

sorted to it only at rare intervals But it made an enor-

mous impression upon a people who understood fasting

as a part of their religion If this impression did not

carry over into the world outside of India, it was be-

cause it was not understood, and had no sanctity as a

tradition The case for fasting as Gandhi fasted is en-

tangled with a variety of viewpoints, some of which

have no relevance to Western thought, much less to

Western practice One aspect was made familiar years

ago by Bronson Alcott, the Concord sage, in the re-

markable private school which he conducted for a time

m Boston One of the things that Alcott used to do, to

the vast amazement of parents and teachers alike, was

to take upon himself the punishment meted out to some

offending pupil Thus, Alcott would stand in the comer

of the schoolroom, or be held after school hours, or write

and rewrite some text or statement as the morning lesson

Of course, m Alcott’s progressive school, there was htde

opportunity or need for punishment The school was

not ran on punitive principles But when blame had to

be assigned, it was the teacher rather than the pupil

who was held responsible This was one of the reasons

for Gandhi’s fasts He suffered starvation, pain, weak-

ness, even the near approach of death, m protest against

and punishment for the unheeding action of some rajah,

or the British government, or the Indian people them-

selves In these moral offenses, he must share the blame

and pay the pnee m a voluntary fast This was the

perfect dedication of the Mahatma to India’s cause, and

the supreme pledge to God
What Gandhi was doing in these creative actions was

•giving to the Indian people the weapons wherewith to
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cany on their fight against Britain—weapons of un
imaginable power guaranteed if used patiently and

bravely to bring victory m conflict. Ordinary weapons

were of no use to India in her struggle against the great

est military' empire since that of ancient Rome Sword

and spear were as useless to a disarmed and untrained

people as they were spiritually wrong If India was to

win her fight for freedom, it must be on the higher

levels of human effort—In this case the weapons of non

violence, once condemned and ridiculed, now regarded

with awe and wonder It was Gandhi who learned to

trust these spiritual arms, and to forge them for the

triumphant use of his countrymen In doing this, on a

national scale Gandhi wrought a deed unprecedented

m the history of mankind. The principle behind his

work was nothing new On the contrary It was os old

as Buddha, as sublime as Chnst. But Gandhi carried

this principle to extremes unknown before, and applied

it not merely to individuals but to mankind. What had

hitherto been a personal virtue was transformed into a

social discipline. Gandhi established nonviolence on a

vast national scale, in a struggle involving the fate of

multitudes of men Despising the use of sword and

spear the Mahatma made these weapons of steel to be

of noneffect when poised at the bare breasts of men
who were not afraid of death and loved rather than

bated their enemies What wonder that, in less than a

generation an unarmed people had wrung their liber

ties from the unwilling hands of the mightiest of

empires!

A summary of this second and all important period

of Gandhis life, which ended on August 15 1947
with the triumph of Indian freedom I find in a para-

graph written b* a distinguished contemporary scholar
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Dr Francis Neilson, m his great work, The Tragedy of

Europe “Gandhi,” he writes, “is unique There is no

record of a man in his position challenging a great em-

pire A Diogenes m action, a St Francis m humility, a

Socrates m wisdom, he reveals to the world the utter

paltriness of the methods of the statesman who relies

upon force to gam his end In this contest, spiritual in-

tegrity triumphs over the physical opposition of the

forces of the state
”

This was Gandhi’s triumph—this his achievement

This marks his place in history

IV

The third period of Gandhi’s life was brief and tragic.

It began on Independence Day, and ended with the

assassination five months and fourteen days later This

was the period, signalized by Gandhi’s absence from

the independence festivities, when it seemed momen-

tarily as though India was about to exercise the preroga-

tives of freedom by plunging into the horror of civil war

What happened is understandable enough Partition,

the separation of Pakistan from India proper, for which

atrocity Mr Jinnah and his junta of Mohammedan
zealots were so largely responsible, was accepted under

duress by the Indian leaders, ironically enough to pre-

serve peace between Hindus and Mohammedans.
Gandhi was all along opposed to the idea and program

of partition “He refused,” writes Louis Fischer, m his

biography of the Mahatma, “until his death to approve

of it ” Others refused as well But the step was at last

taken, and disaster, already anticipated by violent out-

breaks in Bengal, broke loose upon the land This might
easily have been foreseen, as indeed it was foreseen by
Gandhi and feared by Nehru For partition meant the
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vivisection of a nation and those people who were called

upon to suffer the agony of vivisection in the Punjab as

in Bengal went crazy with pain and grief

As the fires of fear bunt into a consuming conflagra

tion of hate, Gandhi arose to meet what seemed to be

the catastrophic failure of his lifework He himself

seemed to concede failure, for m the supreme humility

of his spint, he accepted responsibility for what was

happening All India seemed ready to go up m flames.

It was Gandhi who overcame disaster

I insisted from the beginning, as I would still insist

today that this last penod of Gandhis life was the

greatest penod of all It marked the supreme and final

glory of his days upon this earth I tried to state this In

my last letter to the Mahatma, written just as I was

leaving India m January 1948 I put it this way

Of course you have been saddened well nigh over

home, by the tragedies of recent months, but you

must never feel chat this involves any breakdown of

your lifework. Human nature cannot bear too much

—

It crack* under too great a strain and the strain in this

case was as terrific as It was sudden. Bnt your teach-

ing remained as true and your leadership as sound as

ever Single-handed you saved the situation and

brought victory out of what seemed for the moment

to he defeat I count these last months to be the crown

and climax of your unparalleled career You were never

so great as in these last dark hours.

I wrote these words in token of my fixed conviction

that It was the influence of Gandhi through the disci-

pline of thirty years gone by that prevented the spread

of the conflagration At no time were more than 5 per

cent of the Indian people involved m the riots and
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massacres, and less than ten per cent of India's terri-

tory, and through those dreadful days, o\
rer the vast

range of Indian life, Moslems and Hindus lived peace-

ably side by side While violence and murder were rag-

ing m north India, I was traveling m central and south

India, and seeing with my own eyes the pleasant har-

mony of different races and religions

But Gandhi did more than hold this disaster within

bounds For it was through his immediate influence, at

those sometimes remote places where the fire was burn-

ing fiercest, that this fire was straightway extinguished

When I was in New Delhi, in October, 19.47, tension

was m the air, but everybody agreed, Moslem and

Hindu, men great and men humble, that it was the real

presence of Gandhi which had brought peace to that

great city which, only a few days before, had witnessed

the slaughter of hundreds of people in die public streets

Gandhi came to Delhi, as previously to Calcutta, when
not and bloodshed were all about, and as Jesus calmed

the storm upon the Sea of Galilee, so Gandhi calmed

and thus ended the storm of hate and madness m India.

Then Gandhi died—as Lincoln died, in the hour of

tnumph “Bapu is finished," said one m whose arms he
passed away For us he was finished That ineffable

presence, that gende smile, those eyes that had depths

of beauty like visions of the eternal, that infinite tender-

ness and grace, that lovely hospitality of friendship, it

is all gone with the frail and feeble body that fell be-

neath the assassin’s blow But as little m the case of

Gandhi, as m the case of Jesus, was it really finished

For theirs was a power which defied both nail and bullet



CHAPTER IV

THE MAN GANDHI
I

Indians may not inaccurately be described, in my judg-

ment, as physically the most beautiful people m the

world Not only are there beautiful individuals of both

sexes everywhere, but there seems to be a general stand-

ard of beauty which all the people share together One
might well expect distinction in this regard in the

Brahmins and the other upper classes, who are care-

fully bred and enjoy leisure and protection But in India

the lower classes, so-called are beautiful also I re-

member visiting native villages in the remote country-

side and the slum sections of Calcutta and Bombay

where awful poverty prevails, and being amazed at the

exquisite children who thronged about me and the

handsome adults who appeared on every side. The fierce

struggle for existence seems only to add a touch of lovely

pathos to the features of men and women I used to talk

to the coolies who pulled the rickshas in same of the

great dries just to study then faces and discover if

possible, why these panting, sweating, toiling workers

were not Infrequently so charming Even in old age,

marked with the ravages of sheer physical endurance,

the Indians possess a dignity and beauty which touch

the heart with wonder

At bottom there is the brown complexion charac

tenstic of both men and women hi India This color

93
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vanes from the lighter hues in the north, to the darker,

much darker, hues in the south, but keeps none the less

safely inside die extreme limits of black and white The

texture of the skin is always soft and smooth, almost

shiny, like polished bronze The physique of the average

Indian is not remarkable for either height or weight,

except m the case of certain carefully selective groups,

like the Sikhs, for example, who are magnificent in

stature. The typical Indian is shorter radier than taller,

meditative rather than athletic. It is in his countenance

diat he is beautiful—m his regular and exquisitely pro-

portioned features, his shining teeth, his flawless nose

and brow, his thick black hair, his deep and lustrous

eyes To see a crowd of these Indians—students m a

college, for example—with their eager faces all held to

interest and attention, is to feel an inner flame of delight,

enkindled by the fire burning in diesc eager hearts

What is true of the individual man m India m terms

of his native strength is true also of the individual

woman in terms of her gendeness and modesty The

man is helped not at all, m any comparison of qualities,

by the garb which he wears—the familiar loin cloth, or

the more familiar dhoty, which, however adaptable to

climatic conditions, is none the less the ugliest male cos-

tume ever devised by human ingenuity In contrast, the

Indian woman wears the sari which, m any fabric,

either the most gorgeous silk or the simplest cotton, is

surely the loveliest female costume since the ancient

Roman toga However clad, m poverty or wealth, a

hospitable hostess in the city or a hardworking serf m
the country village, the Indian woman is still the most

exquisite creature m the world Lord Byron’s lines may
apdy be applied to her
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She walks in beauty like the night

Of cloudless clim es and starry sides-

And all that s best of dark and bright

Meet in her aspect and her eyes.

II

As placed against this extraordinary background,

Gandhi m appearance was inconspicuous and even at

first right unattractive. Unfriendly observers spoke of

him more than once as “a little monkey of a man * His

single garment the familiar loin cloth revealed a body

and limbs which were gaunt, c\en emaciated—his

ascetic life produced no surplus flesh' But his frame was

large rather than small least of all dwarfish he was of

good medium height; his hairy chest disclosed a superb

muscular development which seemed remarkable in one

so slight and slender m build. His weight seldom cx

ceeded ninety pounds, though at his death he was over a

hundred In his younger yean he stood erect and strong,

but as time passed and activity became extreme, he took

on a stooping posture, and his stnde became awkward

and ungainly In his walking he had a peculiar way of

hunching himself forward a habit accentuated by his

khaddw shawl, lightly -and loosely wrapped about his

shoulders, and by his leaning on a land of pilgrim staff

In his later years, when he walked regularly rooming

and evening, for exercise he leaned his arms upon the

shoulders of his nieces, who were thus supporting him

when he was shot or of young men students and others,

who chanced to be at hand. The color of his body

exposed through his wearing of the scant doth about

his middle, was dark and richly beautiful. The skin was
firm to the last without a trace of age, and in its shiny

bronzelike surface revealed the rigorous care of daily
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washing and massage Gandhi’s ideas of cleanliness

were extreme, and gave his body a purity and fragrance

which did much to cover up the otherwise unfortunate

features of his frame

Gandhi’s bodily condition, what we would call his

“health,” represented a hind of adjustment, or compro-

mise, between extraordinary exertion on die one hand

and die most meticulous care upon the other In his

mature years, when energy was at its peak, lie spared

himself nothing Thus, when he was leading the great

campaigns for independence from die British crown, he

went out on walking expeditions from village to village,

m rain or drought, day after day m killing heat, which

earned him hundreds of miles into die remotest areas of

his continental country The famous march to Dandi

m 1930, two hundred miles m twenty-four days, was a

mere tnfle In his old age, when the partition massacres

broke on the land like a volcanic eruption, he took up

his staff again and strode hundreds of miles dirough the

Moslem villages of Bengal, to restore peace and order.

When, for some special reason, he traveled by tram, his

third-class accommodations assured him a maximum of

discomfort and even danger Again and again he en-

dured the depnvations and exposures of pnson life

without a qualm. He underwent fasts which on more

than one occasion earned him to die very direshold of

death Always his body was under severest stress and

strain, and proved itself an instrument which on occa-

sion bent, as when stricken by acute appendicitis, but

never broke

Gandhi thus forced himself to the hmit through many
years But never did he neglect or abuse his physical

organism On the contrary, he guarded it with the most

assiduous attention Contemptuous of the practices of
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modem surgery and medicine and hostile to such ab-

sorption in the pursuit of health as to make it an obses-

sion which has turned America for example, into a

land of hospitals and sanitaria Gandhi made personal

hygiene a land of hobby and worked out rules for living

which he commended not only to himself but to his

family and fnends as well Indeed he wrote extensively

on the subject m published books as well as private

letters, and sought thus to carry everywhere his message

of keeping well Always was he the experimentalist in

this field of health trying out this treatment and that

remedy in the true method of trial and error which he

seemed somehow never to link up with those accepted

processes of Western medical science which he so con

sistently and heartily condemned Exercise, mainly

walking m the early morning and evening hours was a

regular part of his routine. A nap in the heat of the

afternoon became something of a habit Diet was of

course central to his regimen and for years was an

occasion of the most careful study and experimentation.

In the end he found a diet which satisfied his bodily

needs, and at the same time eliminated all temptation

to indulgence. It consisted of a few basic elements of

dairy and vegetable food meager in amount and devoid

of variety A week of this diet had Louis Fischer fleeing

in dismayl I remember watching Gandhi eat in London

when the evening meal was apparently taken as a favor-

able time for pleasant, informal conference, and won
denng if I could keep alive on such a diet Gandhi took

it very seriously but I noticed that, with his ineffable

courtesy he did not offer me his food, nor raise the

subject of eating for discussion He simply took bis own
practices for granted, and mine as well Like St. Franca
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Gandhi was an ascetic, and as consistently so m his

diet as m any other activity of his life

To see and talk with Gandhi was to have one’s atten-

tion riveted upon his head and face, which were as

distinctive, m a very different way, as the majestic

countenance of Rabindranath Tagore Gandhi has many

times been described as ugly in appearance, and not

altogether without reason Thus, his large, round skull

was closely shaven, except only for the little tassel of

hair m the back, which was a kind of vestigial survival

of innocent superstition in his Hindu faith. His ears

protruded out of all right proportion to his head Huge
spectacles perched precariously upon his large and some-

what flattened nose His big mouth and thick lips were

topped by a scraggly mustache, which succeeded not at

all m hiding the fact that he was minus many of his

teeth Here were features which might well be the

despair of sculptor and pamter But all these were for-

gotten in the lustrous radiance of Gandhi’s eyes and

the quiet music of his voice

His eyes were his most remarkable feature They had
depth and light, like the sea, and were without question

the open doorway to his soul They reflected every facet

of his inner thought Thus, when the talk was on some
sad or tragic topic, his eyes seemed to smolder and grow
dim There was never a trace of resentment or anger,

but only pity When the conversation turned to happier

themes, his eyes began to glow, and therewith to hght
up unfathomable depths of feeling His sense of humor
was instant and contagious, his eyes twinkling with a

merriment which was irresistible Gandhi’s voice was
gentle and soft, never m my expenence nsmg to any
upper or louder tones than those befitting personal

conversation He talked always without gestures or other
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sign of excitement. Passion not unknown had been

successfully subdued to the perfect discipline of the

inner spirit.

m
To recall Gandhi to mind is to think of Matthew

Arnold s familiar phrase,
H
sweetness and light.* That is

what he was—all sweetness of temper and radiation of

soul. I suppose that gentleness as I would call it, was

his supreme characteristic-—a gentleness which knew no

weakness, but rather clothed with authority an innate

strength of purpose, as awesome as the Himalayas which

guarded the northern frontiers of his country With

force and violence banished from his life, there needed

gentleness, firm and brave, to take their place. Along

with this came humility which was manifest m every

quality and action of his life. I used to sit and marvel

at Gandhis wholly unconscious display to all persons

and under all circumstances, of the humble heart. Here

was unquestionably the first among the world s great

figures—a man who walked with lungs and viceroys,

who ruled and led the hundreds of millions of his fellow

men in India whose name echoed from the far horizons

of the world who was daily pondering policies which

determined die destinies of nations, who influenced

the whole range of modern life, who smglehandedly

was defying die greatest empire of our time, and tri

umphandy without violence or hate or killing, was

wresting the freedom of his people from its dutch. And
here he was ready to meet and talk, in the spirit of

infinite kindliness and good will with the myriads of

common folk who came knocking on his door and

begging to see him—a group of students perhaps, a

delegation of patriots a troubled mother and her sick
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child, a passing pnest or pilgrim, a chance traveler from

America All of them wanted to kneel before this spnng

of living water, and drink, if only a few drops, of its

crystal stream If there was any impatience or weariness

m Gandhi’s heart, any pride, he did not show it There

was only the inexhaustible humility of one who had

dedicated himself to God and his high purposes for men.

It was this humility which explained Gandhi’s cour-

tesy, as his gentleness explained his charm Gandhi

assumed not the slightest pretension of greatness He
played not at all upon the vast influence which was his

He surrounded himself with no bamers of authority

and circumstance He was as accessible as a mother to

her children, or a friend to a dear fnend Gandhi had

tamed his spirit to absolute obedience Amid every

temptation to pose and pomp he remained simple, un-

spoiled, and utterly sincere His “ways were ways of

pleasantness and all [his] paths were peace [He] was a

tree of life to them that lay hold upon [him]
”

Lord Acton, the great English historian, wrote at least

one immortal saying “Power tends to corrupt, and abso-

lute power corrupts absolutely ” Of all the men of history

who exercised power m the sense of which Acton was

speaking—political power, military power, personal

power—I can think of only three who mark exception

to this rule One is Marcus Aurelius, another is Abra-

ham Lincoln, and the third is Gandhi, these three And
the greatest of these is Gandhi

IV

No picture of Gandhi would be complete without

some description of his wise en scene, more particularly

the articles which he used m his daily routine

In London, m 1931, as we have seen, the Mahatma
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lived in an East End settlement house in a room which

suggested a prison cell or the retreat of some simple

hermit When I saw him in Ness’ Delhi in 1947 he was

living in the home of Mr G D Birla one of the nehest

industrialists in India The house was spacious set in the

'inidst oF ample grounds simply hut beautifully ap-

pointed and opening by doors and windows upon

lovely gardens. Gandhi and his household had ap-

parently taken possession of all the first floor When I

met Mr Birla he was descending a sweeping staircase

from the second Boor Gandhis room in which he

was destined to die some weeks later was small un

adorned, chiefly conspicuous for the snow-white pillows

and cushions which supported him in the far comer oT

the room near the open door

Gandhi was dressed, when I saw him in London and

later in New Delhi in his famous loin cloth On the

former occasion London was chilly and wet with fre-

quent rains, Gandhi as usual in such weather wore his

khaddar shawl drawn loosely about his shoulders In

New Delhi Gandhi was suffering from a slight bronchial

affection accompanied by a touch of fever so that on a

hot afternoon the shawl was wrapped about him It

was reassuring, and a bit amusing, to note his fine scorn

of his illness and his constant refusal to be fussed over

by his physician and attendants In the cool of the eve-

ning, though troubled with a cough Gandhi conducted

his out-of-door prayer meeting as usual

A familiar story is told of Gandhis reception by the

King and Queen in Buckingham Palace while he was

in attendance upon the Round Table Conference. It

was carefully explained to the Mahatma that this recep-

tion was a formal affair and required formal garb—black

coat, striped trousers, black shoes, white shirt collar and
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tie Gandhi’s instant reply to this announcement was

that he could not wear such clothing even to meet the

King Then it was carefully explained that Gandhi had

no choice in the matter—that an invitation from His

Majesty, George V, was a command, and must be obeyed

This statement made little impression upon the Ma-

hatmas mind—after prolonged discussion, he remained

obdurate m his refusal to don garments which could

only mate him ridiculous What actually happened be-

hind the scenes is unknown—m all probability a sensible

and gracious Kang yielded the point m question In any

case, when the hour came, Gandhi was on hand, wear-

ing the same clothing he wore m India to be received

by viceroy or peasant It is said that, at a later time,

Gandhi was asked if he did not feel embarrassed to

enter such a presence so scantily clad The Mahatma
smiled one of his irresistible smiles, and said No—that

the King had on enough dothing for them both '
511

If Gandhi taught m this delicious episode the folly

of wasting tune and energy upon details of clothing, as

Jesus taught it in his saying, ‘Take no thought for your

body what ye shall put on Is not the life more than

meat, and the body than raiment," so he taught the use-

lessness of mere possessions, as Jesus taught this alsom his

colloquy with the nch young man whom he bade to “sell

that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have

treasure m heaven ” Gandhi was the greatest figure of

his day, surely the most influential, yet he owned nothing

beyond the small array of articles necessary for the main-

tenance of decent and effective living When I met him
m New Dfelhi, it was in a house owned and occupied by a

friend So far as Gandhi himself was concerned, “he had
not where to lay his head ” As I talked with him, I saw

* Set down by Fischer, page 281
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at one ode of his couch the spinning wheel which he

still used every day His body required nothing more

than the krin cloth and shawl and a pair of sandals. On
his nose was a pair of spectacles. At his waist dangled an

Ingersoll dollar watch He had a fountain pen and paper,

and a bowl for food. Beyond these things, he may have

had a book or two and surely his staff for walking This

was Gandhis property! Whatever else he may on oc-

casion have needed was his for the asking of anybody

who might at the moment have been nigh The ab-

sence of all valuable possessions was the source of

Gandhi s greatest strength. 'My enemies can do me no

harm ” he said “for 1 have nothing to lose as they have

nothing to gain I have often wondered if Gandhi

knew along with two or three other Christian hymns,

the one written by Henry Wotton, which ends with

the lines

—This man is freed from servile hands

Of hope to me, or fear to fall

Lord of himself though not of lands;

And having nothing, yet hath all

V
It was Gandhi and his career which introduced into

our language the word ashram. This means a village

settlement, a school a hermitage, a retreat—various as-

pects of cooperative life, lived more or less apart from

the world by a group of men and women dedicated to

some general or m some cases very concrete cause of

human betterment This idea or practice runs far back

in Indian history much as monasticism runs far back

in Christian history

Early in his leadership of the great struggle for na
tional independence Gandhi felt it wise to establish his
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own ashram, where he might hve with his disciples and

co-workers in the spirit of mutual helpfulness and su-

preme dedication to India He had tried this earlier in

South Africa and with success His first settlement in

India he founded at Kochrab, later removed to Sabar-

mati, just across the Sabarmati River from Ahmedabad,

the great industrial center Here Gandhi took up his

abode, making the ashram his only home, in company

with a varying number of his followers who pledged

themselves to the service of their Mahatma Planting,

spinning, weaving, they tried to make the settlement

self-sustammg, while Gandhi worked m his cell-like

room and morning and evening conducted prayers on a

high embankment overlooking the river Gandhi, of

course, was frequently absent on his long trips to various

parts of India, and before long there came the intrusion

of arrests and imprisonment

The story of Gandhi’s prison life should have an en-

tire book by itself It is the supreme example of the

miracle of weakness made strong and defeat turned into

victory For Gandhi, through his complete immunity

from the corruption of materialistic incidents and forces,

was able to make a prison sentence a privilege and not

a penalty

When I was m Poona, a city not far distant from

Bombay, I was told a story which beautifully illumines

this mystery It seems that Gandhi was walking along

the street one day with an English friend As he was
passing by a particularly gnm and ugly building, Gandhi
stopped, and began patting the walls as though he were
caressing them The friend was at first amused and then

bewildered by the performance "What are you doing,

Gandhiji?” he asked To which inquiry the Mahatma
replied, “This is a prison, and I am very fond of it You
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see, this Is the first prison in India in which I was ever

confined. So when I chance to pass this way, I always

stop, and in token of old times, give it my endearing

salutation
H

How many times Gandhi went to prison for his re-

peated political offenses, I do not recall But he went

many rimes first in South Africa, and later not infre-

quently in India and his sentences, first and last, must

have aggregated a long penod of years. In this unusual

expencnee Gandhi learned many things which were

greatly to hts advantage

Thus, he found that to be held in prison for any length

of time was to he relieved of the enormous pressure of

dunes and responsibihues incident to his leadership of

the great movement for India s emancipation and thus

to gain rest of body and refreshment of spirit. In the

ordinary routine of his active hfe he was all but over

whelmed by the meetings he had to attend and address

the reports and articles and letters he had to write, the

unbroken line of visitors he had to receive, the mo-

mentous hours of consultation he had to spend with

friends and colleagues the long journeys he had to

take, surrounded night and day by exdted throngs of

people. There was no way of escaping these activities

which pertained to the advancement of India s cause.

Had he not been a man perfectly disciplined to an ap-

pointed way of life—his diet, his exerases of prayer his

one silent day in each week—he would long since have

broken down But at intervals would come arrest and

imprisonment This also w its own way was a severe

test, no doubt about that! But Gandhi found the secret

of transforming this experience of physical restraint Into

a means of restoring his tired body and restless mind to

welcome repose It was like entering a retreat for medita
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tion and communion with one’s own inner self Few

persons find it so, but Gandhi made it so

Secondly, he found the long hours of prison a not

unwelcome opportunity for writing in quiet and without

haste Jawaharlal Nehru had this same experience, on

an immensely larger and more impressive scale, m his

years behind the bars of English prisons Thus, it was

while he suffered confinement that he wrote his auto-

biography, Toward Freedom, his Glimpses of World

Htstory, and his Discovery of India On my lecture trip

m India m 1947-1948 ,

1

used to refer to this astoundmg

fact, and ask my audiences if they realized how much

they owed to the British Empire "If it had not been for

Nehru’s imprisonment," I would say, "these three liter-

ary masterpieces would never have been written And
now that Nehru is free, we shall probably never have

another" It was much the same with Gandhi 1 The
Mahatma was no such literary figure as Nehru, and pro-

duced no such books as those which sprang from the

latter’s pen Indeed, it was one of Gandhi's most in-

gratiating qualities that he made no claim to such literary

distinction as glorified his beloved Jawaharlal But he

wrote voluminously—I wonder if any author, except

perhaps Voltaire or Walter Scott, can match him m
sheer quantity of production 1 His style had an admirable

clarity, and is invaluable as a record of events and ideas,

and as a revelation of personality But he -wrote hur-

nedly, and at the prompting of the moment It was only

m prison that he obtained a leisure that could be used

for the more careful statement of his thought If this

produced no masterpieces, apart from his autobiography,

m part a prison product, it at least created a state of mind
which strengthened and ennobled him.

Lastly, Gandhi’s prison terms were useful m magni-
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tying his influence upon the great masses of Indians.

This influence was so stupendous, and endured such

vicissitudes through so many years, that it is difficult,

perhaps inaccurate, to designate one period as greater

than another It is amusing to recall how many times,

in the long struggle against the Empire, our Amencan
newspapers published dispatches announcing the de-

cline of Gandhi 5 power, and even on occasion prophe-

sying his passing from the stage of events in India.

Evidence of such phenomena never matured and

Gandhi s influence over his people continued at the flood.

But If there was a time when the influence was more

dominant than another it was when the revered Ma-

hatma sat quietly in his prison cell a martyr to India s

cause. There was something about the dignity of that

patient figure, its unconquerable resolution its suffer

ing "for others sake " which stirred and held the adora-

tion of the people. It remains one of the riddles of his-

tory that the British authorities, in India as in South

Africa, never recognized or even suspected this mo-

mentous fact.

VI

Ralph Waldo Emerson in his address on the Method

of Nature (1841) has this passage

"There is no attractiveness like that of a new man
A man, a personal ascendency Is the only great

phenomenon. When nature has work to be done, she

creates a genius to do it. Follow the great man and you

shall see what the world has at heart in these ages

There is no omen like that"

Emerson refers to Napoleon and Chatham as lllustra

oons of his theme. Gandhi is a much better illustration

There has never been anybody quite like the Mahatma
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either m presence or m practice He was unique beyond

all that the world has known When he was needed, he

came as a new creation, straight from the hand of God

This was not manifest m his personal appearance, as

it is, for example, m the case of Nehru, whose beauty

of person is matched only by the ineffable power of his

presence Gandhi, by comparison, was insignificant, all

the more as he deliberately chose to wear the scanty

garb of the common people of his country, and thus lost

himself, so to speak, m the swarming multitudes about

him Like Socrates, Gandhi had certain awkward, even

ugly features ,of face and frame, which he made no

slightest attempt to disguise or hide But these were

straightway transfigured, as we have seen, by the inner

grace and outward radiance of his spirit To see and talk

with Gandhi, even for a few hurried moments, was to be

overwhelmingly impressed by the gentleness of the man,

together with a certain dignity and authority, which

gave him, m the single interview or m some great public

meeting of the multitudes, supreme command of the

situation As I have already said, there was not the

slightest pose or pretension about Gandhi—rather was
he so gracious m his manner, so natural m his whole
bearing and being, as to put the most sensitive visitor

immediately at his ease Yet was he moved by an inner

power which itself was marred by no trace of condescen-

sion Beyond the flesh there was the spirit, which had a

regal quality which instantly brought to mind the Bud-
dha, with whom Gandhi has been so frequently com-
pared

But it is Jesus, be it said in all reverence, who offers

truest comparison with Gandhi Of the personal appear-

ance of the Nazarene we know nothing He died m his

radiant youth, as Gandhi m his still active old age, each
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the martyred victim of fanaticism Both went to the

people and led them in great movements of deliverance

from superstition unthin and oppression without. In

both burned the pure and radiant (lame of sacrificial

love. The) lived m spirit and in truth and showed the

way of life.

It u perhaps inevitable in the case of Gandhi as in

that of other great leaders of the spirit that die process

of dciGcation should set in
* Indeed this strange process

had begun before the Mahatmas death Thus on my
first visit to New Delhi I 'vent to see the great new

Hindu temple reared in that capital at) b) Mr Birla as

a gift to his fellow religionists It is an enormous struc

turc, covering a vast area of ground—not so much a

single building as an arra> of buildings chapels altars

scattered over a walled in garden or park. There ore

various centers of interest various deities memorialized

and glorified. Suddcnl) as I wandered about I saw

something familiar—a has relief of Gandhi carved In

stone. Looking about me I found that 1 was standing in

a kind of shrine a place made sacred for the adoration

of the Mahatma. It was an open-air sanctuar) inviting

entrance and prayer—and many were the humble men
and \vomen and others who came and went like pil

grims before a cross Since Gandhi s death reports have

come of similar altars reared in honor of the Mahatma
Deification is not unique with Christianity It is a prac-

tice which springs perennially fresh and beautiful from

the universal heart of man—then hardens into dograal

It is with these the great and good geniuses of the

spirit, that Gandhi belongs. Yet docs he stand solitary

among them all Emerson calls the appearance of such

a man an "omen of what the world has at heart
H

If

See below Ctapiei IX
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so, the advent of Gandhi is a sign that the spirit is not

dead, but must m due course come to itself again, to

subdue the terror of these times Man must lay hold

upon this spint, and follow where it leads, if he would

survive Meanwhile, of Gandhi as of Socrates may be

spoken the words recorded by Plato, m his dialogue

Phaedo, of the scene when the master drank the hem-

lock m the presence of his disciples

"So passed away our friend, who was, I think, of all

living men I have known the best, the wisest and the

most just
”



CHAPTER V

FAREWELL TO GANDHI
I

I last saw Gandhi cm my visit to India m 1947-1948

I went to the Far East, cm appointment by an Amencan
foundation, to lecture at Indian colleges and umversi

ties. When the invitation was received and accepted,

and plans for distant traveling were under way I wrote

to the Mahatma about my journey and asked if I could

come and see him. He answered promptly and as follows

“You have given me not only exciting but welcome

news. The news appears to be almost too good to be

true, and I am not going to believe it m its entirety un

less you are physically in India
"

I set sail for India on September 18 1947 and landed

at Bombay after ten days in London, on Sunday Octo-

ber yth. After a weeks sojourn m Bombay I went to

New Delhi and arrived in this lordly city on die mom
ing of Sunday October ia I was taken at once to the

home of Dr S S Bhatnagar one of the great scientists

of our contemporary world, high in the counsels of

Jawaharlal Nehru, Prune Minister There I was told

that the Mahatma had arranged to see me that very

afternoon.

The situation m New Delhi which had been en-

gulfed by the fierce fires of war between India and
Pakistan was still frightening It was a city marked by
the scars, and seared by the horrors of cml strife Only

III
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a few days before, violence had run wild, leaving hun-

dreds of dead and wounded m the streets and squares

The city had been placed under martial law The house

where I was staying was guarded night and day by

armed sentinels. Following hard upon the fighting had

come the flood of refugees, hundreds of thousands of

them, Moslems flowing north and Hindus south through

Delhi m quest of safety Then Gandhi had come, as he

had earlier come to Calcutta under like conditions, and

worked his spiritual miracle of pacification The city,

m his presence and under his influence, was quiet again

The people high and low, residents and refugees, Mos-

lems and Hindus, had put their trust m the Mahatma,

as m no other living man The government was ruling

with a strong hand under Nehru's heroic and resource-

ful control, but looking to Gandhi for ultimate decisions

There was everywhere the conviction that with Gandhi

peace had come, and would remain Yet the shock of

what had so suddenly and tembly happened had created

an mward tension which easily exploded into alarm

I remember a trivial yet trying incident which took

place one evening in Dr Bhatnagar’s home We had
- finished a late dinner, and were sitting m the living

room, when suddenly the electric fights went out I

thought nothing of it—a fuse had blown out, or some

little accident had taken place at the central power-

house 1 But my host saw more serious possibilities What
if some mob had broken loose and turned the city mto
darkness as a preliminary to looting and killing? Was
Nehru's house across the way m blackness too? What
about the street lights? It was an anxious company which
sat m quiet, talking instinctively m whispers, and wait-

ing for something to happen To the end I could not

seem to take the matter seriously But I had not been
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through what these people had endured I could only

imagine, rather feebly their instant fear, and their re

lief when the room was alight again

If New Delhi was under control, the countryside

round about was still uncertain For example! We had

secured reservations on the morning express for Agra

to see the Taj Mahal and to ghc a scheduled lecture

at the University On coming to the breakfast tabic cm

Wednesday Dr Bhatnagar greeted me with the cry,

“Well I m afraid you wont get through to Agra to-

morrow
H
"Whj what s the matter "

I said He handed

me the morning newspaper and pointed to an account

of an attack upon the Agra Express the day before.

There had been burning and violence, and several pas

sengen had been killed or wounded Later in the day

came a message from Agra canceling the lecture The
trip was offl

II

It was under such conditions as these, marking a su

preme crisis in his life and India that Gandhi m the

kindliness of his spint, arranged an appointment on

the very day of my arrival at the precise hour of four

o clock in the afternoon On the very uck of this hour

for I remembered Gandhi t extreme emphasis on punc-

tuality l was at Bfrb. House The door from the street

was wide open and I entered without ceremony or

any particular attention on the part of several secretaries

or attendants who were moving about, and of one or

two native newspapermen who were squatting on the

threshold. Everything was easy and informal and mar
vckmsly quiet. But I soon found I was expected, and
was taken without a moments delay to Gandhis room
at the far end of the halhvay on the main floor
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Gandhi was sitting cross-legged upon his linen-cov-

ered cushions placed comfortably upon the floor He had

given instructions that I should not be asked to remove

my shoes, according to custom, smce I would be more

at my ease if I did not think of them at all On seeing

me, he extended his right hand, m smiling welcome, and

seized my handm the warm clasp which was the familiar

gesture of my country and not of his Then, without a

word, he beckoned me to a chair placed close m front

of him, and asked me to sit down

Vincent Sheean m his account, in his Lead
,
Kindly

Light, of his first meeting with Gandhi, makes a good

deal of this chair * He msisted upon sitting on the floor

near to Gandhi, though the Indian knew that the

American was uncomfortable and repeated his invita-

tion to take the chair But Sheean declined again

“You should not be sitting there,” [Gandhi] said

“You should have a chair
”

“No, sir, please,” I said

The question of the chair came up twice more, I

think, as he imagined me to be uncomfortable on the

floor As a matter of fact, I did begin to get a bit

cramped before the end, but I could never have ad-

mitted it The idea of sitting on a chair, with Mr
Gandhi on the floor at my feet, was something im-

possible for me to conceive I was finally obliged to

tell him that I did not want a chair, and after that he
abandoned the notion

I read this account with great respect, but must con-

fess that m the same situation, I did not feel as Sheean

did Indeed, I do not recall that I thought of the mat-

ter at all I sat down on the chair as naturally, and un-

thinkingly, as I took Gandhi’s extended hand when he
* See p 184
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greeted me with this Western gesture instead of the

Indian gesture of the two hands joined palm to palm

upon the breast. This chair was no throne, or seat of

authority To occupy it m Gandhi s presence indicated

no pride or pretension It was simply a way of sitting m
comfort instead of discomfort. The Mahatma and I did

not discuss the matter but proceeded with the business

of the occasion

One thought smote me with astonishment on this

visit, and has lingered with me since I refer to the fact

that, as I looked upon Gandhi in New Delhi I seemed

to see the same man I had earlier seen m London in

1931 Seventeen yean had passed since that first meet

fng, and they had apparently not touched the Ma
hatma at all Oh yes—his hair had whitened and re-

treated farther back from the broad and open brow But

I could see no wrinkles, nor looseness of the flesh He
walked more slowly with a step which had lost its quick

and lithe response. But his strength was quite unex

hausted as witness his pilgrimage into Bengal, to stay

the uprisings and the violent fighting in that unhappy

region Certainly he appeared the same, apart from un-

important aspects of face and body As I talked with

him I could feel that it was only the day before that I

had been with him at Kingsley Hall, and that all the

years between had been rolled bock and were now as

though they had never been Here was a man who had

mastered the regimen of life—had broken the barriers

of the flesh and entered already into the pure realm of

the spirit. Gandhi had been quoted as promising his dis-

ciples that he would live to be a hundred and twenty

five years old I had taken this to be an expansive state-

ment of the Mahatma s continuing good health already

extraordinary for a man of seventy-eight living constantly
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in the midst of alarms What was my astonishment when

I heard one of the outstanding public leaders of India,

governor of a great province, a man of high intelligence

and unimpeachable character, declare m all seriousness

that he believed that, barring accidents, Gandhi would

survive to precisely that great age Having seen Gandhi,

who was I to doubt?

As I think back to this meeting with Gandhi, I can-

not recall the details of our discussion, nor did I make

any notes My chief memory is of the warmth of Gan-

dhi’s greeting at the start, and at the end my insistence

upon leaving before my hour was up, lest I trespass upon

the Mahatma’s precious time Our talk was informal

and personal I told him of my projected traveling and

lecturing in India, and sought his good advice as to the

wisdom or unwisdom of my plans I had m my hands

some letters and papers from American pacifists, bearing

upon an international peace conference to be held m
India at a not distant date m the future, and asked per-

mission to leave the documents with him, and invited

him to be present I told him of some prepared food I

had brought with me for distribution—could he receive

it and place it where it was most needed^5 We agreed

that the refugee crisis was at this moment most urgent,

especially here m New Delhi where the two tides of

frightened and homeless humans from south and north

were meeting m a kind of flood which was threatening

to inundate the city
,
and were dying, many of them, from

starvation Gandhi was pleased when I proposed that

the food should be divided equally between Hindus
fleeing from Pakistan and Moslems fleeing from India

Right here was the Under which blazed a few weeks
later into the pistol shots which took the Mahatma’s
life
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I suppose it was inevitable that all this should lead

to some references to the horror of fire and sword which

had swept like a conflagration that very part of India

where we this day were meeting From the beginning of

our talk, I was conscious of a kind of darkness upon

us. In spite of the blazing afternoon sun and the warmth

and radiance of the Mahatma s welcome, there was this

cloud which rested upon us alL Especially upon Gan-

dhi who was sad in countenance and spirit beyond all

expectation or imagining This was shown in his voice,

which had not a trace of that merry nng so characteristic

of him, but was now muted so that I sometimes had dif

ficulty in hearing his words The shadow of recent and

current events lay heavily upon his soul Conscious of

this, and in the sinccrcl) earnest desire not to add to the

burden of sorrow which lay so heavily upon him but

rather to lighten it if possible, I tried to keep away from

Pakistan and partition But as b> some magnetic influ

ence, I was led thereto

Thus I found myself asking Gandhi where he was

going after he left New Delhi Perhaps I might meet

him again or even travel with him, on m> lecture trip

which would take me into all parts of India in the next

three months.

Thu was a leading question which I regretted as soon

as it was spoken But Gandhi in his forthright wa>

did not try to avoid it, but rose to it, and thus turned our

discussion definitely to this theme. Hu voice was now as

clear as tones of music. He must remain in New Delhi

he said until the situation there was secure. There must
be no uncertainty or fear least of all any batel Especially

for the sake of the refugees in the city there must be

true accord and thus a restoration of normal living

Then, when this work of appeasement and rcconalia
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tion was done, “I shall go,” he said, “to Pakistan ” This

startled me, as Pakistan was the blazing center of violent

outbreak. But just for this reason he must go there Not

even the fact that Pakistan was now a foreign country,

and held a predominandy Mohammedan population,

could be allowed to interfere with his determination.

God had spoken, and his servant must obey.

It was during this discussion that Gandhi first made

clear to me, as he had to others, that he had always been

opposed to partition This policy meant disunity, and

was thus a patent denial of all that he had been preach-

ing and practicing throughout his life Also, more than

any other Indian, he foresaw and feared the violence

that broke forth upon the land If he had been opposed

to partition m the beginning, how much more so now
when its consequences had suddenly become so terrible

1

?

Yet partition was established, and what could he do but

devote himself to the spiritual healing of a political

breach? So he sought to extinguish the searing flames

wherever they appeared, to bring Moslems and Hindus

together by the power of his own example of love and

pity, and thus to make India to be one again His sad-

ness sprang from the horror of this tragic episode, and

from his first conviction that this whole great tragedy

marked the collapse and final failure of the mission to

which he had given his very life I have already stated

what I did to try to correct this egregious error, which had
its origin m Gandhi's long-standing habit of taking upon
himself the responsibility of the sms of other men and
domg penance for them That I succeeded, m any con-

siderable measure, m clearing Gandhi’s mind of this

sense of guilt and self-immolation, I dare not believe The
whole vast catastrophe had eaten too deep into his soul

to be easily removed Only the restoration of peace and
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good will over all the land, in witness of the unconquer

able purposes of God could bring him the assurance he

had lost. The logic of events and not the arguments of

men above all his own unconquerable faith must prove

anew the truth Already this logic was at work in the

slow but sure turning of the distraught people to the

leader whom they had momentardy betrayed. Mean-

while it comforted me that Gandhi presently pub-

lished ray statement m Han/an his weekl) paper, and

confessed the prayerful wish that it might be so.

m
It was this same evening that we attended Gandhfs

prayer meeting which he held daily at six o clock. At a

distance of some fifty or more yards across the lawns and

gardens of Birla House, a low platform had been reared.

This was covered with pillows and cushions that the

Mahatma might he comfortable and at case during the

service. A background of trees and shrubs, setting off a

kind of pagodalike structure, gave the impression of an

out-of-door auditorium for audience and speaker As we
had armed somewhat early we were taken behind the

screen of foliage to see the amplifying system, and the

places reserved for singers and readers.

More interesting to me at least, were the people,

slowly gathering in the dusk of evening They seemed

to come from various directions, some hurriedl) others

more slowly and quietly They were not examined or

watched in any way I do not remember seeing any po-

licemen or ushers* The early comen squatted or sat

cross-legged on the ground Row after row of them sat

closely together some talking In whispers, most sitting

silent and very still At the rear, and on both sides, stood

a constantly increasing crowd of onlookers That night
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there must have been some four or five hundred people

in attendance

The character of the men, women, and even children

waiting for Gandhi was impressive We stood, or walked

about, to see the audience at close range, and from every

point of view The variety of persons present that night

was remarkable, and not unrepresentative of India Here

were Moslems and Hindus, and Sikhs with their fierce

black beards and close-fitting turbans Soldiers m um-

form were present, including a few English officers

Many of the people were poor, hke beggars upon the

street Others looked prosperous, not out of place at

Birla House Some were obviously foreigners, like our-

selves Many of the people had never attended these

services before, others seemed familiar with the sur-

roundings, knew where to go and how to act, all of them

were reverent, but expectant and excited In a few mo-

ments, they were to look upon the Presence 1

Suddenly, there came from the loud-speakers an an-

nouncement. As it was spoken m native tongue, I could

not understand what was said, and my friends, m their

translations, seemed not quite to agree There was no

question that the announcement was of Gandhis in-

tention to have some Mohammedan material, reading

or song, m his service that mght Did anyone object?

If so, it might be wise, m deference to these, not to have

any service Is this what was said? I am not sure 1 But
it was foolish to speculate, as there were apparently no
objectors, and the service would proceed

Sharp at the appomted hour, Gandhi appeared in the

far portico of Birla House He was walking slowly, lean-

ing upon the shoulders of two young girls, his grand-

nieces As he moved toward the dais, the audience was
seized as by an electric current With the exception of
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a few on the outskirts of the crowd who ran to meet

him on his way nobody moved or spoke. It seemed as

though everybody were caught up in a kind of inward

ecstas) which sought no outward expression sa\e in the

awe which seemed to possess them all As Gandhi came

to his place and sat down cross legged upon the cushions

the audience stirred as though touched by some passing

breeze, and the silence was broken by a hind of murmur

or sigh But there was no speaking or calling Gandhi

was himself uttcrl) quiet, as though wrapped within

himself He was hcavil) swathed about his shoulders and

chest, for that afternoon he had not been well

As we waited together speaker and audience, there

came suddenly from the loud-speakers a hurst of song

—

fresh young voices of boys and girls, sometimes in unison

sometimes in antiphonal response The singing con-

tinued for what seemed to me to be an undul) long

penod but the listeners were intent and reverent As

1 could not understand the native tongue, I did not know
whether I was hearing Hindu or Moslem song As the

music died away there came silence again Then the

Mahatma s voice, so low and gentle that I could hardly

hear the tones. 1 think he read or rented words of prayer

in the beginning, but he was soon speaking a message

whkh would be published the next morning in eserj

newspaper in the land It was whispered to me that he

was talking about the refugees, who were crowding into

New Delhi in uncontrollable streams and oppealing for

help on their behalf He reminded his hearers that the

chill weather of autumn was at hand and there was
need therefore for clothing as well as food. I have no

doubt that he spoke equally for Moslems and Hindus
in thdr misery and pleaded for help for both groups

As the Mahatma continued the deep shadows of
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evening began to fall Sunset and darkness m the Onent

are very different from what they are in the West. We
are used to the slow descent of the sun—the lingering

glory of gorgeous and ever-changing color m the west-

ern sky The first touch of nightfall comes several hours

before the day has gone and light shines only in the

stars But what is a matter of hours with us is hardly

more than as many minutes m the East "I am gone hke

the shadow when it dechneth,” wntes the Psalmist

Which means that he is gone all at once, and the dark-

ness come 1 So it was at this meeting—in an instant, so

it seemed, the scene had gone, and there was nothing

left but Gandhi's white garb and the even rise and fall

of his voice, which now seemed to fade away rather

than to stop I would find it hard to tell when the meet-

ing was over, and I have no recollection of when or how
Gandhi departed I was simply conscious suddenly that

the Mahatma had gone as though snatched into heaven,

and that the audience was dispersing I heard rather

than saw their passing in the darkness, as I made my way
to the street and sought Dr Bhatnagar’s car

I wondered that night, and wonder still, if I had not

seen something closely akin to Jesus and the people of

ancient Palestine Did not the Nazarene speak m this

public and yet personal way to the men and women who
gathered about him and heard him gladly? Jesus at times

addressed vast multitudes, just as Gandhi did But he
liked most, I am persuaded, to talk quietly to the people,

0 many or few, who chanced to come to him and listen to

his word These gatherings must have been as various

and as devout as this which I had seen at the Mahatma’s
feet In the swift-falling shadows, that night m New
Delhi, I seemed m Gandhi to find, for the first time in

my life, a true knowledge and understanding of Jesus
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IV

My last meeting with Gandhi was brief, humed
unsatisfactory and yet to me a benediction

I was In great confusion in New Delhi as to what to

do The public disorders made traveling difficult and

dangerous. In many cases the universities where 1 was

to lecture were closed during this uncertain penod of

violence and massacre. It seemed as though I were

caught, as in a trap with nothing to do but wait All tbis

was tembly disappointing I thought for a time of aban-

doning my tnp and going home. Then suddenly every

thing was changed I was to go to South India where

there was no trouble and do my lecturing there—then

return and look about and sec what might he possible

here in the north where conditions were already im-

proving So I must leave for Bombay at once, then make

my way straight to Bangalore, Mysore and Madras.

Quickly as though under mspirauon I decided to go

to Birla House, and wait there until there came some

happy interval when I might see the Mahatma if only

for a moment snatched between two interviews. In the

blazing heat of early afternoon I made my way to the

house, and entered without interference or even in

quiry Fortune was with me, for who was this coming

down the hall but Mltahehn I told her at once of my
predicament, that I was leaving and must see Gandhi

and besought her help She smiled assurance, placed me
m a small reception room and went off to make inquir-

ies. She was soon returned with the message that Gan-
dhi was sleeping—his regular afternoon nap But he
was due to awaken at any moment, and I could then see

him at once.

We sat together and talked—some fifteen minutes.
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perhaps Then came the summons, and I was m Gan-

dhi’s presence again It was all very simple and unim-

portant I told him I must say good-by—explained the

long journey before me I might be bach, and then again

I might not I shall not forget how Gandhi took my hand

- and, with his old smile of loving-kindness, urged me to

arrange tilings so that I might come again I said, Yes

—

if circumstances did not forbid Which is just what cir-

cumstances did m this case 1 1 did not sec him again This

was my last farewell

What if I could have looked ahead' Would I have

lingered, or later forced circumstances to bend to my
demand^ I doubt it I was m India on a mission which 1

was charged to fulfill The difficulties in my way were

many and serious I must use my utmost of time and

strength to overcome them, and accomplish what I had

crossed half the world to do As for prolonging this last

interview with the Mahatma, I had no right to do that

I was intruding upon Gandhi's pressing duties, and thus

under obligation to leave with proper promptitude I

hope that I would have done just this But the heart-

break would have been unbearable

I often wonder that there was so little anticipation

of Gandhi’s death When people in dismay of the future

would say to me that anything might happen in India

today, the final disaster waiting upon any chance event,

I would say,
<r
What, for example?” And they would say,

"Why, Nehru might be shot,” or "Gandhi might die of

some latest fast ” But I do not recall ever hearing any-

body suggest that Gandhi might be shot, or otherwise

assassinated His sanctity had won immunity from vio-

lence' No hand could or would be raised against him
But it was just this which shook the world, like some
cosmic earthquake, when Gandhi died



CHAPTER VI

DEAD-AND AFTER

i

It was a few minutes after nine odock, on the mom
ing of Frida) January 30 1948 I had returned from

India and was in my study examining the mail Sud

denly there came a sharp ringing of the telephone and

the voice of one excitedly dedanng that Gandhi was

dead At first I could not seem to understand Gandhi

dead? I telephoned the information bureau of the New
York Times and made inquiry The answer came back

crisp and clear "Yes, Gandhi is dead. He was shot last

evening
M M

But is he dead
"

I asked again finding it ira

possible to believe that the Mahatma could die. The
reply was definite and unhesitating Gandhi was dead!

I stood as though in a daze unable men to think I

seemed paralyzed and did not mo\e Slowly like com
ing out of the ether on an operating tabic I recovered

consciousness I spoke to my secretary I thought of my
wife. I ran to her in an agony of spint Then when I

saw her and heard her speak as though from a great

distance a strange thing happened. I began to cry and

found to my amazement and alarm that I could not

stop

Jane Addams writes in the pages of ber autobiography

Twenty 1 cars at Hull House in remembrance of the

day when she saw her father break down and cry when
he heard of the death of Abraham Lincoln She records

125
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that this made a profound impression upon her, for up

to that time she had thought that only children cried
*

Mrs Eleanor Roosevelt, m her autobiographical vol-

ume, Tim Is My Story, reports the one occasion, m the

early days of her husband’s illness, when she suddenly

broke down The house was crowded Excitement was m
the air She was reading to her two youngest boys, when

she found herself sobbing and unable to continue the

story Only when she retired to another room and

wrestled with herself did she regain her masterful

control r

It was something of this kind of experience that I

suffered when Gandhi died Later on I was comforted

by the discovery that others had been stricken m much

the same way At a memonal service held at the Com-

munity Church m New York on the Sunday following

his death, most of the congregation were in tears Louis

Fischer, m his biography The Life of Mahatma Gandhi
,

m commenting upon the death of the Mahatma, in-

dulged in no mere figure of speech when he wrote, "Just

an old man in a lom cloth in distant India Yet when
he died, humanity wept”
What is the secret of this emotional reaction on

Gandhi’s assassination? Why did millions of people the

world around, most of whom had never seen Gandhi
and knew little of his life, give way to sobs and cries as

though at the passing of their own beloved^5 One can

understand why m India, m the remotest village as m
the capital city of New Delhi where Gandhi fell, the

multitudes intimately mourned the death of one whom
they had learned to call Bapu When, m city and town
alike, the Indian bus drivers and their passengers, moved
by a common impulse when they heard of the assas-

* See Jane Addams’s Twenty Years at Hull House, p zz
t See Mrs Roosevelt’s This Is My Story, p 339
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si nation, left their busses just where they chanced to be,

and sought their homes that they might join their fam-

ilies m weeping and wailing for one who had long since

possessed their hearts. It seemed quite natural What

else would one expect? But outside of India there was

no man in all the world more alien, so it seemed, to the

accepted ways of life, than Gandhi His lorn cloth might

be taken as a symbol of idiosyncrasies which shut him

off from the understanding and hence the sympathies

of other men Yet when he died it was found that he had

entered and conquered every heart Never in history

has one man been so deeply and sincerely mourned by

so many other men For a single swift flying moment, in

Gtndhi s death humanity was made one.

What is the explanation I ask again of this great

wave of grief that swept around the world?

n

I doubt if there is any thoroughly satisfactory answer

to this question Louis Fischer In his biography, speaks

of "the millions in all countries [who] mourned Gandhi s

death, and did not quite know why " One never knows

why But what was confusion at the moment may be-

come dearer with passing time. It has been five yean

now since Gandhi fell and we should begin to under

stand

First, I am sure, was the sense of shock at "the deep

damnation of bis taking off
H

Gandhi’s death was so

unnecessary and so terrible! That he, of all men the

world around, should have been stricken by the bond of

violence! Of course there was dramatic fitness in the

decree of fate that the Mahatma should go this way In

this as in similar instances of history we see violence

and hate striking desperately at the simple goodness

which they have most to fear and winning, in their own
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condemnation, the final sanctification of what they

would destroy That instantaneous moment of death,

the pistol shot on the one hand and Gandhi’s gesture of

forgiveness on the other, disclosed with the vividness of

a lightning flash the whole stupendous drama of Gan-

dhi’s career It completed and glorified the whole But

it takes time and a calm imagination to see this basic

significance of Gandhi’s passing What we need for

sober judgment of this, as of the whole tragic story of

mankind, is objectivity, and this comes only with the

perspective of the years Meanwhile, in that instant ex-

penence of hearing of Gandhi’s death by violence there

was the shock of which I have spoken And shock moves

easily to helpless tears Nehru, when he announced over

the radio the ghastly news, was convulsed with grief

which he found it well-nigh impossible to control

Secondly, in our passion of tears for Gandhi, was

our sense of loss, of irreparable loss, m the sudden pass-

ing of so great a man This was felt most poignantly in

India, which had long since come to organize its life

about the Mahatma, and direct its energies under his

guidance This must have been an emotion strong within

the soul of Nehru, the Prime Minister, who had for

years made no vital decision without first laying the

problem before Gandhi, when, bathed m tears, he sum-

moned all India, with the hght gone out m darkness,

still to carry on But how could the Indians carry on,

with their beloved Bapu, for so long the beating heart

of the nation, lying “cold and dead”?

My captain does not answer, his bps are pale and still,

My father does not feel my arm, he has no pulse nor

will

Before the people of India there loomed tasks more com- -

plex and difficult, or so it seemed, than those which had
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been triumphantly met and o\ercome under Gandhis

leadership in the heroic struggle For Swaraj The)’ had

faced them unafraid because Gandhi was with them

and would find the way But now he was gone They

were alone. How could they continue? It seemed too

much to expect to dare even to try And so the people,

driven to tasks greater than their strength could bear,

broke down like children and cried in the sheer anguish

of their souls

What was true of India was true as well in lessor de*

gree though in wider range of the world at large For

among mankind as among his fellow countrvmen the

Mahatma had become a deliverer

Here was a world society which as trul) as that of

pagan Home placed its ultimate reliance upon force

—

material mechanical military force. This was contrary

to Christianity which was professed as the accepted re-

ligion of this sodet) But through centuries of barbaric

practice so-called Christian civilization had built a so-

ciety of its own which recognized and reverenced noth

ing as an ultimate but physical force On the one hand,

Christ was worshiped in this society with all sorts oF

pious obeisances on the other hand was Caesar obeyed

with a rigor which developed its own doctrine and dis-

cipline. Now in this our time, was this physical force,

more particubrly In its militaristic form turning back

upon itself in a veritable paroxysm of self-destruction

War was become our one final method of settling inter

national disputes and rivalries, and now in its terrify

ing contemporary developments, in tanks and airplanes

and submarines and atom bombs was proving fatal alike

to friend and foe. When a war was done it had become
increasingly difficult to distinguish victor from van

quished and all hut impossible to make a peace which
would endure. On this road lurk doom and death, only
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to be escaped by taking another road And what could

this be but the road of the spirit!
1 In the fears and con-

fusions of this hour, there seems to be nothing clear but

the conviction that the salvation of society rests in a reso-

lute return to religion—a religion which recognizes love

as the law of life, brotherhood as the goal of all human

endeavor, and God as the divine motive force of action

“Not by power, nor by might, but by my spirit, saith

the Lord
”

It was m this awful crisis m human affairs that

Gandhi appeared with his uncompromising doctrine of

nonviolence—or nonresistance, to use the inaccurate but

more familiar Christian phrase Gandhi brought a mag-

nificent repudiation, m absolutist terms, of all the martial

force upon which civilization ironically relies, not so

much, now, for victory m battle as for sheer survival in

the life struggle itself But the Mahatma’s doctrine was

by no means merely negative It had its supremely posi-

tive side m what he called Satyagraha, or soul force

There is a power within, said Gandhi, which is greater

far than all the power of mere mechanical or physical

force This power is Spirit, the presence of God m the

soul of man, the divine mystery of love, m action, if we
will have it so, to stall the fear and heal the hate of men
If we humans are not spiritual beings, armed with the

spirit to do the works of the spirit, then what are we
better than beasts of the field or of the jungle,

red m tooth and claw

With ravine

This was the gospel which Gandhi spoke, and which
he proved, by his own heroic example, to be not only an
ideal but also a practicable way of life And he proved
this not only for individual men, or groups of men, as
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we have seen but for the great masses of mankind This

was Gandhis unique and transcendent contribution to

history first in South Africa and later in India With

utter courage he earned through to its ultimate conclu

sicras the logic of the spinr and, with supreme genius,

wrought out the ways and means the devices and drs

caplines of making it work What he did was to find

the pragmatic and moral “equivalent of war and violent

revolution and therewith was he prepared to save the

race from ruin degradation and death Then without

warning, in the moment of triumph when a desperate

world most needed counsel and comfort Gandhi was

dead! To see his limp body lying inert upon the ground

stricken by the madness of fanaticism was more than

humanity could bear What wonder that men every

where, in an agony of frustration and despair gave way

to tears!

But this is not all! There was a more personal and in

tiraate cause for our lamentation over Gandhi It is best

disclosed by a reminder of how the Mahatma grew’ upon

us through the years In the beginning a generation ago

Gandhi was almost unknown outside the borders of

his natne land and imperialistic centers of British rule,

or known only as a queer sort of person who was doing

extraonlinaril) queer things with his fellow countrymen

m India. Here was a man who strode the countryside

clad only in a lorn cloth barefooted or sandal-shod and

leaning on a pilgrim s staff A man who lived by choice

among the poorest of the poor of the common people

of his land! A man who actually taught in naive sm
centy the crazy doctnne of nonviolence! A demagogue

who challenged the mightiest empire on earth on behalf

of freedom of India, with no weapon available except

nonviolent nonco-opcration Winston Churchill called
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him, m derision and contempt, a "half-naked fakir,” and

the world laughed loud m merriment This was only a

few years ago 1

Then slowly, as the years went by, this strange man

began to grow and, like a mountain emerging from

clouds of mists, to dominate the landscape of our world

Men came to recognize in him a formidable leader who

was liberating four hundred millions of his countrymen

from the armed tyranny of alien rule, and this in an un-

precedented and unparalleled war which made no re-

sort to force, violence, and bloodshed Patience, uncon-

querable good will, and resolve not to inflict suffering

but to endure it, these were Gandhi’s only weapons,

which as wielded by his people, under his leadership,

wrote a new chapter m history What wonder that we
came to recognize this man, and then gradually, and

somewhat to our own surprise, to reverence him as a

samt and hero But it was only when we lost him that

we discovered the deeps within us not so much of rev-

erence as of unashamed personal affection “We loved

[him] because he first loved us ” In India, of course,

the people were long since bound to Gandhi with an

unutterable devotion They held him m their hearts as

a member of their family, or caste One day I repeated to

a distinguished Indian leader the report of an American

newspaperman that he had found remote villages, and
villages not so remote, where the people had never heard

of Gandhi The Indian Smiled quietly and said, “I won-
der if he asked these people if they knew Bapu ” It was
thus that we also came to love him—and to weep when
he fell beneath the assassin's bullet

It was not so much Gandhi's greatness as it was his

personality which won the world Everyone who came
into his presence felt and caught the contagion of his
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spirit. Then as they left him and went their way they

carried with them to be caught by other men, this In

spiration to which no man was immune I can think

of only one conspicuous exception that of Mr Jinnah,

who remained impervious to Gandhi s influence to the

very end. Mingled with this magnetism if I may call it

such was the irresistible gaiety which swept with laugh-

ter over the ironies and mnocenaes of life. Basic was his

simplicity and complete sincerity—the same to all

whether king or peasant, rajah or beggar Hindu Mos-

lem, or Englishman Instinctively men knew that they

could trust Gandhi as their very own In the case of mul

titudes the world around in India and elsewhere, Gandhi

became an intimate part of their lives To think of him

was a delight, to krve him was an exaltation to obey him
was a privilege. So he moved everywhere among friends.

Few and far between were the doors and hearts which

remained closed to his approach Then suddenly in a

pistol flash the Mahatma was dead Inarticulate most

of us, we wept together and wondered if life was now
worth living with Gandhi gone,

ni

But was Gandhi Gandhiji Bapu—was he really

gone? Not if we interpret life as the Mahatma inter

preted Id He vs among us still V/e can fed his presence

as Tennyson felt the presence of that

living will that shall endure

When all that seems shall suffer shock.

Rise In the spiritual rock.

Flow thro our deeds and make them pure.

After the pistol and the pyre, the wide-scattering of

the ashes m the tides of the sacred river all the stupen-
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If [death] it a journey to another land [says the

great teacher] if what tome say is true and all the

dead are really there, if this is so my judges, what

greater good could there be? If a man were to go to

the House of Death and leave all these self-styled

judges, to find the true judges there Minos and

Radamanthus, Acacia and Triptolemus, and all the

sons of the gods who have done justly in this fife,

would that journey be ill to take? Or to meet Orpheus

and Musaeus, Hesiod and Homer what would you

give for that, any of you? And for me especially

it would be a wonderful life there, if I meet Palamedes,

and Ajax, the son of Telamon or any of die men of

old who died by an unjust decree. To compare my
experience with theirs would be full of pleasure.

However it may be in the next life, in which Gandhi,

as a devout Hindu so firmly believed it is true already

in this life that the Mahatma is with his own The minds

of men by a kind of consent, have enrolled him among
the immortals.

There are two ideas of immortality There is the one

spoken of by Socrates as "another land and all the

dead are really there." This is the immortality which is

a part of our religious faith It may or may not, be true

On the one hand, it has been affirmed by most of the

greatest thinkers and noblest characters of history It is

one of the banc concepts of human thought It seems

to many of us to belong to the very texture of our con

saousness. Without it this texture falls apart, and our

minds become a tangle of denial On the other hand

there is no certain evidence of survival after death The
poet has reminded us that no traveler has ever returned

to tell us of this eternal bourne. No communication has

ever been received to silence doubt and establish such
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conviction as that attaching to certain scientific postu-

lates For myself, I am content to go along with Gandhi

—and Socrates'—and believe m the idea of life beyond

the grave

But there is another immortality—that which inheres

here rather than m the great beyond This has been

called the immortality of influence Tins means the

perpetuation after death of the influence we have exerted

during life We are remembered for our example of

character and conduct, and thus become of

those immortal dead who live again

In minds made better by their presence

These minds may be few m number—a husband or

wife, a child, an associate, a neighbor, a loving fnend

—

m which case our immortality will not extend very far

In due course these minds will one by one pass away

and our memory fade away into the unknown, and we
remam no longer as a distinct and separate individuality

but only as a part of that eternal whole which consti-

tutes the enduring spiritual realm But some there are

who are m themselves such intense personalities, whose

influence reaches so far, and touches the perimeters of

so many lives, that they take on a genuine immortality

They are a memory which is passed on from generation

to generation as an infinitely precious treasure which en-

riches and glorifies the race And they are more than a

memory' They are presences which seem to gather

strength with an ever-growmg purity and power, and
distribute it as a powerhouse distributes light As the

ages pass, even these enter upon oblivion They betray

the attributes of mortality But there are a chosen few

who, hke the fixed stars, shine on forever, and among
them now, the great Mahatma'
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Instantly upon his sudden death Gandhi joined the

small company of the prophets, saviors, and servants of

mankind. It is curious that those whom we most love

and reverence as the supreme spiritual leaders of the

race have lived in remote places and earlier times and

perhaps have been worshiped the more awesomely on

this account But Gandhi lived among us in our time

and in our world He walked and talked with us. It was

the visitation of the holy spint once again to reassure

us and give us strength In a world stricken by catas-

trophe, rent and tom by violence, shaken m its standards

of truth and honor reeling to rum and a new dark age,

there suddenly appeared this figure all light and love.

In his presence we took hope again and in his life and

death found faith to carry on Man after all was not

to be snuffed out like a brief candle ” but from what

soever pain and passion rise up to life anew

Gandhi is our pledge to the future of physical and

spiritual survival. When all else is forgotten or tndiffer

ently remembered of this age, when its resplendent

names of long and conqueror are dimmed even as

their bodies are turned to dust, Gandhi will still be a

burning and shining light/* This time will be recorded

as the time of the Mahatma, as, amid a welter of Homan
emperors and soldiers, the first century is recorded as

the time of Christ. Men will misunderstand him, and

fail him and betray him. But the spint will none the

less live on, the ideal endure, and in the end achieve

the victors



CHAPTER VII

THE WIDER FELLOWSHIP

i

Thomas Carlyle, in his Heroes and Hero Worship,

has this to say

Great Men, taken up m any way, are profitable

company We cannot look, however imperfectly, upon

a great man, without gaming something by him He
is the living light-fountain, which it is good and

pleasant to be near. The light which enlightens, which

has enlightened the darkness of the world, and this

not as a kindled lamp only, but rather as a natural

luminary shining by the gift of Heaven, a flowing

light-fountain, as I say, of native original insight, of

manhood and heroic nobleness—in whose radiance all

souls feel that it is well with them'

There is no estimating the number of human beings

whom Gandhi influenced, directly or indirectly, during

the long period of his life. Among the hundreds of

millions of people m India, there were only a scanty

few whose lives he did not touch Hindus, Moslems,

and Parsees, high and low, rich and pooF, villagers and

city folk, all the seething masses knew him, loved him,

and adored him Outside of India, m countries east and

west, he passed easily and effectively into the hearts of

multitudes How universally pervasive his influence was

we did not realize till his sudden death stirred all the

world to lamentation As he moved out horizontally to

138
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the farthest bounds of earth so he moved vertically to

the topmost dp of the social scale. Thus at one time or

another he met with kings, rajahs, and viceroys, and,

at the same tune, lived, moved and had his being among

the poor and outcast in the lowest depths. In both ranks

he was at ease, and left behind a mystic presence which

was as potent as it was benign A great man m die

Carlylean sense, the Mahatma was a living light

fountain which it [was] good and pleasant to be near
”

n

The intensity of Gandhis feeling, the radiance of

his spirit, are best seen in the character of his disciples

and followers Mahadev Desai, for example, Gandhis

secretary and adviser who died m 1943 at fifty years

of age. Gandhi was as inconsolable at his death as

though he had lost a son How to lwe without him was

a problem For nearly a quarter of a century Desai had

been his closest companion and helper In conducting

a correspondence and contacts which included all the

world Desai was indispensable. He early fell into the

habit of answering Gandhi s letters with his own hand

and presenting what he had written to the Mahatma
for his examination and signature. In the course of

years, bis style and very handwriting took on a charac-

ter which was almost indistinguishable from that of his

master His presence was like a shadow always accom-

panying Gandhi but never intruding upon him In

the London days in 1931 I cannot seem to remember

a tune when Desai was not present or within call nor

recollect a specific thing he said or did. So self-effacing

he was so quiet, so humble, so lovmgl When he died,

it seemed for a moment as though the shadow had eaten

up the sun But m due course Desai s memory was
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shining m its ovvn right, and adding its luster to Gandhi’s

Like St John, m the Christian legend, Desai was "the

well-beloved disciple
”

To take Desai's place there was one as if selected by

long experience and devotion—Gandhi’s disciple, Py-

arelal Nayyar. He had the same rare qualities which

glorified Desai—an unexcelled meekness of spirit, and

a veritable passion to serve the Mahatma For five years

(1943-1948), to Gandhi's great comfort and satisfac-

tion, he stood by and now is still on duty, so to speak,

in gathering material for what will undoubtedly be the

definitive and authoritative biography of the Mahatma.

Like Desai, he has woven himself into the texture of

Gandhi’s life and, through sheer self-abnegation, be-

come as it were a golden thread in the lovely pattern

Among all the goodly company of disciples, there is

none quite so unique as Mirabehn, the English girl who
years ago surrendered her family, her fortune, her

country, to the blessed task of serving at Gandhi's feet

Now the head of a school, or ashram
,
which she has

planted m the foothills of the Himalayas, she can look

back on twenty-four years of unfailing love for Bapu,

who himself adopted her as a spiritual daughter.

It was by a roundabout way that she found Gandhi
It began with a love of music which drew her to Romain
Rolland through his writings on Beethoven This drew
her in turn to Gandhi, whose biography the great

Frenchman had written This book she read, and by it

was profoundly moved "From that moment,” she

writes, “I knew that my life was dedicated to Bapu
”

She felt herself suffused, as it were, by "an extraordinary

sense of mellow happiness ” This was accompanied by
a light which, like the dawn, "glowed brighter and
brighter in my heart,” and at last became as "the sun

of Truth pounng his rays mto my soul
”
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The natural thing for Mira to have done was to go

to Gandhi and make confession of her devotion This

die would have done had her experience been an in-

stance of mere emotionalism of the romantic type. She

would have rushed to Gandhi, if only to indulge her

sentimental intoxication But she did nothing of the sort.

Not only did she not go to India to throw herself at die

Mahatma s feet. She did not even write him, nor com-

municate with him m any way With amazing sanity

and self-control she set herself to the business of prepara-

tion both physical and spiritual for what she now re-

garded as her life task. Hus involved training m as

apparently trivial an exercise as sitting cross-legged upon

the floor and m as definitely important a one as diet

and knowledge of Hindu literature. Only when she had

completed almost a vear of interne concentration and

hard labor did she feel herself fit to come into Gandhi's

presence and offer him the service of her hand and

heart. Deeply touching is the scene of her meeting with

the Mahatma as described m her Preface to her book,

Gandhi's Letters to a Disciple
*

“I could see and feel

nothing but a heavenly light. He lifted me up and

taking me in his arms, said, Tou shall be my daughter

And so it has been from that day
"

There can be no doubt of the nature of this episode,

and all that followed after It was a case of religious

ecstasy of the highest and purest character It was the

soul obedient to God and to his servant It is all so plain

and yet so wonderful when the spirit takes command
of a personality! Mira was changed m an instant—not

by any sentiment of passion hut by a capture of her

whole life by the subduing power of the dmne. God
spoke in the sudden disclosure of Gandhi to his disaple,

and Mira had die courage and the supreme intelligence
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to answer. Her life therewith became exalted, and to

the end as beautiful as a gift laid upon an altar

The story of Mirabehn is one of the great idylls of

sacred history It brings to mind the consecrated women

m the New Testament who followed Jesus m his min-

istry It recalls the lovely legend of St Francis and the

Lady Clare The marvel of this episode, as it runs

through more than a score of years, is the utter fitness

of Mira for the self-imposed role which she assumed m
the stupendous drama of Gandhi’s life Daughter of a

distinguished British admiral, m her youthful years a

glamorous social figure, highly educated, tall m stature,

beautiful, proud of bearing, with glowing eyes and

liquid voice, Mira naturally and easily dominated every

scene upon which she entered When she came to

India and vowed her service to the Mahatma, she be-

came at once, m appearance and actuality, an Indian

woman Thus, she donned a son, or robe, made of

coarse cotton cloth I think I never saw her clad in the

gorgeous silken garments that adorn the higher-class

women of Indian society On her feet she wore sandals,

or else went barefoot in the dust and dirt of native soil

Around her shaven head she draws the clinging folds

of a hood or scarf Her temper is even, and nobly

disciplined Her self-abnegation is absolute She thinks

of nothing but Gandhi, to care for him while he was

alive, and now that he is dead, to preserve inviolate the

tradition of his days Mirabehn might have easily stirred

jealousy, had she not been too humble to assert claims

or force intrusions Gandhi, who recognized early her

worth, kept her close at hand, and more and more came

to lean upon her, with utter dependence upon her will-

ing spirit I saw and talked with Mira on numerous

occasions, and found her always kmd, helpful, and
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considerate. She was what Gandhi made her, and thus

a saint m reflection of his sanctity

m
To pass beyond the bounds of Gandhis immediate

disciples is to he earned into the gTeat world of public

affairs. Here Jawaharlal Nehru is pre-eminent as states

man scholar and friend of Gandhi. Only this word

"friend,” lovely as it », does not even begin to convey

the intimacy of the relationship between these two men

Gandhi delighted in Nehru as a father delights in an

infinitely talented and devoted son and trusted him in

all his superb leadership of the Indian cause. And
Nehru loved Gandhi, and for years, down to the last

day of the Mahatmas life, did nothing without the

counsel and advice of the older man To see these two

together was to see the human spirit in its truest and

most beautiful estate, and to behold Nehru at the cere-

monies following upon Gandhis death was to behold

a broken heart. Only in the untimely passing of his wife

did Jawaharlal touch such deeps of sorrow as in the pass-

ing of the Mahatma.

In the beginning of his career Nehru showed all the

promise but little of the purpose of a great public leader

Born in Kashmir of one of the most distinguished of

Indian families, and of a father as notable in character

as m ability and influence, Jawaharlal Nehru was graced

by every nobler quality of manhood. In personal appear

ance he had the stature and beauty of a god. His voice

was sheer music, a marveloiu Instrument for his oratory

which can be matched only by a scant few of his con

temporaries. He had wealth to make him a man of

leisure, and intellect highly trained as a graduate of

Tnnity College, Cambridge, to equip him for outstand
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mg service m the field of scholarship “In gammg Nehru

for the nationalistic cause,” said a great Indian to me,

“we lost what would have been one of the greatest

scholars India ever produced
”

I saw evidence of this m my first meeting with Nehru

m New Delhi It was at a luncheon with distinguished

fnends and associates Nehru as the particular guest

of honor sat m the center of the table, I sat at his left,

and my son Roger at his right Prompdy, after taking

our places, I addressed to him certain questions per-

taining to the massacres incident to the partition of

India and Pakistan, and the awful trains of refugees

which were at that moment pounng from south and

north mto Delhi as a land of center of rescue But

Nehru made only brief and almost heedless replies. He
did not seem interested, mdeed was so abstracted as

not to follow at all my succession of inquiries I watched

him closely, and saw how haggard he looked I re-

membered a statement of my host, who was a physician,

that the Pnme Minister, smce the fighting began, had

averaged not more than three or four hours’ sleep a

night Why should this tired man be concerned with

me or my interests? How could he hold his mind to

that luncheon table when the lives of millions of help-

less folk hung desperately on his thought and action?

If ever a man, burdened with desperate responsibilities

m an hour of chaos, had excuse for inattention, it was

Pandit Nehru on this occasion So I ceased my chatter,

and waited

Suddenly I heard my son’s voice addressing Nehru
He explamed the discussion he was havmg with a pro-

fessor of philosophy, seated at his right, on the charac-

teristic philosophies of America and India The one was

pragmatism and the other idealism, and there seemed
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to be no reconciliation between the two "Can you agree

to that?” my son exclaimed "Is there no middle ground

here
1

?”

Instantly Nehru seemed to come to life. He responded

to my sons inquiries. Stirred by argument, his own

ideas came pouring forth For a few happy moments he

was aroused. It would be easy to say that Nehru in

this passing episode, was giving way to ineffable relief

at a moments escape from his terrible anxieties and

responsibilities as Prime Minister of the realm More

likely is it that a man loving and longing for intellectual

discourse seized avidly this unexpected opportunity to

talk philosophy In any case, I seemed to see, as in a

lightning flash the Nehru who might have been India s

great scholar and thinker if times had been different.

As it was, the living flame leaped high as it consumed

fresh fuel then flickered and went out. It was now
again die politician and statesman who sat beside me,

tired, worn troubled. What a loss was herel How much
of the higher life of man will survive this age of war!

At the start of his career Jawaharlal showed slight

inclination to enlist m India* dangerous struggle for

independence. He knew little, and cared less, about the

cunous man who was leading m this struggle. His mind,

m its systematic training, was more Western than it

was Eastern He was, and still remains, a socialist in his

political thinking In his philosophical and religious ap-

proach to life, he was and is today, more of a sceptic

than a believer but a profound scholar On his return

to India from his studies in England, he must have been

sorely tempted by the social life fostered and enjoyed

by the select classes of the day Then came the shock of

his fathers sudden acceptance of Gandhi and die Na-
tional Congress. One of the most eminent and powerful
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Indians of his time, Motilal Nehru surrendered every-

thing he had—his wealth, his reputation, his time and

strength, and brilliant abilities—to the cause of India’s

freedom It was only natural that an adoring son should

have been enormously impressed by his father’s action

In due course, Jawaharlal followed m his father’s foot-

steps, and, on his death, took his place m the ranks of

the outstanding leaders of the cause To see on Nehru’s

brow today the familiar Gandhi cap is to see the abiding

symbol of the transformation and transfiguration of

Nehru’s life

Once he had taken the formidable step of espousing

revolution, Nehru gave his wholehearted devotion to

the revolt against British rule Again and again his un-

compromising action led to his arrest and punishment

Not less than twelve years he spent in pnson, no sooner

released from one incarceration m English jails than he

was preparing for another As the struggle proceeded,

Gandhi found himself drawn ever closer to this heroic

young man who was so gallantly perpetuating his

father’s tradition In the last exciting days before in-

dependence, Gandhi and Nehru worked unceasingly

and happily together for the cause which held them
fast In many matters they did not agree Thus, Nehru
had senous question of Satyagraha, and never took

Gandhi’s extreme position m repudiation of physical

force He was not, as we would say, a nonresistant

Nehru’s attitude toward industry and the machme was
far removed from Gandhi’s reliance upon the arts and

crafts of simple village life Nehru hated war and all

the attendant practices of organized violence, but in a

cnsis was not unwilling to appeal to arms But no variety

or clash of opmion could separate these two great men
Their spirits if not their minds were one, and the single
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end and aim of struggle against Bntflm held them in a

common allegiance. So long as Gandhi lived, was

Nehru s imvard resolve with himself he would impose

no conflicting issues upon the Mahatmas attention but

follow gladly where he led. In the power and beauty

of this friendship and the effectiveness of the compact

which bound the older and the younger man together

was the final secret of the tmimph which they wrought

It is amazing that, in her hour of high destiny India

should have produced these two great men so com

plementary the one to the other One is tempted to be-

lieve that posterity will link, then names in the spirit of

Scott s tribute to two very different men Pitt and Fox

—

And neer held marble in its trust

Of two such wondrous men the dust.

But in this case there is a third name to be added to

the other two—that of Rabindranath Tagore, poet,

prophet, and seer In the early days of then patriotic as

sociation Tagore enjoyed a fame far greater than that

of Gandhi He had become a figure of international re-

nown through his poems plays and addresses, which

were universally recognized and accepted as an expres

don of Indian culture as exalted as it was accurate. But

when the crisis called, Tagore laid all his treasure upon

the altars of the nations need dramatizing his action

by the public surrender of the knighthood conferred

earlier upon him by the hand of England’s long and

India s emperor

Never was there a man who so looked the part* as

Tagore. His white hair and flowing beard, his tall and

dignified stature, his noble mien and statuesque repose,

all so beautifully set off so to speak, by his silken robes

and poetic diction were as though composed for some
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dreamlike picture of an ancient bard In all this, of

course, he was the precise opposite of Gandhi, whose

face and figure were so unimpressive In this contrast

m outward appearance, there was much that was the

sheer reflection of inner quality Thus, Tagore changed

to beauty everything he touched, whereas Gandhi

seemed to have no real sense of beauty at all, or at least

no concern for its expression The latter’s ashram, for

example, was an abiding place which emphasized con-

venience, utility, and sanitation Tagore’s Visva-Bharati,

at Santmiketan, was an art as well as a school, with

dancing, painting, and poetry conspicuous parts of the

curriculum With Tagore the practice of religion had

an outward glory as well as an inward spirit I felt this

when on Christmas night, m 1947, I conducted a

Chnstian service m the Hindu temple which Tagore

had reared in his school, to be used for religious purposes

by any sincere person or group who had need of a place

to worship God The temple was simple—no adornment

for adornment’s sake 1—but strangely beautiful Tagore

loved to read here—and pray It was distinctive of the

poet’s whole life—his dedication of beauty to the vaned

uses and needs of men Gandhi, I felt, would not be

particularly interested m this sacred and lovelv place

The same thing was true of these two remarkable

men m their literary styles Of Gandhi it may be not

unfairly said that he had no style apart from a certain

clarity which seldom failed to express his inmost thought

The Mahatma was one of the most voluminous wnters

who ever lived When he was not talking or listening,

spinning or praying, he was busy with his pen, and for

a long penod of years wrote an enormous number of

books, articles, and letters, including his two-volume

autobiography But, with rare exceptions,- these writings
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were not literature. Gandhi was a great leader but not

a great author Tagore, on the other hand, was one of the

greatest poets of modern tunes. The Gitanjah fa a classic

in English as well as m Hindu literature. Indeed so

much was poetry the essence of Tagore s soul, as well as

of ha style, that his academic lectures and philosophical

writings were suffused with a beauty all his own As a

Nobel Pnze winner he was immortally marked as

supreme among his peers.

Such was the difference between these two great

men Yet were they one in their dedication to Mother

India m her quest of liberty This fa not meant to imply

that they invariably saw eye to eye on the passmg issues

of the day On the contrary they were sometimes in

sharp disagreement, as on the occasion when Gandhi

supported, or at least did not condemn the burning of

bales of cotton cloth as a kind of gesture of defiance of

the Crown on behalf of the emancipation of the people.

Tagore disavowed this act as a form of violence and ill

will and Gandhi held to hts position alone. But in aB

essential matters of principle as contrasted with policy

the Mahatma and the poet stood stalwartly together

More than once, in some great crisis of Gandhi s life

—

an imprisonment, a fast, negotiations with the Viceroy

—

Tagore gave Gandh? by spoken word or participating

act hfa whole support He was drawn first, b> a passion

ate desire to see his country free from the imperialistic

exploitation which was bringing the Western world to

war and ruin But equaBy was he drawn by ‘'the little

brown man" who had made this cause sacred to the

hearts of millions Tagore had great pnde and dignity

as well as genius, and all he gave to Gandhi for India s

use.

Any list of Gandhis fnends and colleagues would
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be incomplete without mention of Mme Sarojim Naiclu,

greatest of Indian women In her I find a perfect illus-

tration of Gandhi’s power to capture the souls of men,

and bind them to him with bonds not of steel but of the

spirit. For Mme Naidu, dowered with majestic and

potent personality, was m her youthful years a leader of

the great cause of the uplift and emancipation of women,

and m her own right a poet of rare qualities of thought

and beauty As m the case of Tagore, her wntings were

read and admired m the West and m the East But m
her literary as m her political work at this time, there

was little of the rebel Her activities fitted all too well

into the framework of British rule It was only when

she heard the call of Gandhi that her life broke into

flame Forgotten were her poems, neglected her conven-

tional if idealistic service of the public weal Gandhi

was now her master, and she the faithful follower Her
power of agitation was enormous, her courage limitless

With the Mahatma, she practiced nonviolent resistance

to the British crown She led the people on the public

streets m great masses of revolt She spoke to multitudes

with a passion of eloquence matched only by the utter-

ance of Nehru She went to prison, proud and happy to

follow m the path of Gandhi She possessed a sense of

humor which eased many a cnsis of rebellion Thus, on
a certain day, she was leading a vast crowd of Indians

who were demonstrating m the public streets In non-

violent opposition to the police, this swirling mass of

men and women staged a sit-down strike, and brought

the traffic of the city to a standstill Mme Naidu, in the

forefront of the crowd, sat quietly on the pavement,

inviting and thus awaiting arrest But as time went on,

hour after hour, this heroic woman found her seat be-

coming more and more uncomfortable How long must
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she wait for the action of the police? At last she rose,

hade a savant to find a rocking chair placed this piece

of furniture in the middle of the street, and sat down,

rocking hack and forth In perfect comfort.

Mme. Naidu was a woman of glorious presence mag-

netic, commanding serene. She was short ratha than

tall, and m figure dumpy rather like Queen Victoria,

When asked by a visitor what free India was going to

do with all the statues of Victoria scattered through the

land, she answered with utter imperturbability “cut off

their heads and put mme m their place,” To a group of

newspaper photographers, trying to get the distinguished

lady in an unusual pose, she cried "Come, hoys, hurry

up I am the same on all sides, fat and round." In her

actual physique, therefore, there was little that was

remarkable. But in action she was superb An inner

spirit seemed to nse within ha and transfigure ha ap-

pearance. She became suddenly regal in bearing. As by

some unique power she became the central figure of any

situation in which she found herself Without any

effort on ha part, she attracted and held attention Even

Gandh had to share with ha any company in which

they appeared together

But it was as an orator that she was supreme. I heard

ha last at the annual Convocation, of the Benares Hindu
University on December 14, 1947 when we received

together honorary degrees. A vast audience of some

fifteen thousand students, graduates, faculty and the

general public, were present I shall not soon forget the

case with which Mme, Naidu caught up that gathering

and swept it with the surging emotion of ha speech In

dress and bearing like a queen she seemed to nse m
stature as ha words flowed cm and become the dammat
ing figure m that great assembly Ha message was of
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joy in the new free India, and of challenge to these stu-

dents to be worthy of their country which they were

bom to seme Governor-General of the United Prov-

inces, she had on this occasion a political significance

and authority But it was the woman who stood forth

to command the scene by virtue of intelligence and

personality I saw and talked with her on private occa-

sions—meetings of domestic and academic groups where

there was earnest discussion of India and her destiny

Here we discovered in Mme Isaidu vast stores of in-

formation, her stem and unshakable convictions, and

her power of personal expression

Mme Naidu’s devotion to Gandhi was the central

passion of her closing years She called him proudly “her

little son ” Obliged to respond to his slightest call, she

made it her special duty to rally the women of India

to the nationalist movement Under her leadership, by

force of her example, there came a participation of

women m the national cause which was one of the

tremendous achievements of the hour What wonder

that all of India mourned when this greatest of Indian

women died 1

IV

But it was not m India only that Gandhi found his

friends and followers It is remarkable that m England
there were those who came to help him, as witness the

beautiful example of Mirabehn Conspicuous among
them was his “crony,” if I may call him such, the English

missionary, “Charlie” Andrews There was a friendship

between these two men like that of David and Jonathan

which [passed] the love of women ” Andrews met
Gandhi early m his career, and seemed instantly to

discover m him the Chnst spirit which was the substance
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of his Christian faith Gandhi on his side, found m
Andrews all those qualities which comprise the ideals of

his Hindu faith The two men instinctively met on the

common ground of the spirit, and there they clasped

hands in a pact of loyalty which lasted till Andrews s

death Often through long periods of time, Andrews

was far away in some distant part of the world In pur

suit of the Christian mission which remained his life-

work to the end But always was he "on call." Gandhi

had but to lift a cry foT help and Andrews would

straightway turn about in answer And trains and steam-

ships were not fast enough to bring him to Gandhi s side.

His presence at the Great Fast of the Mahatma is symp-

tomatic of his life.

Memorable was the day I first saw him here in New
York. We had arranged to lunch together and he met

me in my office. He was a queer figure Perched pre-

cariously on the top of his head was a round badly

battered felt hat His clothes looked worn and rumpled,

quite innocent of the care of any tailor He earned

some books under his arm and I seem to recall an old

umbrella. His scraggly beard half hid a face which was

beaming with kindliness. We walked to the hotel, a few

blocks away and attracted some attention. It was not

every day that the gaudy dining room Tecewed such a

guest But “Charlie” was quite oblivious of his surround-

ings. Wholly absorbed m our talk about Gandhi, and the

situation m India, we were as if alone together Even the

food did not intrude, though “Charlie” had a hard time

making his selection from the enormous menu Except

only in Gandhi himself I have never seen such genuine

sanctity of character as I beheld in Andrews on tins

slight occasion. It shone in his eyes his smile, his words.

His whole figure, so careless without was illumined as
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by an inner radiance I thought at once, and to the end,

of the good St Francis who must have appeared to his

companions much as Andrews appeared that day to me
The light within cannot be hid, and it is the loveliest

thing m all the world

If any man of the saindy type can have a successor,

“Charlie” Andrews found his m Horace Alexander, the

English Quaker Reginald Reynolds, m his recent book,

A Quest for Gandlu, speaks of Alexander as “a man
almost as well known m India today as Charles Andrews

was m my boyhood . Among the many Europeans

who have been associated with Gandhi and the cause of

Indian freedom, the name of Horace Alexander cannot

be ignored either by future Indian historians or by

biographers of the Mahatma.”

Alexander is a kind of combination of missionary,

teacher, preacher, nature lover, and world-wide fnend

of man His home is m England, but, as in the case of

Andrews, it is more accurately described as being wher-

ever at any moment Horace Alexander may chance to

be. Like Andrews, he heeds the call of service, and thus

goes speeding off to any part of the universe, remote or

near at hand, where he may be useful He went to

India, m the days of struggle for mdependence, as

naturally and mdeed inevitably as an iron filing to a

magnet Of course, he sought out Gandhi, and the two

men fell in love with each other and became inseparable

companions of the spirit Neither Andrews nor Alex-

ander sacrificed his personal integrity m his relations

with the Mahatma If they disagreed with Gandhi, they

said so, and declined to go along But differences of

opinion, usually on matters pertaining to the problem

of applying ideals to practical policies, affected not in

the slightest their mutual trust Indeed, it was this per-
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feet honesty which drew these men together and made

them Gandhi i closest counselors.

I first met Alexander at Santiniketan the great inter

national school and art center founded and through

many years directed by Rabindranath Tagore. We had

come in answer to an invitation from Tagore s son, now
head of the school to spend Christmas with his family

I saw and talked with Horace through the four or five

days of our stay m Santiniketan This was not easy as

he seemed content to linger on the outskirts of the

groups, large or small which assembled from tune to

tune, and to listen rather than to talk. I thmk of him os

a quiet and humble presence which lifted us all through

silent influence to higher levels of the spirit But he had

his chance when m the interval between luncheon and

train time, he addressed the company before his quick

departure. I remember dimly the substance of his talk,

but shall not soon forget its form and manner It was

the pure spint pouring itself forth cm the “concerns”

which trouble our hearts in these tremendously troubled

days Another speaker of different mood and tempera-

ment, might have crated and perhaps terrified us m a

tirade of eloquence and passion But Alexander was

quietly serene, while avoiding none of the pressing

problems of the hour I remember with an envy which

has lasted through these years, the utter calm with which

he brought his discourse to a dose, and departed im

hurried, to catch his train It may be that the unfailing

lateness of Indian trains had something to do with his

conduct, but I prefer to think that it was his inner spirit

which made him master of the situation

Future historians of India will find large space in their

chronicles for Horace Alexander Their narrative will

center I believe more about his courage than about
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any other of his saintly qualities And of the numerous

instances of this courage, none will surpass his presence

with Gandhi in the terrific days m Calcutta when

the city and the surrounding countryside burst into the

consuming flame of hate and massacre kindled by the

partition of Pakistan For days the horror of violence and

bloodshed swept the streets Thousands of contending

Hindus and Moslems lay dead or wounded m the gut-

ters To Gandhi the situation called for instant action

He must search out the center of the fighting and give

himself, even unto death, to stilling the storm which

resumed itself with each new day With utter courage

the Mahatma made his way mto Calcutta, unarmed save

by the power of his presence, and, himself a Hindu,

sought conference with the Moslem leaders This was

one of the supreme moments of Gandhis life, and one

of his most triumphant achievements His life m peril

from the raging mob, he brought peace to a place where

it was thought that peace would never come again This

done, the Mahatma went on to New Delhi where the

same storm was threatening the proud capital with mm
Horace Alexander was engaged on some mission of

his own, probably the work of the Friends Service Com-
mittee, when the news of the Calcutta riots reached his

ears He knew, without waiting for detailed reports, that

Gandhi would be where the fighting was most furious

and the task of peace most difficult and dangerous He
might not need help, for the Mahatma’s work m an

extremity of this kmd must be smglehanded But he,

like any other man near to violence and death, needed

sympathy, companionship, reassurance, and these Alex-

ander could give more effectively than any other man
alive So he went to Calcutta, faced instant peril un-

afraid, and departed only when peace had been restored
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Horace Alexander represents the finest quality of man-

hood, is the perfect specimen of spiritual Christianity

and the model Quaker I had known of him for years,

hut had ne\er seen him When the happy occasion of

our meeting came at Santmiketan he looked just as I

had imagined he would. In appearance, manner, speech,

he was exactly what I had expected So do disciples of

the Spirit fulfill themselves.

To Andrews and to Alexander must be added as a

fnend of Gandhi an English woman Munel Lester,

founder and director of Kingsley Hall. Mbs Lester is a

devout Christian All that she docs so conscientiously

and inconspicuously is m the spirit of Christ Prayer

and discipline compose the pattern of her life, which is

all the while interwoven with ceaseless service of man-

kind. Well-bom ably educated and with ample fortune,

she eagerly surrendered her life to the poor of London s

slums In the first years of her vigorous and charming

womanhood she devoted her energies almost exclusively

to Kingsley Hall which was her own creation In later

yean she became a land of wandering missionary m
succor of those anywhere who were suffering from injus

tice and oppression Wherever she went she preached

Chnst and the Mahatma, who more and more tended

to become one m her apprehension of divinity Gandhi

meant to her the triumph of the spirit over the flesh He
meant peace, brotherhood, and love m the nonviolent

sense Everywhere there was need of this gospel and

where need seemed greatest there Mks Lester went, to

bear witness to the truth. When she was in India she

stopped with Gandhi at his ashram or followed him as

he traveled from place to place. When Gandhi came to

England in 1931 he must of course stay at the settle-

ment In the slums Munel Lester is a sweet and gracious
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person, resolute also in the sweeping conviction of her

faith that Gandhi m his thought and life is right to a

degree not reached hy other men Her clear blue eyes

are bnght with surety Her smile anticipates the coming

of the glad new day She believes m men and God, and

fears not, therefore, what may be coming “If God is for

us, who can be against us
”

If I went on, I would mention Lord Mountbatten, the

last of the viceroys, who became, with his lady, one of

Gandhi’s trusted friends Of course, he could not be

descnbed as an intimate, for Lord Mountbatten was

rigorously faithful to the exactions of his office He was

courageous and loyal, and never forgot his King But he

was also, as I met and talked with him, the yarfait gentil-

homme, and to such a person Gandhi’s appeal was

irresistible Constantly this royal Britisher sat at the

Mahatma’s feet, to drink refreshment from his spirit, and

also to consult with him about difficult problems m pub-

lic affairs Mountbatten was charged with the tremen-

dous responsibility of removing Britain from India with

full dignity and honor Here Gandhi’s help was indis-

pensable, and the two men became as one m their service

of a common cause When the anarchy which accom-

panied partition swept Pakistan and adjacent territories

of India with fire and sword, Lord Mountbatten plunged

into the maelstrom of disorder, to restore peace and
safety to the stricken population It was on this occasion

that he paid the Mahatma the perfect tribute “In these

tames,’’ he is reported to have said, “Gandhi has done

by his mere presence what I was unable to do with fifty

thousand men ”

V
These are a few from out the vast multitude of men

and women who found Gandhi, m the Carlylean phrase,
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to be "pro Stable company ” To the visitor in India it

seems as though everybody of any consequence In that

country had at one time or another met Gandhi talked

with Gandhi, conferred with Gandhi and thereby had

their lives guided and ennched Beyond these happy

ones were the millions who had m one way or another,

touched the hem of his garment And beyond these,

across continents and seas, were the multitudes who
had heard Gandhi s name, and knew something of his

word and work, and were drawn to him to a degree not

recognized until they were suddenly stricken with gnef

and horror by Gandhis death- The influence of the

Mahatma was immeasurable. It was, again m Carlylean

phrase, a Tight” which illumined "the darkness of the

world.” Nay more, it was "a flowing light fountain

m whose radiance all souls feel that it [was] well with

them." If we knew Gandhi, or had merely heard of him

then we were confident again Seeing him or feeling his

influence, we took heart, and refused to despair of a

world which seemed utterly lost in violence and hate.

Alone, against the whole body of humankind, Gandhi

dared to live m the spirit, and to build his statesmanship

as well as his private concerns, on the foundation of the

moral law Soul force was his only weapon and with it

he won the victory against a world in arms What won
der that men reached to him as to a sustaining power

and m his closing years constituted a following larger

and more dependent than any hitherto known m history

But where did Gandhi himself gam the power which

he shared to abundantly with other men? In the ex

piora tory answer prompted by this question is revealed

the secret of the Mahatma s being

Gandhi in the last analysis was a mystic. Like all

mystics who possess a power beyond themselves he drew
his life from God But his communion with the divine
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was so simple, so easy, that it was hardly recognized as

such, especially when it was accompanied by none of

the raptures and ecstasies that are associated with direct

expenence with God Gandhi’s experience was as inti-

mate as it was natural, and was sought at regular inter-

vals, when his soul needed replenishment after his lavish

impartation of the spirit to other men Thus, he turned

to God m prayer both morning and evening, and con-

standy, as in the case of his silent Mondays, made

opportunity for contact with that original source of Truth

which was to him the real presence of the divine Any-

one who has had the privilege of sharing these ap-

proaches of Gandhi to God needs no argument as to

their reality and beauty Everyone who would under-

stand and interpret Gandhi to mankind must make these

prayers the central theme of his discourse The Mahatma
was always modest and humble He boasted of nothing

that was above or beyond the reach of other men But

he had also an assurance and authority, which sprang

from that living consciousness of God which was his

own If Gandhi was "a shining luminary,” to quote

Carlyle again, it was because he kindled his torch at the

central fires of eternal being

It is not often m human history that men join at once

the inner and the outer life, and thus make samt and

statesman one But when they do, they shake the world,

and turn the tides of destiny



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY

It was said of the Queen of Sheba that when she visited

Solomon in Jerusalem she remarked to the great King,

Tt was a true report that I heard in my land of thy acts

and of thy wisdom. Howbdt the half was not told

roe."

I

If this were true of Gandhi as it was of King Solomon

it was not his fault For Gandhi placed no bound or ban

upon his life. He hid nothing from the world. For one

thing, Gandhi lived in an age of publicity when nothmg
is hid from the penal of the reporter any more than

from the eye of God Then there are Gandhis own
writings—his public addresses, his personal interviews,

his letters and prayers—in which he makes plain to aD

who may be interested, his ideas and ideals, his plans

and policies, his reasons in extenso for what he did or

did not do His autobiography The Story of My Ex
pertinents with Truth is a confessional document of

unique appeal In Gandhis Letters to a Disciple the

Mahatma discusses questions of food and diet, illness,

cure, little inadents and accidents of daily life, with a

fullness and intimacy of detail which are almost erm

barrasstng Then there are the testimonies and tributes

the reports and records and reminiscences of Gandhi $

161
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followers and friends who wrote before his death, which

itself released a flood of first-hand biographical data

Only m the South African period, when the world

destiny of Gandhi was not even guessed, is there any

lack of this abundant literary material The longer

Gandhi lived and the higher he climbed in his leader-

ship of the Indian people, the clearer became the content

of his career

There were deeps m Gandhi, to be sure, which are

difficult to fathom He himself did not know, at least m
the beginning, the mysteries of his being, or the focus

of his fate How otherwise explain certain aspects of his

career and conduct m South Africa which stand so

utterly contrary to the fixed pattern of his later dajs?

Only slowly did it become apparent that the Mahatma's

distinctive qualities were spiritual rather than physical

or intellectual, and that the latter took on importance

only to the extent that they could be useful to the

former Thus, all his life, as we have seen, Gandhi was

interested m problems of physical health, which seemed

to exercise a kind of fascination over his mind But

beyond a few extreme ideas and practices, he contributed

little to their solution The vast spate of his writings

through many years represents a sustained intellectual

activity, but contain few if any passages of marked lit-

erary distinction His thought worked itself out into no

systematic philosophy or ordered arrangement of ideas

He cherished a devout religious faith, which he was

never tempted to set up as the organizational center of a

cult or sect It was in the pure realm of the spirit that he

excelled, especially as he applied his principles to eco-

nomic, political, and social problems with a courage and

insight which marked him as the supreme personality

of his age It was here, at this point of contact, that he
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met with God communed with him in secret, and, under

his divine guidance, reached his bold decisions. This

was a disciplined process of putting his soul to work,

with results that were patent to all, but none the less

hard to understand.

Yet in Gandhi was a great nmpliatyl This simplicity

was the product of a basic integrity, which concealed

nothing, played no devious tricks, practiced no decep-

tions. In his life was no confusion of motive, no hesi

tancy, no self-distrust, no doubt. For whatever he said

and did was only what he deemed to be right in die

all-seeing sight of God. Gandhi was accused often

enough of being a politician cleverer than the rest be-

cause more unscrupulous and hypocritical in making

God his partner It seemed incredible that an> leader

of men in such a crisis as impended upon him, could

he so naivel But in due course it was seen that Gandhi

was sound in his convictions and utterly sincere. To him

God was not a dogma hut a real presence—God was

Truth as Truth in turn was God. This meant that the

Mahatma had no personal ends to serve, except as he

would to his own self be true. His whole life was an

obedience to God It was as simple, and as wonderful,

as that!

H
It must be obvious by now that Gandhi was primarily

a samL From the lofty standpoint of this characteriza-

tion we can best comprehend his word and work The
Hindus knew this well when long years ago they

sanctified bun by the title, recognized and fondly used

by millions, of 'Mahatma ” It was a part of his saint

hood to object to this title. He himself never used it and

it had no place in the circle of his di crples Here Gand
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hiji and Bapu were the beloved names But the tides of

popular acclaim and reverence swept all opposition

away, and to the multitudes he remained Mahatma to

the end

Of the various attributes of sanctity, Gandhi’s inex-

tinguishable gaiety comes first There were times, of

course, too senous and indeed too terrible for laughter

Such a time was the one when I saw him last Rapine

and rum, disaster and death, were sweeping the country-

side in the struggle between Hindus and Moslems which

followed upon partition Gandhi was overwhelmed by

sorrow and shame, and it was hard for him to smile

In happier and nobler times, m moments when he was

making some supreme sacrifice for the freedom of his

people—impnsonment, fasting, or what not—his sense

of humor was irresistible We have already seen Gandhi’s

amusing way of accepting impnsonment as a welcome

opportunity for spinning, reading, wntmg, or meditation

with God This was the sunny side of his unconquerable

equanimity, coupled with the embarrassment of his

utterly bewildered jailers But it was in his contacts with

his fnends and visitors that his gaiety was most easily

aroused Peals of laughter were the music that made
beautiful his ashram The saints, for some mystenous

reason, are almost mvanably happy people St Francis

of Assisi could be stem, unbending, but was far more
often joyous In this they differ from the theologians,

who are so deadly senous, and from the ecclesiastics,

frequently so cruel So it was with Gandhi, who never

allowed pam, or disappointment, or frustration to get

the better of him With God on the scene there was no
need to worry, or be sad Only to be glad !

A second attribute of sanctity is disinterestedness

—

that selfless love which asks nothing for oneself and
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everything for others. Gandhi had not always possessed

this saintly quality On the contrary he started out

with much the same elements of character os ma> be

found in ordinary men Thus he was ambitious of ad*

vancement in his chosen profession He opened a law

office in Bombay partly at least to earn and accumulate

money He accepted a brief in South Africa and charged

a large fee for his services. In his family in these days

of his early manhood he was a martinet in discipline.

He must dictate and rule, and wife children even

fnends must heed his mandate. Then little by little,

and none the less surel) he purged himself of his

vanities For the sake of his people, in India and South

Africa alike he put aside all worldly interests and pur-

suits Sacrifice now became the central impulse of his

inner spirit. Ambition melted away Private enterprise

yielded to public service. Property became of no con-

cern His family was seen only as a part of the great

body of mankind. At last the Mahatma became the living

symbol of India s need. No home but a mud hut in the

ashram no food but a handful of nuts and nee in his

beggar s bowl no clothing but his loin cloth and shawl,

no money no possessions no official power he found

himself for the first time free to sene India without

worry or concern Through sheer self-abnegation he

became one with its poverty-stncVen millions and a

saint in their adoration and devotion Nc\er in all his-

tory was a sanctified leader so effective in his work for

humankind and m his asceticism so glorious an example

of virtue.

What Gandhi denied himself he sought wholeheart

edly for others. Thu is the real explanation of his heroic

and ceaseless labor for the deliverance of India from

the rule of the British crown Political independence was
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more or less of an abstraction—a slogan to stir the minds

of millions Gandhi came to the idea slowly, even re-

luctantly Indeed, it may be said that he was at last

driven to the far extreme of policy by the crass stupidity

of British officials who consistently outraged the people

and their leaders But always, even m the days of

fiercest contention, Gandhi regarded independence as a

means to the great end of delivering the far-flung popula-

tion of the land from poverty, disease, and other miseries

which degraded Indians to a level of subsistence which

no human beings should be expected to endure The
whole passion of Gandhi’s soul was dedicated to the

uplift and security of the common people As long as

they were all but naked in dieir need, so he would be

all but naked for their sake But always he looked

beyond, to the hour of emancipation, when the fruits

of their labor would be their own, and not the booty

of the exploiters, native and foreign, who fed fat upon

them Not a man m all India but held the Mahatma’s de-

votion—not a family that was not akin to his own
Gandhi’s heart was big enough to contain all these

multitudes, and each individual among them all had

Gandhi’s pity, and felt himself, to an intensive degree,

to be his brother

Of Gandhi’s compassion for mankind—the poor, the

outcast, the forlorn—there can be no more effective an

example than his attitude toward the untouchables,

whose emancipation he sought for years with steadfast

purpose For this no date can be assigned, as the work
was m character a kind of agitation m which the Ma-
hatma was engaged through a period of years While
supporting the caste system as giving what seemed to

him to be a stabilization of society not otherwise possible,

Gandhi was horrified to behold a group of some sixty
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million men and women m India altogether outside tlie

army of castes who were existing thus on the lowest

level of insult and indignity There is no precise moment
when the Mahatma cursed the whole Idea of untouch

ability, and sought its abolition Gandhi simply went

ahead Ignoring this wretched outlawry of a whole

people and seeking, or himself creating ways of ending

It, He knew that his personal practice would slowly hut

surely have an influence which would be potent So he

opened his ashram to the untouchables, and usually had

several of them in residence. He laid down the policy of

recognizing untouchables as welcome members in the

national movement for independence. He insisted upon

his own personal contort with them As St Frands

nursed the lepers and kissed their sores, so Gandhi mm
Istcred to the untouchables as occasion offered. The
climax of his devotion came when he adopted an orphan

girl bom of untouchable parents and with her brought

the outcasts straight into his home and heart. It was in

this fashion that the mere existence of the untouchables

became an issue of large public moment, especially to

those who lile the Mahatma would have India worthy

of the freedom she herself was seeking It was inevitable

but none the less notable that the new constitution of

India should provide for the complete emandpation of

the untouchables, and thus merge them forever in the

great body of Indian life. Gandhi and his follow'en

delivered these sixty millions of panahs from centuries

of the most degrading bondage, and therewith achieved

a deed which lifts the Mahatma to an enduring place

among the liberators of mankind.

As we survey these exalted attributes of being it be-

comes more and more manifest, as I have said
*

that

See above p 1 59.
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Gandhi was a mystic of the noblest type Such a person

seems dowered with faculties which make possible a

realization of God not as a remote article of faith or

a logical conclusion of speculative argument, but as a

direct and immediate expenence These mystics know

God as others of us know sun and ram, and they com-

mune with him and consult with him, and heed his man-

dates Their whole inner life is a radiation of the divine.

Into it they tend to withdraw apart from the encompass-

ing and distracting world, and seek therein the com-

panionship of God In which pursuit their lives become

a pattern of God’s will and a design of his holy purpose 1

Professor Alfred North Whitehead has defined religion

as “what the individual does with his own solitariness
”

This is the mystical aspect of religion—the solitariness

of the soul Only the true mystic finds that he is not

solitary at all, but strangely and wonderfully at home

with God and his eternal presence

It would seem as though Gandhi, of all men, were

much too beset by constant duties and distractions to

enjoy the fruits of the mystical life Was he not too

hopelessly entangled m human affairs to win freedom

for contemplation and spiritual exercise? Facts as diverse

as a mother’s concern for her child which she laid at the

Mahatma’s feet for healing, or a priest beseeching

counsel for the welfare of his village, or some drama of

statesmanship which must shake the British Empire and

the encompassing world—these and a mynad other

appeals pressed upon him day and night, and exacted

attention which he did not refuse It was always possi-

ble, of course, for him to follow the example of the

multitudinous holy men who flourished m his country

The cave men who hid themselves away m grottoes or

other rocky retreats, and once a year revealed themselves
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to their disciples; the priests who occupied the temple

precincts and offered at intervals their formal prayers;

the servants of God m the Jain and other sects, who
wandered the countryside m a punty of being which

the>’ would fain convey to other men! But these ways

of life were not for Gandhi He must be m the world

while not of it—thus beep constant contact with the

people while seeking still the “solitariness” of God. How
he worked out this dilemma is one of the most fasanat

mg examples of his method.

Laying down the principle that he must always be

accessible to those who sought him whether it be the

peasant woman in sore distress, or the Congress member

to talk politics, or the passing visitor from abroad, or the

latest commission of inquiry from London Gandhi or

garuzed his life with the meticulousness of a great execu-

tive. His door was open—no man must be allowed to

knock m vain. But Gandhi had early learned the arts of

relaxation and withdrawal Thus, he kept rigorously to a

time schedule, and thereby saved himself the gnawing

worry of delay He set aside one day each week for

silence, and on this day while seeking no arbitrary se-

clusion and even communicating through the device

of written notes he would not talk or attend conferences

Then there were his periods of prayer—m the early

morning and evening—in which he turned to God for

the refreshment of his spirit Lastly and most important,

was his deliberate communion with God when, in some

dilemma of policy exacting momentous decisions he

sought, and in the end received, the divine command.

Here his mystical powers received their supreme expres

sion Gandhi sought the Truth and the Truth was God
and m the counsel of the divine mind asked and never

refused, he found his way as the troubled and yet serene
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leader of his people Gandhi the mystic was never un-

certain or misled after his retreats with God On the

contrary, he had found the way, and dared to walk

therein

III

Such were the outward and visible signs of the Ma-

hatma’s inward and spiritual grace All these combined,

m his case, into an acceptance and use, as a fundamental

principle of life, of what Christians inadequately de-

scribe as “nonresistance,” and Gandhi himself as “soul

force ” In the batde agamst evil, said Gandhi, it was

natural and easy to resort to physical force as the chosen

weapon agamst the enemy 'Take up arms agamst a

sea of troubles, and by opposing end them’’ 1 But arms,

and all varieties of physical force, are self-destructive

—

he that takes the sword shall pensh by the sword Fur-

thermore, the use of violence is immoral, m that it

profanes the sanctity of the human spirit, and outrages

the innate dignity of man As a means to an end, how-

ever good, it is a bad means, and thus corrupts and m
the end destroys the good which is its aim It is the spirit

which alone is pure, and thus potent for all good To
live m the spirit is to love mankind, enemies as well as

friends, and therewith to create an atmosphere m which

good can alone survive “Love never fails,” for its power

is one with the very order of the stars

This, of course, is nothing new. “Nonresistance,” or

"nonviolence,” is at least as ancient as Lao-tse and

Buddha, and as modem as Garrison and Tolstoi Gandhi
himself testifies that he learned this truth quite as much
from the New Testament as from his own beloved

Bhagavad-Gita But what Gandhi did with it is the

important thing For he made of it a new gospel, wrought
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out and applied on so stupendous a scale as to shock and

amaze the world.

Hitherto the "nonresistant idea as I have pomted

out, was limited in practice to individuals or to small

and more or less private groups of individuals. Its justifi-

cation was found in the experience oF such single per

sons as St Francis and Tolstoi, and of such tiny

minorities set agamst the whole society of their time

and place, as the early Christians in imperial Rome and

the later Friends, or Quakers, m seventeenth-century

England. It was this rarely applied principle of "non

violence” which Gandhi rescued, so to speak from its

confinement in the single heart, and established and

organized on a scale unheard or even dreamed of

before. What had formerly been the ideal and herok

practice of a few hundred, or at the most a few thousand

people, the Mahatma now took into the outer world of

furious contention and combat, and made it die rule of

life for millions. Especially did he take the rule of vio-

lence, which was deemed the only way of meeting and

overcoming an enemy and substitute therefor the rule

of the spirit, m love and forgiveness, and apply it with

triumphant success to a vast population struggling in

India for freedom and the right. Gandhi left nothing tp

chance. His presentation, on the field of action of “non-

violence’* as a sole principle of action was an unparalleled

achievement of spiritual genius. With the bare hands

and disciplined emotions of tens of millions of men and

women his fellow countrymen, he confronted and con-

founded die greatest of the vrodd empires, armed with

the latest weapons of destruction This opened up a new
era of human history It was no longer now the power

of the sword which won victories but the power of the

spirit. This latter weapon just because it was spiritual,
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was irresistible It needed training, discipline, sacrifice,

to be effective at the hands of unarmed men But mili-

tary force requires the same systematic exercise—the

soldiery must be an army and not a mob Why not lift

this whole undertaking to the higher levels of human

endeavor? Since Gandhi’s breath-taking adventure, vio-

lence of any kind is become, dirough Gandhi’s example,

an anachronism and horror Now has come the time,

foreseen by Jesus, and achieved by Gandhi, when "the

meek shall inherit the earth
’’

Thus did Gandhi the saint become Gandhi the states-

man, the two made one m word and deed In making

"nonviolence" a truth not merely of individual convic-

tion, but of nationwide social action, he became sud-

denly the political as well as spiritual leader of mankind

Under his exalted and potent influence his people se-

cured their liberty unstained by human blood, and

commended to the world a new and kindly, and none

the less effective method of overcoming, without vio-

lence, all exploitation and tyranny, and bringing m the

enduring reign of peace I turn the pages of history, and

search in vam for any parallel to this achievement

—

saint and statesman made one m the common service of

mankind

What has happened m this transcendent episode is a

new and final challenge of Caesar The world has fought

its way through the long succession of the centuries, and
by violence seen one civilization after another smitten

to rum Now comes a supreme cnsis m the crash of a

civilization which may well involve the extinction of

mankind If there were no way out, it would be a tragedy

and not a crime which we are facing But Gandhi has

shown us the better way, wide open to our feet' In it we
must follow if we would live
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IV

Thus have I known and loved one of the great men of

all tune. As he has grown upon my heart since die first

discovery of his work, so is he destined to grow upon

the world-wide consciousness of men With the supreme

figures of history he walks in sacred company The
prophet and minister of the spintl

In the course of die Mahatma s krag life, he expressed

the truth he sought m diverse ways. I particularly like

some instructions which he gave his followers as a kind

of “order of the day" in an hour of gnm crisis in Octo-

ber 1928

If you are arrested, go to prison quietly

If assaulted, bear h cheerfully

If shot die peacefully

It is because the Mahatma lived as well as taught such

truth that he will live forever



CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION
I

What makes the periodic appearance of men like

Gandhi possible, if not mevi tabled Is it a casual accident,

or an eternal law? Humanity, beset by encompassing

ills, waits with amazing patience, confident that sooner

or later her redeemer will come But the centuries pass

m terrifying succession, and nothing happens. Patience

itself seems to die, and becomes as it were engraved upon

"a monument, smiling at gnef.” Then suddenly, without

warning, the great man appears—a saint, a seer, a

prophet, a Buddha, a Mahatma 1 The multitudes of the

suffering and oppressed people of the earth recognize

their savior, and flock to follow him There is a starring

m men’s hearts A revolution is under way Then the

so-called authorities take action on behalf of law and

order Government, equipped with prisons, police, the

military, and the final horror of stakes and crosses, is on

the scene And the movement which promised so much
is suddenly at an end With new patience humanity

sinks back into its haunts of misery, and waits again for

deliverance

It would seem as though there were something at

work here which surpasses the temporal and transient

elements of earth These great men, as judged by every

mundane standard, fail in their high purpose for man-

kind, but with an exaltation of spirit and a distinction

174
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of sacrifice which lift them immeasurably above their

fellows, and give them assurance, in Gods grace, of

final victory This is the reason why after the histone

drama is done, men insist that they have seen the pres-

ence of the divine in the human Thus Jesus, before

bis heroic death Was hailed as the Messiah that super

human member of the House of David who was to

descend out of heaven to restore Israel to its lost throne

of power After Jesus s death the Messiahship seemed

inadequate to contain all the wonder of his life, and as

Christianity unfolded out of Judaism the Messiah be-

came transfigured into the Christ, and Jesus exalted as

the Son of God, and at last as the second Person of the

Trinity The same was true of Gautama who became the

Buddha. In the beginning, he was a king s son, an heir

of royalty ennobled by bis surrender of earthly splendor

on behalf of suffering and sorrowing mankind With his

death he became as God, and has since been worshiped

as the deity itself seeking to impress upon each separate

soul the secret oF the divine. And now in our tune, as

though a part of the very pattern of mans days, both

here and m the beyond, there appears the beautiful and

strange personality of Gandhi Already even in the

period of hu lifetime, Gandhi became the Mahatma,

the holy one, and m shrine and temple was lifted up

and worshiped. Now after his death and majestic

burial, as we have seen the process of apotheosis is

under way and Gandhi translated into the Mahatma
dius made a sacred part of the Hindu faith In the case

of Gandhi the man becomes a god, and his example a

religion

This is what we call deification which is none other

than die attempt to explain logically the histone phe-

nomenon of these men who seem to be so much more
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and better than other men How widespread and in-

sistent, as well as imaginative, this process may be is

shown by the reference of a contemporary historian of

the Papacy to what he describes as "the methodical deifi-

cation of the popes that is m process." The doorway to

this latest hypothesis of religious faith was opened wide

by the enactment m 1870 of Pope Pius IX’s dogma of

papal infallibility A better illustration is that of beati-

fication m the Roman Church Into the details of this

mystery I need not go in this place, except to point out

that its essence is the recognition of the divine spirit

come alive m human beings. Men, women, and even

little children are found to be so holy in their words and

deeds, and so potent m this manifestation of holiness, as

to defy explanation m human terms Thus saints per-

form miracles, heal diseases, see visions, reveal qualities

of virtue which seem to lift them to higher levels than

those commonly known of on this earth This is what is

meant by sanctity—the passing of the human into the

divine, and therewith making manifest the presence of

the Most High

II

One striking fact, not to be ignored, is the uniformity

of the phenomenon m question The great men—the

prophets, Messiahs, and Mahatmas—have appeared m
different ages and at far-flung places Yet they are much
the same Which would seem to argue personal contact,

or communication—the building up of a conscious tradi-

tion, to be preserved and passed on from generation to

generation But this is simply not so True, the two great

Chinese sages, Confucius and Lao-tse, met at one notable

conference, but only to misunderstand one another

beyond all explanation There is a persisting speculation
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that some at least of the last years in Jesus s life, the span

from twelve to thirty were spent m India but there is

not a scrap of real evidence to prove it There is a similar

surmise that Plato may have traveled in the Far East

and matched his classic wisdom with that of the ancient

holy men but there is nothing to substantiate this idea

but the attested fact that Plato like the historian

Herodotus before him was a famous traveler Buddha

wandered far and among many peoples and undoubt

edly encountered not a few of his distinguished con-

temporaries. Gandhi knew London, South Africa, and

his own native land and read some Western literature

to which he remained indebted to the last day of his

career But on the whole it may he said that these ethical

and spiritual leaden were isolated men and apart from

their own disciples and followers were lonely figures.

What they did was under the spontaneous impulse of

their own inner life. What they taught, and glorified

by their example, was drawn from the inexhaustible re-

sources of their own personal natures. Their testimony

was and still remains original creative, and unique.

Yet there is a uniformity in what they said and did which

is remarkable. In all things fundamental, they were the

same Only in the tnvia of thought do they differ These

inspired men kindled their torches at a central fire. They
joined their voices in a single chorus. They sought and

saw the Truth and straightway imparted it to other men

in

As an explanation of the power at work m the lives

of the great and good, the concept of deification has been

persuasive. It may be argued that this concept has been

more than persuasive—it has rather been convincing, for

it has dominated the theology of Christendom for cen-
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tunes It seems extravagant and therefore questionable

when applied to the Popes of Rome, especially when

used to vindicate such a dubious idea as that of papal

infallibility. Here it passes from the realm of theology

to that of mythology But the idea tabes on reality m the

case of such an exalted being as Jesus In this relation

the doctnne of deification has in it a certain poetry as

well as philosophy Nor is it unnatural for the pictur-

esque aspects of the belief m God as definitely at work

within the selected souls of men to pass over into history'

and become a part of the factual experience of mankind

Without going into the finer ramifications of this

conception, it may be said that the process of deification

is twofold m character On the one hand, God is thought

of as a spirit inspiring men, as he inspired Isaiah m the

temple, to the fulfillment of his high purpose He does

this by making his presence known in a blaze of light,

a spoken word, or a passing dream A divine visitation

becomes in some form a vision which points the way

and reveals the goal God appears from without, whence

he returns when his message is heard, or his mission

done The deity, in other words, remains apart from

men, yet is ever ready to appear again, to counsel and

command the servants of his will

A second conception of deification is that which cen-

ters about the idea of incarnation God takes upon him-

self the likeness of the flesh, and becomes, for such time

as may be necessary for the achievement of his design,

a human being This conception first appears, m crude

and vulgar fashion, m certain of the tales of the classic

mythology of Greece and Rome Jupiter, or Apollo, or

some one of the lesser deities, takes on human form,

that he may accomplish the more readily some purpose

of his for the use, or abuse, or exaltation of humankind
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It is this same idea which appears m sublime poetic

form, in such a theological conception as that of Christ

the Son of God, who makes atonement for the release

of man from sm In this case the incarnation « spiritual

rather than merely physical m nature, since it is the soul

and not the body with which God is concerned. But in

its whole setup the flesh appears as the garment, or

costume, of God in the august drama of the redemption

God is present in human form to help man, to serve

him, to save him. It is the spirit made flesh, that man
through God, may achieve his spiritual destiny

IV

Thus does the divine process of deification in things

low and high find its place in human annals. As an at

tempt to explain and interpret these historical personages

who are men and yet seem to be more than men deifica-

tion at least in its higher ranges of expression has a

character which is unique. It is God at work with man
for the tnumph of the spirit But deification brings

difficulties of its own which cannot be neglected, or

ignored There is the basic question for example, as to

whether this process is real and not a mere phantasm

of die imagination Why resort to this complex and con-

fusing concept, which so easily drops into superstition

when there are other fas simples and more convmomg
explanations which should be given first and final exam-

ination before they are definitely laid adder* Humfcn

nature, for example' The obvious and common stuff

of which we are madel The Psalmist, when he encoun-

ters man hails him as only “a little lower than the

angels " and crowns him with glory and honor " Shake-

speare, when he ponders him exclaims ‘What a piece

of work is a man! how noble m reason! how infinite in
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faculty 1 m form and moving how express and admirable'

m action how like an angel' m apprehension how like a

god' the beauty of the world' the paragon of animals'”

An angel, yet still an animal' The container of all things

beautiful, yet still a man Is this not the essence of pure

being, and, m the Lincolnian sense, all we need to ex-

plain the greatest and noblest of humankind? Man's

own inner life, the substance of his extraordinary yet

normal expenence, this is the golden key which unlocks

the heart of mystery' v

In one of the most familiar of William James’s un-

forgettable essays, the great psychologist declares that

m each one of us there are reserves of energy which are

seldom if ever used Deep down within the soul are these

quickening powers, unfathomable springs of being,

which he untouched They are like the reserve regi-

ments of an army which await, far m the rear, the

progress of the battle, prepared to enter the fray, if dis-

aster impends, and turn defeat into victory So man has

his emergencies, when he fights apparently m vain, and

exhausts at last the resources which could save him And
all the while within him, standing ready to his call, are

these reserves of energy, these latent powers of body,

mind, and spirit, which need only to be summoned to

dispel disaster, and leave man master of the field

It is the discovery, control, and use of these reserve

forces within us all which mark off the great and good

from the masses of mankind Most of us, as I have said,

never call upon these reserves at all We are not even

aware that they are there Only m some vast emergency,

some strange and sudden hour of desperate need, are we
awakened, as it were, to the presence of powers which

seem not to be our own, so much greater are they than

anything that we have known before But we release
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them and direct diem and stxafghtwa) like Tennyson s

Sir Galahad we find that

[Our] strength is as the strength of ten

Ncnv the great men among us, the saviors of the race

as few in number as the) arc rare in spirit know of these

energies, and tap them not occasional!) but ah the time.

While most of us to change the figure live contentedly

on lower levels of thought and action and only in grave

crises of life and death seem oble to lift ourselves to

higher levels by calling to our need the operation of

these hidden forces, the saints and saviors of mankind

ore living perpetually on these higher levels Whereas

most of us cannot even breathe In these lofty spaces,

except in wonderful moments of self-discover) these

saints and seen and saviors have long since learned to

make this celestial atmosphere their own and have

found it a quickening and sustaining influence in their

lives. So quickening, so sustaining that thc> seem no

longer to be themselves but rather a new and tran

scendent type of personality! They do things that seem

miraculous. Surclj some divine clement has entered into

them and taken possession of them! Some god is here

at work! Nay it must be God himself who has come to

them, and lifted them beyond the bounds of human
nature. But this resort to deification os we have seen

is as unnecessary as it is fictitious. These saints and

seers and prophets are still themselves It is the normal

and natural aspects of being which are at work within

them Only they have discovered farther and higher re-

sources of power have harnessed them to daily uses and

therewith have transmuted the human into the divine.

Another approach to this problem sheds light into

dim and hidden places. Thus, there are few of us, who,
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if we have any excellency within us, do not develop

certain high qualities which are our own We make

them our own by our faithful practice of them to our

own comfort and the reassurance of our world We be-

come, as it were, each one of us, a specialist in one par-

ticular area of virtue We may perhaps excel m nothing

else. Our good qualities may he lonely and feeble, and

thus distinctive of nothing beyond ourselves But here

they are, the evidence of that modicum of goodnfess

which is within us all, and the recompense of many a

sm which might not otherwise be easily forgiven One
thinks of the famous passage m Lord Macaulay on King

Charles I, who, when condemned for his betrayal of

the liberties of the English people, was warmly defended

for his fidelity to his wife and his devotion to his chil-

dren

It is this inequitable distribution of good and ill, this

lapse here and weakness there, which is more or less

charactenstic of us all There is bad m the best of us

and good m the worst of us, as many a seer has said

Hence the careful yet urgent recommendation that we
be slow m condemning one another Which is only a

revival of Jesus’s injunction that we “judge not lest we
be judged” But there are exceptions to every rule' In

this case they are to be found in these great and good

exemplars of the spirit, of whom Gandhi in our time

is the supreme instance These men, who constitute

the unbroken line which stretches at long intervals from

Lao-tse to the Mahatma, are remarkable not for any one

quality, or group of qualities, as Marcus Aurelius for

his constancy, or Tolstoi for his stalwart sacrifice, but

rather for the whole gamut of human virtue These
saviors of mankind had not some, but all the virtues

They lapsed m nothing Their lives to this day are a
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complete and perfect pattern of all goodness. This ex

plains why these lives of such transcendent glory seem

to enter into moral categories that are apart from ours

Why also we are tempted, in a hind of rationalistic

desperation to interpret them by conceptions which are

miraculous in character and thus, from the theological

as well as the historical point of view fundamentally

unreal and thus untrue.

What we need to know and to remember is this

concept of complete and perfect virtue contamed withm

the borders of a single life. Virtue within itself un-

touched by any element of the miraculous raised sud-

denly to the nth power of expression and accomplish-

ment. What Is sporadic and limited with us becomes

“the perfect round” with them. One special quality of

the good life, which we have labored so hard to attain

caught up and lost so to speak, in that harmonic chord

of music which constitutes the “grand Amen" of human
living! So there remains no question here of the divine

as set over against the human No deification to cfaal

lenge the natural and the normal! These saviors of the

race, so few and yet so momentous in moral cause and

consequence, are simply the men who possess every

virtue of the good life. They are those among us who
represent the supreme and final distillation of the spirit.

If they are divine it a not because of anything they

have been granted from without, but rather because

of all they have achieved within They have perchance

made themselves one with God. But the impulse is

human and only the result divine.

Such is the answer to our question How do these

saviors appear and with what virtue do they come
1

?

Not by "miracle and sign”! This Is an interpretation of

life which is more and more coming to be recognized
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as sheer superstition But simply and wonderfully do

they come, like a flawless gem, a lovely blossom, or a

breathless burst of music They come “in the course of

human events,” that is all. There may be hidden powers

deep down and within the soul, which reveal how God

operates with men But this is a part of that funda-

mental mystery which we cannot and perhaps need

not know Like Keats’s realization of truth and beauty,

that is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know

V

Thus do they arise and pass—these men who have

come and gone, and taught us, “each m his own tongue,”

the way of life Or rather these men who have appeared

and, like the Himalayan peaks, have rooted themselves

in the primeval depths of being, and pomted to the

eternal stars

The names of these men are sweet upon the tongue

When spoken they are like music—now a trumpet call

to battle, more often a harmony of gentle sounds, sooth-

ing one’s heart to rest and peace Their words, as re-

corded or remembered by faithful disciples, have long

since become the classic witness of all time And scrip-

tures without name, such as the Vedic Hymns, the

Psalms, and passages of medieval lore and lessons, abide

as testimonies of men’s wisdom and high vision

Does Gandhi belong m this august company? I have

assumed so m this writing, and never has any dis-

harmony disturbed my song of praise Gandhi falls as

naturally and easily mto place as any of these saviors of

ages gone Indeed, if truth is to survive, it was high time

that another appeared m this modem age, to keep intact
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the spint s sad but saintly succession “God is not dead

that he should speak no more." Thus says Lowell! But

who was to bear the burden of die message? Gandhi

like Isaiah in the hour of crisis, cried out, “Here am I

send me." But the Mahatma seemed to lack certain

essential qualities. His presence was devoid of all physi-

cal glamour and beauty His speech lacked eloquence

and power Ha pen was tireless, but not seldom un

inspired. All too much of his activity was poured out,

like water upon the ground, on economics and politics.

But by every test of the spirit Gandhi proved himself

the man His very setting in a world of arms and hate

and death seemed to prepare the way for his coming

He challenged this world, even as Jesus challenged

Home, to a duel between the sword and the spirit In

word and deed and drama, as in the case of assassina

non to parallel crucifixion Gandhi met the issue. To his

side he called Truth and Love, and Peace. And as these

were God, as the Mahatma knew God, die victory was

his. As nations rise and fall and crviluatrons disappear

the more wonderful becomes the survival of humanity

What can explain this more convincingly than the re-

curring visitations of the saviors who m sole reliance

upon the spirit, “make straight in the desert a highway

for our God"?

Of these timeless saviors, Gandhi was one. I knew
this when m 1911 to an incredulous public, I pro-

claimed Gandhi to he “the greatest man m the world."

Through the more than thirty years of wars and ru

mots of wan that have passed smee that date, I have

never doubted this pronouncement.

Gandhi was not infallible. He made his mistakes,

and on occasion said and did strange dungs But his

motives were always pure, his words and deeds dictated
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by the noblest principles, and his spirit manifest of all

those qualities of patience, humility, courage, and self-

less sacrifice, which mark the few great sons of men
He organized and led a movement which was com-

mensurate with his own unconquerable spirit He died

only to live more amply m the hearts of men Therein

lies his worth, and his eternal glory

As for us, the happy few, who saw and knew and

loved him, it is enough that we found the Truth, and

have now the duty to impart it to other men.
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IDEALISTIC THOUGHT OF INDIA
P T Kaju

Demy fro 4I1, net

Metaphorical Weal lira h ctlll the dominant philosophy of India. Her leading

contemporary thinkers like Gandhi Radhakriihrun Tacore Auroblndo and

Bhagavan Da are mrUph) ricil idealist* and thh achooi will continue to be

dominant »o long u India don not break with her Vedantlc part IJeaUrtU

Though* of India U a aeriow attempt to fathom the depthi of ideallrtic thought

It depict* the meuphytical rtriod* of the life and pnikrtophy of India In the

light of thore of the Wert and attempt* to bring out the deeper Implication!

of Idealhtlc metaphysics h l* not however Jutt an exposition of Indian

ideal Urn but a contribution to Idealktic metaphysics devoting two out of eight

chapter* to a dlicimloo of the baik problem* of Wotem idealltm

By avoiding much of the ethical psychological and religious detail with which

exposition* of Indian thought are generally loaded Proftwo r Rjju hai been

able to meet the requirement* of student* who find it difficult to comprehend

the logical rtructure of tndlan mtemi Thoie eager to undentand the phllo

rophkal idea* of conteroponry Indian thinker* like Gandhi Tagore and

RadhakrUhnan with reference to the ctasrical background will find thi* book,

bold and original In it* conclusion* exceptionally useful
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Trecrirtrd r|th m nr* roamrmarr hr TrabKajaada nod ChriOoptxr libtrrood

Lr Cr Ito 91 id. net

One emerge* from It with a richer and more pent rating undemanding of

what one » human reIf one eternal Self and the entire purport of life are

tboct —John tan Dxutzn

There aphorisms were compered by Patanjall, a great Indian *a« orer

1 500 yean ago and are now translated into clear intelligible English prme
simplifying roroe of the technical difficultla The accompanying commentary

Interpret* the laying* for the spiritual aspirant of to-day ana applies them to

his or Her problem* as a citizen of the modem world

la brief compw we are given a full picture of what yoga is, what It* aim* arc

how It can be practised, what power* can be attained by it and finally what
liberation of the *oul comists la



ASIA AND WESTERN DOMINANCE
K M Panlkkar

Demy 8vo Second Impression 30s net

Beginning with the Age of Discos cry .it the end of the fifteenth century, this

work covers in .1 wide sweep the political events that reached their climax

in the conquest of India by Britain and the control of Chim by the Great

Powers It then traces the gradual withdrawal of I uropr from the Far East

and the recovery of Asian sovereignty during the middle of this century

Europe’s own view of its achievements in Asia has been recorded by many

writers Here for tlu first time is the story of this most important period,

during which the peoples of Asia were subjected to economic, political and

religious pressure by the maritime nations of Furopc, from the point of view

of the Asians themselves

Sardar Pamhhar devotes special attention to missionary activity in the Far

East and throws much light on the reactions of the Asian people towards the

persistent attempt of the West to Christianise them The interactions of

European and Asian cultures and the profound changes brought about in the

life of the people of Asia by the introduction of Western learning and techno-

logy arc also dealt vs ith m some detail

Perhaps the most valuable aspect of this work is that it provides a key to under-

standing much that is inexplicable to the West in the more recent develop-

ments in Asia Without a knowledge of Asn’s own view of the major events

of the past, it is not possible to appreciate the approach of Indians, Indonesnns,

Chinese or Japanese to the numerous problems that face Asia and Europe

Sardar Panikkar is a noted historian, political thinker and diplomatist His

view of Asian history is bound to have verv great influence

THE SIKHS
Khushnant Singh

Demy 8vo 16s net

The first complete history by a Sikh It is an extremely able studv o! a proud,

courageous people, and is to be welcomed for the careful use of previously

unpublished material and for the detached view of incidents marked by

atrocities and intense passions
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